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Bengaldoctors’strike
spreadsacrossstates

n

Doctors staging a protest in Lucknow on Friday.

whenthreejuniordoctorsatNRS
Medical College in Kolkata were
assaulted by the relatives of a
patient who died during treatment.
On Friday, at least a dozen
prominentgovernmenthospitals
in Bengal were paralysed and
hundreds of doctors threatened
toresignandcontinuetheiragitation if the state government did
not meet their demands.
“We want an unconditional

apology from the chief minister
for the manner in which she
addressed us yesterday. She
should not have said what she
had,” a spokesperson of the joint
forumofjuniordoctors,DrArindam Dutta, said while listing six
conditions.
Theotherdemandsincludeda
personal visit by Banerjee to the
injureddoctors,acondemnation
ofMonday’sattack,andajudicial
inquiry into alleged police inac-
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HT Correspondents
KOLKATA/NEWDELHI: Thousands of
doctorsheldprotestsacrossIndia
on Friday and one of the leading
unions announced a nationwide
strikeonMonday,steppingupan
agitation that began from Kolkata and has now escalated into a
publichealthworrywithpolitical
overtones.
Bengal bore the brunt of the
protests on Friday, with junior
doctors digging in their heels
after chief minister Mamata
Banerjee gave them an ultimatumthepreviousday.Atleastone
death, that of a child who could
not be admitted to a government
hospital, was reported.
“We are demanding an immediate end to the violence against
doctors.Thestrikeisinresponse
to a grave situation,” said RV
Asokan, secretary general of the
Indian Medical Association
(IMA),whichclaimstorepresent
350,000doctors.IMAalsowroteto
UnionhomeministerAmitShah
callingforanewlawtoensurethe
safety of doctors in the country.
Stirsanddemonstrationswere
witnessed across 17 states and
Union Territories and involved
about 100,000 doctors across
India, according to reports from
various medical associations.
Trouble began on Monday

US WARNING ON S-400 DEAL

Rahul Singh

DAY 4 OF STIR Protesters seek Mamata apology; infant dies in Bengal hospital
n

India to levy retaliatory
tariffs on 29 US products

AN-32 MAY BE
TAKEN OFF
CRITICAL
OPERATIONS

HT

tion against the assailants.
Apetitionalsoflaggedthematter to the Calcutta high court,
which refused to pass an interim
order on the strike and asked the
state government to persuade
doctors to resume work and provide usual services to patients.
The court also directed the Bengal government to spell out the
stepsittookfollowingtheattack.
CONTINUED ON P 8
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(IAF) is planning to curtail the
role of the Antonov-32 (AN-32) in
extreme environments following the June 3 crash in Arunachal Pradesh that led to the
deaths of 13 people — the third
fatal incident of the Soviet-origin
aircraft in India over the last 10
years.
According to three senior IAF
officers, who asked not to be
named, the AN-32, seen as a
workhorse for the force, may be
taken off duties that involve flying over mountainous regions
and oceans out of safety concerns.
“The effort will be to assign
most of those tasks to the C295
medium transport aircraft that
we are buying. They have higher
safety margins,” said one of
the officials, who is familiar
with IAF’s modernisation process.
A second official said the
defence ministry has wrapped
up price negotiations for 56 C295
aircraft made by Airbus, and
while it is meant to replace the
fleet of the vintage medium-sized
Avro 748 transport planes, it will
also be suitable for demanding
roles that the AN-32 currently
undertakes.
The $2.5-billion project is
likely to come up before the
Defence Acquisition Council
(DAC) for final clearance.
CONTINUED ON P 8

n

NEW DELHI: In what could potentially aggravate trade tensions
between India and the US, New
Delhihasdecidedtoimposelongpending retaliatory tariffs on 29
US products. Washington had
withdrawnduty-freebenefitsfor
IndianexportsunderitsGeneralizedSystemofPreferences(GSP)
effective June 5.
“Thedutyhikeswillcomeinto
effect in normal course as the
notificationtopostponethehikes
willexpireonSaturdaynight.We
don’t see any reason for escalation asthe dutyhikes areagainst
the tariff hikes by the US on steel
andaluminiumproducts,andnot
because the US withdrew dutyfreebenefitstoIndianexporters,”
said a government official with
direct knowledge of the matter,
requesting anonymity.
According to the current notification, the retaliatory tariffs
will come into effect beginning
June 16.
India had repeatedly postponed the imposition of retaliatory tariffs of $235 million on
importofUSgoodsworth$1.4billion since they were first
announced on June 20, 2018.
Key items imported by India
from the US include almond and
fresh apples worth $645 million
and $165 million, respectively.
Biswajit Dhar, professor of
economics at Jawaharlal Nehru
University,saidtheescalationin

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: A senior

Trump administration official said on Thursday there
were “serious concerns”
about India’s planned acquisition of Russian S-400 missile defence systems that
could not only leave India
vulnerable to sanctions but
also “limit” interoperability
between US and Indian militaries, a key focus of growing ties between the two
countries.
India’s acquisition of
S-400s “effectively could
trade tensions between the two
countries would have happened
in any case.
“Trump wants market access
inIndiaandhewillnotstopatthe
withdrawalofGSPbenefits.ButI
am happy that India has
responded, since it was giving a
wrong signal about India’s decision-making process. Now, both
sides can sit down and talk like
equalpartners,”headded.India’s
move comes ahead of a meeting
between US President Donald
Trump and Prime Minister Narendra Modi on the sidelines of a
G20 summit on June 28-29 in
Osaka, Japan. Trump has often
termed India a “tariff king” and
repeatedly pointed to the 50%
duty that India imposes on
imports of Harley-Davidson

limit India’s ability to
increase our own interoperability”, Alice Wells, head of
the state department’s south
and central Asia bureau told
lawmakers at a Congressional hearing. The threat to
defence interoperability is a
new and developing argument Americans are deploying to up the ante for India
by saying it could be risking
growing defence ties
marked by the signing last
year of the Communications
Compatibility and Security
Agreement that allows
sharing of classified defence
››P9
intelligence.
motorcycles. US secretary of
state Mike Pompeo is scheduled
to visit New Delhi on June 25-26,
on his way to the G20 Summit, to
hold bilateral discussions with
his Indian counterpart, external
affairs minister S Jaishankar.
Speaking at the 44th annual
meetingoftheUS-IndiaBusiness
Council in Washington DC on
Wednesday, Pompeo said they
may discuss “tough topics”,
including the recent GSP programme decision. “We remain
open to dialogue, and hope that
our friends in India will drop
their trade barriers and trust in
thecompetitivenessof theirown
companies,theirownbusinesses,
theirownpeople,andprivatesector companies,” Pompeo said.
CONTINUED ON P 8

shortstories
HC DISMISSES JAYA
PLEA AGAINST
AZAM’S ELECTION
LUCKNOW: The Lucknow bench of
the Allahabad high court on Friday
dismissed actress-turned-politician
Jaya Prada’s plea filed against
Mohd Azam Khan challenging his
election as MP from Rampur Lok
Sabha constituency. Jaya Prada,
who lost the election from Rampur
in Uttar Pradesh, had sought a
court direction to set aside Khan’s
election as MP and declare her
elected as the Lok Sabha member
››P4
from Rampur instead.

PV Ramasastry is new
ADG law and order
LUCKNOW: The Uttar Pradesh
government on Friday transferred
six Indian Police Service (IPS)
officers. PV Ramasastry, a 1989
batch IPS officer who was posted as
ADG Varanasi zone, has replaced
Anand Kumar as the new ADG law
››P2
and order.

Motive for UP Bar Council
chief’s murder still a mystery
AGRA: Mystery over the motive for
the murder of UP Bar Council chief
Darvesh Yadav’s continued on
Friday even as the main accused
remained on ventilator after being
operated upon at a hospital in
Gurgaon. Darvesh Yadav, 36, was
shot dead by a colleague on civil
court premises on Wednesday. ››P4

US, Iran in war of
words on tankers
WASHINGTON:Calling Iran “a nation
of terror”, President Donald Trump
on Friday said the Persian Gulf
nation was responsible for Thursday’s attacks on two oil tankers
near the strategic Strait of Hormuz,
stoking fears of a confrontation in
the vital oil shipping route, even as
Iran dismissed US charges that it
››P14
was behind the attacks.

Body of Indian girl found
at US border
HOUSTON: A body of a seven-yearold girl, believed to be Indian, was
found near the remote US-Mexico
border area, according to the US
officials. The girl “was trying to
cross into the US with a group of
people”, authorities said. Agents
were tipped off after encountering
women who were part of that
group.
››P14

305 cops fined for
traffic violations
LUCKNOW: As many as 305 civil
police and traffic police personnel
riding two-wheelers were fined for
violation of traffic norms in the city
on Friday.
››P2

Road Surcharge
Effective 3rd January
2014, a road surcharge of
Rs 2/- will be applicable
on this edition for all
locations except Kanpur,
Allahabad, Varanasi,
Gorakhpur and Lucknow

Terror sponsors must be held Ayodhya panel-MPLB talks in city today
accountable, Modi tells SCO
MEMBERS OF MUSLIM BODY
M Tariq Khan
n

Rezaul H Laskar
n

rezaul.laskar@htlive.com

NEWDELHI: Countries supporting

andfinancingterrormustbeheld
accountable, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said on Friday
while addressing a gathering in
theKyrgyzstancapitalofBishkek
thatincludedhisPakistanicounterpart Imran Khan.
Modididn’tnameanycountry
in his speech at the Shanghai
CooperationOrganisation(SCO)
summit, keeping in mind the
grouping’s sensitivities to the
raising of bilateral matters by
members, but there was little
doubt the reference was to Pakistan.
India’s concerns about terror
emanating from Pakistan were
also addressed in the Bishkek
Declaration adopted at the summit, which spoke of the need for
greater coordination to tackle
“cross-border” securitychallenges and said the use of terror
groups “to achieve one’s own
mercenary ends is unacceptable”.
“It is necessary that the countries which encourage, support
and finance terrorism are held
responsible,” said Modi, who
largely kept his distance from
Khan while attending at least
seven events during the two-day
summit, including photo ops, a
formal dinner and a formal
lunch. The two leaders only
“exchanged usual pleasantries”
when they came face-to-face in
theleadersloungeonFriday,people familiar with developments
said.
Modi referred to the impact of
theEasterSundaysuicidebombings in Sri Lanka last month and

n

PM Narendra Modi with Kyrgyz President Sooronbai Jeenbekov. AFP

called for an international conference to fight terror. All
humanitarianforceswillhaveto
emergefromtheirnarrowrealms
and unite to combat the menace,
he said. “During my visit to Sri
Lanka last Sunday, I visited St
Anthony’s Church, where I saw
the ugly face of terrorism that
emerges everywhere and at any
time to claim the lives of innocents,” Modi said in his address,
referring to one of the sites targetedbythesuicidebomberswho
killed more than 250 people.
SCO members should use the
full potential for cooperation
under the grouping’s Regional
Anti-TerroristStructure(RATS)
to eliminate terror, he added,
speaking in Hindi.
India has linked any engagement with Pakistan to a crack
down on terror groups based on
Pakistanisoil.Modisaidduringa
meeting with Chinese President
XiJinpingonThursdaythatPakistanisyettotakeconcreteaction
onIndia’sconcernsandcreatean
atmosphere free of terror.
The Bishkek Declaration

called for close coordinationand
constructive cooperation by the
worldcommunitytotackle“challenges and security threats that
are becoming cross-border in
their nature”, including terrorism, proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction, unsettledconflicts undermining the global
security system and climate
change.
TheSCOmemberscondemned
terror in all forms and emphasised their intention to deepen
cooperationtoaddressthreatsto
stability and security. They said
acts of terrorism cannot be justifiedandcalledforcomprehensive
measurestodetermine,andeliminate factors and conditions that
promote terror.
“They note that interfering in
othercountries’domesticaffairs
under the pretext of fighting terrorism and extremism as well as
using terrorist, extremist and
radical groups to achieve one’s
ownmercenaryendsisunacceptable,” the declaration said.
CONTINUED ON P 8
››SEE ALSO P9
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LUCKNOW: The Supreme Courtappointed Ayodhya mediation
panel will hold talks with senior
office-bearers of All India Muslim Personal Law Board
(AIMPLB) here on Saturday to
explore the possibility of a negotiated settlement of the Ram
Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid
land dispute.
Ahead of the crucial meeting
with the panel members, the
AIMPLB office-bearers held
consultations with the Board’s
chairman Maulana Rabey Hasani Nadwi at Darul Uloom Nadwatul Ulema here on Friday to
apprise him of the progress and
prepare a brief for the talks.
The AIMPLB delegation will
be led by its general secretary
Maulana Wali Rahmani and
include secretary Zafaryab Jilani and members Mehfooz Rah-

Shivpal: No plan to
merge with SP,
open to alliance
LUCKNOW: Pragatisheel Samajwadi Party-Lohia (PSP-L) chief
Shivpal Singh Yadav on Friday
rejected rumours of a patch-up
with Samajwadi Party (SP) and
added that his party had no plan
to merge with it. “I had gone to
meet “netaji” (SP patriarch
Mulayam Singh Yadav) to
inquire about his health. We did
not discuss anything else,” said
Shivpal, referring to the recent
meeting with Mulayam where
SP chief Akhilesh Yadav was
also present.
››P5

MEET KASHI SEER IN VARANASI

VARANASI :Members of the

All Indian Muslim Forum
for Ayodhya Dispute Settlement (AIMFADS) held a
meeting with Swami
Amimukteshwaranand at
Sri Vidya Matt here on Friday.
They apprised the seer of
their signature campaign
which they launched for an
amicable solution to the

mani and Qasim Rasool Ilyas.
“Since the Ayodhya dispute is
not limited to the parties to the
case alone, the panel has made
an outreach to other religious
organisations, distinguished
leaders and representatives of
both the religious communities

Ram Janmabhoomi and
Babari Mosque land dispute site. The campaign
was aimed at finding a
solution to the vexed issue.
Forum senior member
Aftab Ahmad Khan said,
“We have created this
forum to find an amicable
solution to the Ram Janmabhoomi-Babari Mosque
Land dispute case.”
››P5

to make any possible solution
more acceptable and broadbased,” said an AIMPLB member requesting anonymity.
He said a similar meeting of
the panel members with Jamiat
Ulama-i-Hind chief Maulana
Arshad Madni and some other

Weather station near Everest
maps impact of climate change
Jayashree Nandi
n

jayashree.nandi@htlive.com

WASHINGTON DC: A team of international scientists has, for the
first time, collected crucial climate and biodiversity information from near the Everest summit that will tell us how climate
change is impacting the world’s
highest peak and the entire
watershed below, and will help
examine long-term implications
for the southwest monsoon.
The team also set up the highest weather station in the world
at about 8,430 metres above sea

THIS EXPEDITION WILL
ALSO REVEAL HOW
MONSOON PATTERNS
WILL CHANGE IN INDIA
level near the Everest summit
last month. This will provide
weather information from Everest in real-time. Ice cores (sample from a glacier) from the
mountain, which will be analysed over the next six months,
will reveal the trajectory of climate change impacts, the scientists said, adding that the analy-

JEE Advanced: Gorakhpur’s Himanshu bags No 2 spot
HT Correspondents
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

GORAKHPUR/LUCKNOW: Himanshu

Gaurav Singh of Gorakhpur
secured All India Rank 2 in the
IIT-JEE Advanced examination
2019, the result of which was
declared on Friday. He scored
340 marks out of 372.
Maharashtra’s Kartikiye
Gupta emerged the topper of the
JEE Advanced, while Delhi’s
Archit Babuana finished third.
Reacting to his success a day
before he turns 18 on Saturday,
an elated Himanshu said it was
time to celebrate for him as his
dreamofstudyinginIITMumbai
had come true. He said he
planned to pursue computer sci-

ence engineering at IIT Mumbai.
“Finally, celebrations will
begin now as I plan to get admission in Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai (IIT-M),” said
Himanshu, who did class 12 from
Gorakhpur and was ranked 14th
when he scored 100 percentile in
JEE (Mains) in January 2019,
which was also the first position
in Uttar Pradesh.
A student of Academic
Heights Public School in Gorakhpur, Himanshu found studying to be fun.
“It comes naturally to me.
Probably I am blessed to have
teachers who taught me in a very
simple way,” he said.
“I knew that I will score well
but never thought that I will be

n

Himanshu Gaurav Singh.

FILE

ranked All India 2,” he said. His
strategry was simple: Consistent
hard work and staying stress
free. He credited his parents for
all the success.

Himanshu credits his parents
and teachers for his success. “It’s
really the happiest moment of
my life. I had promised my parents that I would crack the examination and I did it with their supportand the guidance of teachers
who always kept motivating me
to achieve the target,” said
Himanshu, who had also topped
the Chemistry and Astronomy
Olympiad earlier.
Humanshu has twice participated in Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojana (KVPY), an on-going National Programme of Fellowship in Basic Sciences,
initiated and funded by the
Department ofScience andTechnology, government of India, to
attract highly motivated stu-

prominent clerics has already
been held in New Delhi.
“The negotiations are being
held at two-levels. While the
panel is holding discussions
with the litigants, both Hindus
and Muslims, and their representatives in Faizabad (Ayodhya), it is meeting community
and religious leaders in various
other cities,” said another member. The mediation panel,
headed by justice (retired) FM
Ibrahim Kalifulla and comprising senior advocate Sriram Panchu and Art of Living founder
Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, will meet
the AIMPLB delegation at VVIP
Guest House here.
Formed on March 8, the committee, which has been given a
two-month extension by the
apex court, would hold its third
round of discussions with the
litigants in Faizabad (Ayodhya)
on June 18 and 19 and submit its
report by August 15.

dents for pursuing basic science
courses and research career in
science. His father, Luv Kush
Singh is a teacher in Government Polytechnic and mother
Roopa Singh is a housewife. The
overjoyed parents said they were
extremely proud of their son’s
achievement.
Academic Heights Public
School chairman Sanjeev
Kumar said, “Himanshu is a brilliant student and loves to solve
maths questions in his spare
time. He prepared at the coaching run by the school and studied
for about 12 hours every day.
Unlike other students, he stayed
away from social media and
avoided wasting time.”
››SEE ALSO P2

Number of
candidates
to qualify
38,705 candidates
33,349

5,356

Boys

Girls

15,566 General category
8,758 SC candidates
7,651 OBC-NCL candidates
3,636 General EWS category
3,094 ST candidates

sis could help influence global
decision-making on dealing with
the climate crisis in the coming
years. This two-month expedition between April and June,
supported by National Geographic and Rolex, is called Perpetual Planet Extreme Expeditions. The multidisciplinary
team of scientists would have
had to queue up at the back of
several climbers to reach the
summit. So its members decided
to set upthe weather station near
the summit and not at the summit, factoring in the risk of life.
CONTINUED ON P 8

Free Metro rides
not a good idea,
says Sreedharan
NEW DELHI: Former Delhi Metro
Rail Corporation (DMRC) chief
E Sreedharan on Friday sought
PrimeMinisterNarendraModi’s
personal intervention” to halt
the Delhi government’s proposal
to provide free services to
women in the city and said the
concession will push the Delhi
Metro towards “inefficiency and
bankruptcy”.
In his letter dated June 10,
Sreedharan said he had taken a
firm decision not to intervene in
the working of the Delhi Metro
after stepping down from the
post of managing director. HTC
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lucknow

shortstories

LUCKNOW :As per NCRB data, Uttar Pradesh stands second in terms of acid
attacks after West Bengal and 93.4% cases are still pending, said Renu
Mishra of AALI while releasing the research report on acid attack in the state.
The research paper was prepared after talking to acid attack survivors and
lawyers in 10 districts. Renu said that another fact that came to light was
that the attack was done upon those women who wanted to do something
other than what the society wanted them to do. “The state believes acid
attack is a physical assault but there is no formal step to ensure the survivor
can overcome mental trauma as unless mental trauma is over any new
opportunity will not be effective,” she said.

LUCKNOW :All surgical interventions related to prostate gland are
done due to unconditioned
consciousness which leads to
complications such as loss of
urinary control, erection, ejaculation and affects urinary system,
said Dr Surindar S Bedi (Steve)
who has started prostate rejuvenation centre in city’s Indira Nagar
locality. Dr Bedi who has practiced
for over 50 years in the USA has
come to Lucknow to serve people
by providing polarising treatment
for prostate enlargement,
prostate cancer and prostatitis. Dr
Bedi said all surgical interventions
produce complications which can
be avoided by educating the
physician and providing polarising therapy. Dr Bedi would be
providing polarising programme
for prostate diseases which would
not produce any complication as
patients will be rejuvenated at a
cellular level. Dr Bedi would be
starting an international prostate
rejuvenation centre in Chennai
and Delhi in 2020 and an international meeting in March 2020, in
which speakers will come from
USA.

BHIM UPI based payments
LUCKNOW :Airtel Payments Bank
today said that it has enabled
open loop BHIM UPI based
payments at over 500,000
merchant points across India,
allowing consumers to make
digital payments for goods and
services by using any BHIM UPI
enabled bank or payments app
over their mobile phones. Airtel
Payments Bank’s payments
solution for merchants allows
consumers to make instant
cashless payments from their
mobile phones, directly through

FORECAST: Mainly clear sky
HIGH

I I T - J E E

UP RANKS SECOND IN TERMS OF ACID
ATTACKS, SAYS NCRB DATA

Now, polarising treatment
for prostate enlargement

weathertoday

their savings bank accounts by
just scanning a merchant QR code
through their preferred BHIM UPI
enabled app. Airtel Payments
Bank users can also use this QR to
pay directly through their Savings
Bank account or wallets using the
Airtel Thanks app, said Anubrata
Biswas, MD & CEO – Airtel
Payments Bank.

Customizable Smart Term
Plan offer
LUCKNOW :Max Life Insurance
Company Ltd announced the
launch of its customizable ‘Max
Life Smart Term Plan’, that will
offer customers the flexibility to
customize their own protection
solution by selecting from a wide
range of benefits and features.
Under the Max Life Smart Term
Plan, comprehensive benefits like
options of choosing from multiple
premium payment term to suit
every budget, ‘Life Stage Add-on
Sum Assured Benefit’ for major
life’s milestones like marriage,
child birth or home loan, seven
distinct death benefit options,
said Aalok Bhan, director and
chief marketing officer, Max Life.

CMS founder attends
int’l conference in Angola
LUCKNOW :Founder of City
Montessori School and educationist, Jagdish Gandhi was given a
warm welcome at Amausi airport
by the CMS teachers and staff on
his return from Angola. Gandhi
was on a visit to Luanda, the
capital city of Angola, to attend
the ‘5th International Conference
of Constitutional Jurisdictions of
Africa’ as the special guest of
honour where Gandhi addressed
the chief justices, judges and legal
luminaries of various African
countries at the inaugural session
of the conference.
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Servercrashleavescandidatesdisappointed
DELAY IN RESULTS Organising body draws severe criticism on social media
HT Correspondent
n

lkoreportersdesk@htlive.com

LUCKNOW : Once again the IIT-

JEE Advanced website gave a
tough time to candidates who
remained glued to their computers for more than six hours to
check their results. The candidates in Lucknow who cracked
the examination said it spoiled
their mood and hence there were
no real celebrations.
‘Due to some problem at the
server end the result portal may
take some time to restart. Candidates are advised to revisit after
4 pm’, the website read. “Link for
JEE advanced 2019 results was
not working for a long time. The
JEE advanced website has
regretted the delay in showing
the results,” a candidate said.
The delay in results led to
severe criticism for IIT Roorkee,
the institute that organised JEE
Advanced this year, on social
media. Many questioned the

›

Link for JEE advanced
2019 results was not
working for a long time.
The JEE advanced website
has regretted the delay in
showing the results
A CANDIDATE

ability of the premier institute
about hosting results and wondered if the computer science
programme offered at the institute was worth a shot.
People also took to social
media to mock the crashing of
website. “If IIT-Roorkee cannot
handle their own website how
can someone even think of taking a computer science course
there? Every minute crores of
people login to their Facebook
and Instagram accounts. How
cometheir server never crashes?
Here there are just 1.67 lakh stu-

Six IPS shifted,
PV Ramasastry is new
ADG law and order

dents,” read a tweet.
Prajit Kumar, AIR-1113,said it
was frustrating as most candidates remained glued to computer to find their results.
Anudeep Verma, AIR -1282,
said nearly 60 lakh students
appeared in UP Board examination and that website never
crashed on result day. The examination conducting body of JEE
Advanced must take a lesson
from the world’s biggest exam
board.
Kanishak Gandhi, AIR – 1711,
Madhur Kumar, AIR – 2382,
Raghav Prakash Agarwal, AIR –
2659, Tanmay Singh, AIR – 2690,
Ojas Srivastava, AIR – 2785,
Aryan Rastogi, AIR – 3167 and
Shresth Grover AIR 3422, have
also done the city proud. Nimit
Agarwal who scored AIR 3434
shared similar views.
Exuding happiness at the
results, a coaching centre head
extended his heartiest congratulations to all successful students.

IN NUMBERS

33349

number of qualified boys

5356

number of qualified girls

15566

number of qualified
general (GE) candidates

3636

number of qualified
general (GEN-EWS)
candidates
Total number of qualified
OBC-NCL candidates: 7651
Total number of qualified
SC candidates: 8758
Total number of qualified
ST candidates: 3094

Dhruv Arora gets
all-India rank 24
LUCKNOW: Dhruv Arora scored

AIR 24 and is topper in the male
category from IIT Kanpur
region while Valaya Ramchandani AIR 612 is topper among
female category from the
region.
The Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Roorkee on Friday
declared the JEE (Advanced)
2019 result. It can be checked on
the official website results.jeeadv.ac.in.
In Open category, Himanshu
Gaurav Singh of Prayagraj
scored (CRL) 2.
In Scheduled Caste Person
with Disability, Aryan Kumar
from IIT Kanpur Zone got AIR 1.
The top five candidates from
IIT Kanpur zone are: Dhruv
Arora AIR 24, Akshat Gupta AIR
61, Tanay Sharma AIR 62, Prakhar Jagwani AIR 78 and Kevin

n

Shah AIR 85. A total number of
1,61,319 candidates appeared in
both papers 1 and 2 in JEE
(Advanced) 2019. A total of 38705
candidates have qualified JEE
(Advanced) 2019. Of the total
qualified candidates, 5356 were
females.
Kartikey Chandresh Gupta of
Ballarpur is the top ranker in
Common Rank. He obtained 346
marks out of 372 marks.
Shabnam Sahay of Madhapur
is the top ranked female with
CRL 10. She obtained 308 marks
out of 372 marks.
HTC

305 COPS FINED
FOR TRAFFIC
VIOLATIONS

CHECK ON VIOLATORS

HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW :The state government

on Friday transferred six Indian
Police Service (IPS) officers,
including additional director
general(ADG)lawandorderand
ADG prison administration and
reform.The1989batchIPSofficer
PV Ramasastry, who was posted
as ADGVaranasiZone,has been
made new ADG law and order in
place of 1988 batch IPS officer

AnandKumar,whohadbeenpromotedtotherankofDGrecently.
Kumar has been posted as DG
prison administration and
reform in place of ADG Chandra
Prakash,whohasbeenshiftedas
ADG rules and manuals.
ADGUPPolicepromotionand
recruitmentboard,DeepeshJuneja and ADG security Vijay
Kumarhaveswappedtheirposts
while ADG vigilance Braj
Bhushanhasbeentransferredas
ADG Varanasi Zone.

Dhruv Arora

lkoreportersdesk@htlive.com

LUCKNOW : As many as 305 civil

n

Traffic cops conducting a vehicle checking drive in the state capital on Friday. Around 3,422
SUBHANKAR CHAKRABORTY/HT
commuters were fined for traffic violations during the day-long drive.

C A S E A G A I N S T AT I Q

Ex-jail superintendent, four
others under CBI scanner
LUCKNOW :Formersuperintendent
ofDeoriajailandfourstaffersare
on the radar of the Central
BureauInvestigation(CBI)team
probing the case in which Lucknow-based realtor Mohit Jaiswal was allegedly tortured by
mafioso-turned-politician Atiq
Ahmad and his aides inside the
jail on December 26, 2018, an official privy to the investigation
said.
The then jail superintendent
Dilip Kumar Pandey, jailor
Mukesh Kumar Katiyar, deputy
jailor Devnath Yadav, head
warder Munna Pandey and
warder Rakesh Kumar Sharma
were placed under suspension
and an FIR was lodged against
themforallegedlyconnivingwith
formerMPAtiqAhmad,whowas
lodgedinDeoriajailthen,onMay
6. The present jail superintendent KN Tripathi had lodged the
FIRafteradepartmentalinquiry.
A senior CBI official said the
roleofallfivejailofficialsandper-

sonnel will be investigated in
detail while probing the case
against the former MP, his son
Umar and four aides Farrukh,
Zaki Ahmad, Zafarullah, Gulab
Sarwar and 12 unidentified people. HesaidtheCentralBureauof
Investigation team will seek a
report of the departmental
enquiry conducted against them
earlier before visiting the jail.
He also said five jail officials
and personnel were alleged to be
inleaguewiththeformerMPand
theyhelpedhimbytamperingthe
footage of CCTV cameras
installed at Deoria jail to conceal
the sequence of events that took
place when Mohit Jaiswal was
takeninsidethejailonDecember
26,2018.Intheinquiry,theformer
jail superintendent and others
were accused of tampering with
jail entry records as they mentionedthenamesofonlytwopeople though 13 people visited the
DeoriajailtomeetAtiqAhmadon
the day of the incident.

TherealtorMohitJaiswalwas
torturedand beaten up allegedly
in their presence.
Earlier,Jaiswalhadallegedhe
was forcibly taken to Deoria jail
from Lucknow by Atiq Ahmad’s
aides where the former MP tortured and threatenedhim before
forcing him to transfer ownership of five firms in the names of
different people.
Jaiswal had lodged an FIR
againstAtiqAhmadandhisaides
with Krishna Nagar police stationinLucknowonDecember28,
2018. The CBI had taken over the
case on Thursday in compliance
with the Supreme Court order of
April 23, 2019 and had lodged a
first information report (FIR)
with the special crime branch of
CBI’s Lucknow unit.
Hesaiddeputysuperintendent
of police (Dy SP) of CBI special
crime branch, Lucknow unit,
Prashant Srivastava has been
made investigation officer of the
case.
HTC

police and traffic police personnel riding two-wheelers were
fined for violation of traffic
norms in the city on Friday.
Moreover, the police officials
sent the report for cancellation
of vehicle registrations to
regional transport officer after
finding at least 574 vehicles riders of which were fined four or
more than four times since January 1 this year.
District police spokesman
Ashish Tewari said the traffic
drive was carried out specially
at reserve police lines in Mahanagar and traffic police lines in
Sadar during which 305 police
personnel were fined. He said at
least 150 police personnel were
fined at reserve police lines and
155 at traffic police lines.
Around 3422 commuters were
also fined for traffic violations
during the day-long drive carried out across the state capital.
Tewari said the city police
had taken a tough stance
against frequent traffic violators and recommended cancellation of 574 vehicles’ registration. He said these vehicles were
found violating norms multiple
times and it was detected
through e-challan system that
keeps the data bank of past
fines. He said all vehicles that
were fined for violation of
norms four or more than four
times were kept in the registration cancellation list.
Earlier in the day, senior
superintendent of police, Lucknow, Kalanidhi Naithani distributed 17 thermal printers to
the traffic cops to provide immediate receipt of e-challan. Thermal printer produces a printed
image by selectively heating
coated thermo-chromic paper
or thermal paper when the
paper passes over the thermal
print head.

Kids encouraged
to interact with
the elderly
HT Correspondent
n

lkoreportersdesk@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW:Indira Gandhi National

Open University, Regional Centre, Lucknow organised a discussion at Aastha old age home, Picnic Spot Road, on the eve of
World Elder Abuse Awareness
Day , on Friday.
The event was organised in
collaboration with Samarth
organisation.
The children of the community were taken to an old age
home to meet the elderly and
they were encouraged to hold
conversation with them.
Regional director, IGNOU,
Regional Centre, Manorama
Singh addressed the people and
said that we could gain better
experience in life by interacting
with the elderly.
“But the youth nowadays is so
engrossed in social media that
they do not gain any experience
and keep repeating the same
mistakes again and again,” she
said.
She added that 87 years old
Laxmi Srivastava from Aastha
Oldage Home took admission in
Certificate in Food and Nutrition
Programme of IGNOU which is a
source of inspiration for all of us.
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QAISERBAGH Three years after a ₹ 9.44-cr facelift, filth and poor management are clearly visible on the premises

PGI doctors protest Kolkata
medical college violence

Anupam Srivastava

HT Correspondent

Hi-techbusstnapictureofapathy
n

FACILITIES

anupam.srivastava@htlive.com

n

n The Qaiserbagh Bus station

LUCKNOW: The state-of-the-art

was renovated at a cost of
Rs 9.44 crore in December
2016.
n It has passenger amenities
in the form of enquiry
counters, centrally air
conditioned waiting
lounge, food courts,
drinking water facility,
toilets and CCTV surveillance.
n The premises have earthquake-resistant construction and proper bus and
passenger movement areas.
Separate entry/exit for
passenger vehicles.
n It also has private vehicle
parking in basement.

trally air-conditioned hall, food
court, drinking water facility,
etc,” said Kashi Prasad, additional manager, Qaiserbagh bus
station. “I have issued instructions to stop entry of outsiders
into the bus station to ensure
proper cleanliness of the premises. Higher authorities have
been asked to issue platform
ticket for every outsider who
wantstocometothebusstation,”
he added. At the time of its inauguration,thebusstationwassaid
to have access control system
(ACS) to restrict entry of unauthorised persons and visitors.

KGMU doctors
perform another
liver transplant

Litchi biz in the red in Lko
after Bihar govt advisory

Goerge’s Medical University
(KGMU), with the help of experts
from a private hospital in New
Delhi, performed yet another
liver transplant operation here
on Friday. This is the third such
surgery this year.
The patient was 48-year-old
male and donor was his 21-yearold son and both are stable,
according to the doctors. The
surgery began at 5am and was
completed late evening taking
over 12 hours.
The transplant team was led
by Prof Abhijit Chandra, HoD
Surgical Gastroenterology, who
had already done two more liver
transplants this year on March
14 and May 9. The team had Dr
Vishal Gupta, Dr Vivek Gupta,
Dr Pradeep Joshi, Dr Tulika
Chandra, Dr Sheetal Verma, and
Dr OP Singh. Dr Singh did the
counselling while the chief medical superintendent Dr SN
Sankhwar coordinated the interdepartment work.
The patient was suffering
from chronic liver disease and
the doctors decided transplant
for the problem. “It is one of the
milestones in the history of Surgical Gastroenterology department. This transplantation was
performed at a very affordable
cost as compared to other centres in India,” said Prof Chandra.
According to KGMU authorities this transplant cost was
about ₹7 to ₹8 lakh which is
almost 1/10th of any corporate
hospital charge.
The patient and donor both,
according to the doctors, will be
kept under round-the-clock
observation of medical experts
for next one week and then
shifted out of the specially made
ICU for transplant patients.
“High level of monitoring and
infection free environment has
been ensured. They will be later
brought out of the ICU and
shifted to a ward,” said a doctor.
Later, the patient would
remain under follow up and the
doctors would advise medicines
and other measures to keep
HTC
them healthy.

n

(Clockwise) Paan/gutkha stains on surface at the bus station; a man urinates in the open despite a
warning on the wall and a railing on the premises being used for drying clothes
DEEPAK GUPTA/HTPHOTOS

HT Correspondent
n

lkoreportersdesk@htlive.com

LUCKNOW : There’s a sharp
decline in the sale of litchis in
Lucknow after the Bihar government issued an advisory
asking parents not to give this
fruit to children on an empty
stomach.
Health experts suspected that
the deaths of children in Muzaffarpur were linked to toxins
present in litchis. The kids
showed symptoms of acute
encephalitis syndrome.
The fruit has a chemical
methylene cyclopropyl-glycine
(MCPG), which is believed to
have affected brain functioning
when sugar levels are low, they
said.
“Now, there are hardly any

n

There is a sharp decline in the
sale of the once popular
HT
summer fruit

takers for litchis in Lucknow,”
said traders.
“We actually don’t know

what to do with the stock that
certainly won’t last long, if not
sold,” said Babu Mohammed
Atiq, who owns a shop at a fruit
market in Dubagga area of Lucknow.
“Generally, litchis hit the
market prior to the arrival of
mangoes. Hence, the markets
are full of litchis as mango will
take another 10 days or so to hit
the market. If the sale continues
to be low for the next couple of
days, traders will suffer huge
losses this season,” Babu
Mohammed Atiq added.
Nankau, a fruit seller from
Khadra area, said: “There are
many who have stocked the
fruit. But since there are hardly
any takers now, poor people like
us who depend on daily sale, will
be left hand to mouth.”

LDA to enforce rainwater
harvesting bye-laws
HT Correspondent
n

lkoreportersdesk@htlive.com

LUCKNOW :With the state government taking a serious note of the
depleting ground water level
across the state, the Lucknow
Development Authority (LDA)
has decided on strict implementation of rainwater harvesting
bye-laws.
According to the bye-laws, all
constructions, residential or
commercial, on plots above 300
sq metres must have a rainwater
harvesting system.
However, barring big commercial constructions by prominent developers, most of the
buildings in the state capital do
not have such a system.
“All bye-laws related with
rainwater harvesting will be
implemented strictly. We are
ensuring that commercial and
residential establishments on
plots above 300 sq m have rainwater harvesting system,” said

NATIONWIDE STRIKE ON JUNE 17

LUCKNOW :The resident doctors of

fullyair-conditionedQaiserbagh
busstation,whichwasdedicated
to public in December 2016, has
become a victim of apathy.
After a ₹ 9.44 crore facelift, the
facility now is a ‘picture of filth’
due to poor management by the
Roadways authorities, said
locals. Officials have failed to
check movement of outsiders on
the bus station premises and
that’s why standards of cleanliness are not maintained, lament
passengers.Allrenovationwork
performed by the state governmentseemstohaveprovedfutile
as paan/gutkha stains can be
seen all over the walls and at the
bay where the buses are parked.
“Thetoiletsarestinking.They
arehardlycleanedduringtheday
time,” said Sunil Srivastava, a
dailypassengeratthebusstation.
“It’s hard to believe that sanitation is compromised at a bus station that sees operations of over
1,000 buses and has a footfall of
around 1.5 lakh people daily,” he
added.
Despite 32 CCTV cameras
installed here, no one has been
caught spitting or spreading dirt
at the bus station.
“Quite a few street vendors
come here. They use toilets, spit
out in the open, spread filth and
go away. They want to be here
because the campus has a cen-

LUCKNOW: Doctors at the King

lkoreportersdesk@htlive.com

NO FIGURES
Uttar Pradesh has no figures
related with exploitation of
ground water in cities across
the state
Harvesting rainwater
n Jhansi is among the few
cities in the state which is
serious in harvesting
rainwater.
n Under the smart city
project, Jhansi is enforcing
rainwater harvesting
system in 100 locations

PN Singh, vice chairman, LDA.
There is a separate division in
the development authority that
clears all maps for residential
and commercial buildings.“To
get the map cleared, builders
show rainwater harvesting as
part of the project but do not
implement it,” said a senior LDA
official.
“If the development authority

Sanjay Gandhi Post Graduate
Institute of Medical Sciences
(SGPGIMS)observedatwo-hour
of pen down strike from 1 pm to 3
pm and took out a march on Friday to protest the violence
against doctors in NRS Medical
College of Kolkata. They also
worked with a dressing around
their heads as a mark of protest.
TheFacultyForumandhospital administration also extended
support to the protest.
Chiefmedicalsuperintendent
of SGPGIMS professor Amit
Agarwal said, “Violence against
the residents is unacceptable.
Resident doctors work under
heavystress.Theircommitment
tosavelivesmustnotbedoubted.
They need protection, not abandonment by the authorities.”
President of Resident Doctors
AssociationDrAjayShuklasaid,
“Despite best efforts, it is not
alwayspossibletosaveapatient.
In NRS Medical College, intern
DrParibahaMukhopadhyaywas
beaten brutally leading to a
depressed skull fracture. He is
fighting to save his own life now.
The following day there were
multiple assaults on doctors of
Burdwan Medical College who
were protesting this violence.
Despiteappealsfromthemedical
fraternity,thereiscompleteapathyonthepartoftheadministra-

continue to sport them on June 15
too, on the call of IMA, said AMA
president RKS Chauhan. On June
16, the AMA will also take out a
candle march.

PRAYAGRAJ: On the call of the
Indian Medical Association (IMA),
doctors will go on a nationwide
strike on June 17 to protest the
West Bengal incident in which a
young doctor Paribaha Mukherjee
was assaulted. Routine medical
services like OPD will be withdrawn for 24 hours from 6am that
day, though emergency and
causality services have been
exempted from the strike.

The AMA members also handed
over a memorandum to the
district magistrate in context of
their demand of forming a
national law against violence at
hospitals. The doctors at Swaroop
Rani Nehru Hospital also joined
the protest. Some OPDs remained
closed.

Doctors associated with Allahabad Medical Association (AMA) on
Friday wore black badges and will

HTC

tion and police to stop such incidents. SGPGIMS RDA strongly
condemns such heinous acts of
hooliganismandstandsunconditionally beside the residents of
NRSMedicalCollegeintheirprotest. Doctors aremade the scapegoat for lack of infrastructure,
unavailability of beds and other
problems faced by the public in a
government healthcare set-up.”
He said, “We request the government to take strict action
against the culprits. If the
demands are not met we will be
forced to go on a nationwide protest.”
IMA PROTEST RALLY
theIndianMedicalAssociation’s
Lucknow branch organised a
protestrallyinFridayinsupport

of doctors in West Bengal. Eminent doctors including Dr PK
Gupta, Dr Manoj Asthana, Dr
Rama Srivastava andDr Pranjal
Agrawalparticipatedintherally.
IMA members also tied black
bandsasamarkofprotestforthe
entiredayastheyworkedinclinics/hospitals.
A delegation of United ResidentDoctorsAssociation(URDA)
met union minister Harsh Vardhanandhandedoveramemorandum for creating better environmentfordoctorstowork.Thedelegation included Dr Neeraj
Mishra, a resident doctor from
Lucknow.
Prof Surya Kant, president of
the Indian College of Allergy,
Asthma, and Applied Immunology also condemned the attack.

UP to help Bihar
combat AES, JE
LUCKNOW: ExpertsfromUttarPradesh will guide health staff in
Bihar on controlling Acute
Encephalitis Syndrome (AES) /
Japanese Encephalitis (JE) and
share what they did here to control the disease that killed hundreds of children in the past several years.
“This year till June 12 there
hasbeenaremarkablereduction
in deaths and cases. There have
been14deathsfromAESandone
from JE and I hope the number
does not go beyond 50,” said
health minister Siddharthnath
Singh,addressinga workshopof
health staff here on Friday.

He said that he spoke to his
counterpart in Bihar where 35
deaths tookplace due to AES/JE
and discussed if UP experts can
goandhelp.InUP,thenumberof
deaths from AES came down
from 655 in 2017 to 248 in 2018 and
thisyearitis14.Similarly,deaths
duetoJEwere93in2017and30in
2018. “The measures worked but
we have to take it further so that
the disease does not trouble anyone now,” said the minister. He
told the health staff to work with
ownership.“Youdidwellbutthat
was 50% of your performance. I
want you to put in 50% more this
year,” he said. HTC ( SEE P 7)

WATER PUMPS

wants to implement rainwater
harvesting bye-laws strictly, it
will have to make its zonal in
charges accountable,” he added.
Chief minister Yogi Adityanath will submit a report on the
status of ground water and steps
taken to harvest rainwater in the
state at the Niti Aayog meeting in
New Delhi on Saturday.
“Uttar Pradesh has a dismal
track record in checking exploitation of ground water,” said a
senior official of the state government.
To note, ground water is mercilessly exploited across the city.
In prominent markets traders
have installed submersible
pumps to get water supply.
In Aminabad market even
juice stalls opposite Jhandewala
Park have installed such submersible pumps.
However, permission from
the municipal corporation for
installing such pumps is mandatory.

Water comes to
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Those who donate blood are healthier: Docs
HT Correspondent
n

lkoreportersdesk@htlive.com

LUCKKNOW: An awareness
rally by KGMU doctors and
many blood donation camps
organised by different organisations marked World
Blood Donor Day on Friday.
Medical education minister Ashutosh Tandon was
the chief guest at the awareness rally by doctors and
medical students.
The rally started from
KGMU and concluded at
Shaheed Smarak.
Lucknow Metro Rail Corporation, in collaboration
with KGMU, organised a
blood donation camp at the
Metro Station near Lucknow
University.
The camp received overwhelming response from
Metro passengers and others
who turned up to donate
blood. Supporting the initia-

n

KGMU doctors taking out an awareness rally on World Blood
HT PHOTO
Donor Day on Friday

tive, many Metro employees,
PAC personnel and security
guards also donate blood.
“In just one hour of the
camp, 15 units of blood was
donated,” said Prof Tulika
Chandra, HoD transfusion

medicine, KGMU.
On 14 June every year,
countries around the world
celebrate World Blood
Donor Day to raise awareness on the need for safe
blood and blood products,

and to thank blood donors
for their voluntary, life-saving gift of blood.
“There is a misconception
that donating blood causes
weakness or loss of blood in
the donor’s body. But this is
not true. In fact, those who
donate blood are healthier
individuals as their body
generates fresh blood after
donation,” said Dr Tulika
Chandra. She also emphasised that blood donation is
not just a charitable cause
but it also helps the donor in
future emergency needs.
When someone donates
blood, they get a certificate,
which acts as a blood receiving card valid for a year.
This means that if in case
of an emergency, the certificate holders or their family
members require blood, they
can get it from the blood
bank just on the basis of the
blood donation certificate.
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REVAMPED SAC TO
ADVISE POWER
REGULATOR
LUCKNOW: The UP Electricity
Regulatory Commission (UPERC)
on Friday announced a revamped
State Advisory Committee (SAC)
giving representation to, among
others, farmers and consumers.

The SAC constituted under the
Electricity Act-2003 will hold its
meeting from time to give advice
to the UPERC on various issues
related to the power sector. The
new panel headed by UPERC
chairman as its ex-officio chairman, comprises 20 other members, including the two UPERC
members.

UPSRTC to run buses on
unserved rural routes
LUCKNOW: The UP State Road
Transport Corporation (UPSRTC)
will now tie up with private
operators to run buses on unserved rural roads to meet the
conveyance needs of villagers.
The UPSRTC board of directors on
Friday approved the ‘Ordinary
Rural Contract Scheme-2019’ in its
new form at its meeting presided
over by chairman Sanjiv Saran.
Among others who attended
meeting were principal secretary,
transport, Aradhana Shukla and
UPSRTC managing director
Dheeraaj Sahu. “Under the new
scheme, the UPSRTC will operate
contract buses of different
seating capacities with more
attractive terms and conditions
for the private operators,” said a
UPSRTC spokesman.

Mentally challenged dalit
girl raped in Pratapgarh
PRAYAGRAJ: A 17-year-old
mentally challenged dalit girl was
allegedly raped by a man in Patti
area of Pratapgarh, late on
Thursday night. The 45-year-old
accused was later caught by the
girl’s kin and handed over to the
police. SHO Patti Akhilesh Pratap
Singh said the victim was sent for
a medical examination and the
accused detained.
HTC
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Motive behind Bar Council
chief’s murder still a mystery
CRITICAL Main accused still on ventilator, police pin hopes on his revival

HT Legal Correspondent

HT Correspondent
n

HC dismisses Jaya
Prada’s plea
against Azam’s
election
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

lkoreportersdesk@htlive.com

Four UP students
among top 10 in
CLAT PG 2019
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

IN NUMBERS

LUCKNOW: The Lucknow bench of
AGRA: Mystery over the motive

for the murder of UP Bar Council
chief Darvesh Yadav’s continued on Friday even as the main
accused remained on ventilator
after being operated upon at a
hospital in Gurgaon. The police
pinned hopes on his revival to
dig deep into the case.
Darvesh Yadav, 36, was shot
dead by a colleague in her chamber on the civil court premises on
Wednesday. The accused, Manish Babu Sharma, fired at her
thrice after an altercation and
then shot himself in the head.
Three persons were named as
the accused in the murder. The
deceased’s nephew Sunny Yadav
named Manish Sharma, his wife
Vandana and another lawyer
Vineet Gulecha in the FIR.
Sunny accused Manish’s wife
Vandana Sharma of repeatedly
threatening his aunt (Darvesh
Yadav) on phone.
According to him, Vandana
warned that if she (Darvesh
Yadav) asked for the cash and
jewellery (allegedly given to
Manish) back, she would be
killed. Sunny also alleged that
Manish had encroached his
aunt’s chamber on the civil court
premises. “We are working on all
possible aspects of the case and
statements of all those related to
the case are being recorded,”
said Prashant Verma, SP (city).
He said the investigations were
on, but did not share many
details. “Manish Babu Sharma
continues is on ventilator with
not much signs of improvement,” revealed police sources.

n

Security arrangements at the civil court premises in Agra on Friday.

HT PHOTO

Cop faces probe for leaving
Mainpuri sans permission
AGRA :The senior superintendent
of police, Mainpuri, has initiated
a probe into the absence of a
police inspector from his Mainpuri office as the same inspector
was found present on the Agra
civil court premises on the day of
UP Bar Council chairperson Darvesh Yadav’s murder on June 12.
Inspector Satish Yadav had
marked his presence in the register at police office in Mainpuri,
but moved to Agra without
obtaining the required permission on Wednesday, an official
said.
“As a rule, policemen on duty

need to inform before leaving the
district headquarters, but it
came to our knowledge that
inspector Satish Yadav, who was
posted at the Mainpuri police
office, had moved to Agra without informing (anyone),” said
SSP, Mainpuri, Ajay Shankar
Rai on Friday evening.
“Circle officer (office) Abhay
Narain Rai would conduct the
probe and submit his report after
seeking a clarification from
inspector Satish Yadav about his
absence from the district headquarters without prior permission on Wednesday,” Rai said.

‘We have received no complaint against inspector Satish
Yadav, but this is a disciplinary
procedure we have to undertake
in routine course,” the SSP
Mainpuri said. Preliminary
investigation had indicated that
Satish Yadav was present near
the chamber on the Agra civil
court premises where Darvesh
Yadav was shot dead.
The family members of Darvesh Yadav have already clarified that Satish Yadav was their
relative and thus was there in
Agra the day she was welcomed
on her election.
HTC

the Allahabad high court on Friday dismissed actress-turnedpolitician Jaya Prada’s plea filed
against Mohd Azam Khan challenging his election as MP from
Rampur Lok Sabha constituency. Jaya Prada, who lost the
election from Rampur in Uttar
Pradesh, had sought a court
direction to set aside Khan’s
election as MP and declare her
elected as the Lok Sabha member from Rampur instead.
The petitioner sought a direction in the nature of quo warranto, thereby asking Azam as to
under what authority of law he
was holding the office of MP
despite holding an office of profit
in the form of chancellor of Maulana Jauhar Ali University.
For the first time since his registration in 1984, Amar Singh,
Member of Parliament, also
appeared as a counsel for Jaya
Prada in this case. He submitted
that it was a sensitive matter
related to the issue of holding
double office of profit.
Opposing the petition, the
counsel for the Election Commission of India OP Srivastava
raised a preliminary objection
on the point of maintainability of
the petition. He said in election
matters only election petition
could be filed as per law. Hence,
this writ petition was not maintainable, he said.
The issue of jurisdiction of
hearing the petition at the Lucknow bench was also raised as
the matter was related to Rampur parliamentary constituency
of UP.

LUCKNOW : Four students from

Uttar Pradesh were among the
top 10 rank-holders in the Common Law Admission Test
(CLAT) 2019 for postgraduate
(LLM) courses, the result of
which was declared on Friday.
A student from UP, Shubh
Mittal, secured eighth rank in
the same test for the undergraduate courses (BA-LLB).
In CLAT for PG (LLM), Shiwali Agarwal and Priyanka
Tewari of UP were fifth and sixth
respectively with 102.3 marks
each. Ankit Kumar Srivastav
(102 marks), Anshuman Singh
(101.3 marks) stood eighth and
ninth respectively. Among the
undergraduate candidates, Heramb Mishra got a rank of 40.
Aditya Thakur, son of IPS officer
Amitabh Thakur secured All
India Rank 71 in CLAT PG- 2019,
obtaining 94/150 marks
CLAT is the gateway for
admissions to undergraduate
and post graduate courses in top
national law universities of the
country. The test was conducted
on May 26 at 84 centres all over
India.
CLAT was conducted for
admission to 21 national law universities all over India. This
year, the permanent CLAT Secretariat was established at
National Law School of India
University, Bangalore. The Consortium of NLUs decided to conduct the test offline this year.
The executive committee of
the consortium of NLUs consists
of Prof Faizan Mustafa, vicechancellor, NALSAR University

n A total of 61,859 candidates

applied for the UG course
and 7728 students did so for
the PG course. As many as
56,247 students took the
admission test for UG
courses and 6,587 students
did so for PG courses.
n A number of public and
private sector undertakings
use the CLAT PG score for
recruitment.

of Law, Hyderabad as president;
Prof V Vijayakumar, vice-chancellor, NLIU, Bhopal as vicepresident; R Venkata Rao, vicechancellor, NLSIU, founder
president and treasurer; Paramjit S Jaswal, vice-chancellor,
RGNUL, Patiala and Srikrishna
Deva Rao, the CLAT-2019 convenor and vice-chancellor,
National Law University Odisha
(NLUO), Cuttack.
A total of 61,859 candidates
applied for the UG course and
7728 students did so for the PG
course. As many as 56,247 students took the admission test for
UG courses and 6,587 students
did so for PG courses.
A number of public and private sector undertakings use the
CLAT PG score for recruitment.
A number of well-known and
reputed institutions in India are
using the CLAT score for admission to their UG and PG programmes in law. Fifty-three
institutions have entered into
Memorandum of Understanding
with the CLAT Consortium for
use of CLAT-2019 score.

Stop working from camp offices: CM to edu officials
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW : Chief minister Yogi

Adityanath on Friday said all
officials of the basic education
department, district inspectors
of schools, joint directors of education and other officials should
work from their respective offices.
“All officers should work from
their designated offices and stop
the practice of functioning from
camp offices immediately,” the
chief minister said at a review
meeting with officials of the
higher, secondary and basic education departments at Lok Bhavan. He also issued directives to
transfer those officials who are
posted in one place for many
years.
Deputy chief minister Dinesh
Sharma, minister for basic education Anupama Jaiswal and
chief secretary Anup Chandra
Pandey were also present at the
meeting.
Adityanath directed officials

›

Our government is not
going to compromise
on the quality of education.
In secondary education,
we took strong measures
for conducting fair
examination. We will not
let anyone play with the
future of students

of the education department to
conduct random checks and pay
surprise visits to every school in
the state. The quality of mid-day
meals served to children should
also be checked regularly, he
said, adding that principals
should meet the parents of children twice a year.
‘FORM COUNCIL OF
FORMER STUDENTS’
The CM suggested forming a
council of former students in all
schools, colleges and universities. The former students can be
felicitated on Independence Day,
Republic Day and at other programmes. Many of the former
students are IAS, PCS officials,
politicians or businessman who
can financially assist their alma
mater, he said.
POLICE VERIFICATION
MANDATORY
Chief minister Yogi Adityanath
directed the chief secretary to
write a letter to police officials of
the districts to make sure that no

YOGI ADITYANATH, UP CM
n

Chief minister Yogi Adityanath, deputy CM Dinesh Sharma and
chief secretary Anup Chandra Pandey at an event in Lucknow.

school vehicles are run without
permits. Police verification was
mandatory for driver- conductor
of schools, he said, adding all
these works should be done a
week before the schools and colleges reopened.
The chief minister said he will
inspect the functioning of different departments in various parts

HT

of the state from June 21
onwards.
INTERACTION WITH
GRAM PANCHAYATS
Officials of blocks, tehsils and
districts should interact with
gram panchayats and public representatives to bring a positive
change in education, the chief

minister said.
“Our government is not going
to compromise on the quality of
education. In secondary education, we took strong measures
for conducting fair examination.
We will not let anyone play with
the future of students. We took
strong measures which helped
us in weeding out the copying
mafia. The government has succeeded in bringing a change in
the education sector,” he said.

IIT-K scientists
SIT plans to question Fortis
developed software transplant panel members
for Chandrayan-2
HT Correspondent
n

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

KANPUR : Scientists at the Indian

Institute of Technology (IIT-K)
have developed a motion planning and generation software for
Chandrayan-2, which will help
the rover in its movement and
guide its route on the lunar surface. It will also save energy and
time required to reach the target
area.
The Indian Space Research
Organization (ISRO) would
launch its second mission to the
moon- Chandrayan-2 on July 15.
The mission expected to reach
the moon by September 6-7, 2019.
Prof Ashish Datta of mechanical engineering department and
Prof KS Venkatesh of electrical
engineering who have developed
the software said the Indian
Space Research Organisation
(ISRO) has approved the planning and mapping generation
software developed by them.
They said the lunar rover software has been developed and
designed in the country for the
first time.
“It was long due. This has enabled the country to find a place
among those having the tech-

THE ROVER FITTED WITH
THE SOFTWARE
DEVELOPED BY IIT-K
WOULD TRACE WATER
AND OTHER MINERAL
WEALTH IN THE LUNAR
SURFACE.
nique of making lunar rover software,” they said.
Prof Datta, who has been
working on the intelligent control system, micro-sensor and
bio-robotics said it took one year
to develop the software based on
an algorithm method.
The rover fitted with the software developed by IIT-K would
trace water and other mineral
wealth in the lunar surface. The
rover would also send a relevant
picture to the laboratory for further research and examination.
The software would be operated with a 20-watt solar battery
and assist the rover in drilling
the lunar surface to trace water
and other chemicals inside it.
Fifteen trials to trace chemical
and water could be done with the
help of the software, they
claimed.

letters@hindustantimes.com

KANPUR : The Special Investiga-

tion Team (SIT) probing the kidney transplant racket that was
busted in February is tightening
the noose around Fortis Hospital, Faridabad in the case after
the hospital’s coordinator Sonika Dabas was arrested earlier
this week.
SIT plans to question members of the hospital committee,
which oversees organ transplants, on the basis of evidence
gathered in the last three
months, a senior police officer
said.
SIT officials said the hospital,
where organ transplant is done,
has a committee that goes
through the details and approves
the process after careful vetting,
supposedly in accordance with

government rules.
Dr Deepak Shukla, chief executive officer of Delhi’s Pushpawati Singhania Research Institute (PSRI), was the head of one
such committee. He was arrested
last week.
Officials privy to the investigation said it had emerged that
like the PSRI, blood samples of
donors and recipients were
changed for their DNA matching
at Fortis.
Sonika Dabas allegedly confessed that some people in the
laboratory were involved, the
officials said. A doctor and a
technician would soon be questioned, they added.
“We have evidence with us
about the samples being changed
to make a favourable report to
facilitate organ transplant in
Fortis. The investigators will
soon question the lab staff,” said

a police officer.
The committee approved the
process. SIT, which is in possession of documents signed by
committee members, will question them.
“The committee and its members are clearly under purview
of the investigation,” said the
official.
In addition, SIT is serving a
final notice on two PSRI coordinators Sunita Verma and
Mithun, who have obtained a
stay on their personal appearance before the SIT. Investigating officer Anurag Mishra said
the two were communicating
through their lawyer, but had
not appeared before SIT to
record their statements.
“After the final notice, we will
initiate appropriate legal action
against them before the charge
sheet is filed,” he said.

3 horses test positive for deadly
Glanders disease, euthanised
GORAKHPUR : Two mares and a
horse were euthanised after
they tested positive for the
deadly Glanders disease. Glanders is an infectious disease and
can infect human beings.
On Thursday, the horses,
owned by a local Rajesh
Maurya, were euthanised
through injection in the presence of veterinary and animal
husbandry department officials
and after DM Vijyendra Pandian had granted permission for
it.
All three horses – Champa,
Chameli and Badal – had been
unwell for the last few months

and the blood sample sent to a
government lab in Haryana’s
Hissar had confirmed Glanders.
“To reconfirm, a test was again
done last month with the help of
animal husbandry department
officials who then sent a letter to
the DM, requesting permission
to kill the ailing animals as they
could have posed a serious
threat of infection among the
human beings in the area”, chief
veterinary officer Harendra
Prasad said. Following the
euthanasia, the three horses
were buried in graves of salt and
lime water to stop spread infection.

DM Vijyendra Pandian said
that as per rules, the owner will
be given total Rs75,000 as compensation (Rs 25,000 per horse).
Recently, some cases were
reported from Bareilly. Two
horses infected with Glanders
disease were executed in May.
The first horse to be executed
was of one Kishan Babu while
the second one was of one
Anokhe Lal – both residents of
Bareilly. The two horses tested
positive for Glanders disease in
May during routine sampling
carried out by animal husbandry department.
HTC
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Partyleadershipwilltakea
callonCMface:Scindia
POST-POLL REVIEW Process to strengthen the party and energise the cadres will begin in
next two weeks, says Cong general secretary in charge of west UP Jyotiraditya Scindia

›

We contested Lok
Sabha elections on
our own. The outcome in
some of the Lok Sabha
seats is alright, while in
some other seats the
results are not
satisfactory…we have
completed the review of
poll performance

Umesh Raghuvanshi
n

uraghuvanshi@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW: Congress general secretary Jyotiraditya Scindia said
on Friday the party leadership
will take a call on the chief ministerial candidate for the 2022
assembly elections when the
time comes.
In Lucknow, he reviewed the
party’s performance in western
Uttar Pradesh in the Lok Sabha
elections in a nearly six-and-ahalf-hour session with party
leaders at the UP Congress Committee (UPCC) headquarters.
“The Congress leadership
and a committee working under
the leadership will take a call on
this issue,” said Scindia, replying to a question on demands
from a few quarters to make Priyanka Gandhi Vadra the chief
ministerial candidate.
Some
party
leaders
demanded that party general
secretary Priyanka Gandhi, the
Congress’s eastern UP
incharge, be picked for the
state’s top job at a meeting in
Rae Bareli on June 12. Priyanka
Gandhi had convened the meeting to review the party’s poll
performance and draw a road
map for the 2022 assembly elections.
Scindia, the party’s western
UP incharge, said after Friday’s
review meet, “Yes, we have a
number of suggestions from the
partymen. We need to
strengthen the organisation,
and the process to strengthen

JYOTIRADITYA SCINDIA , Congress
general secretary (in-charge of west
UP)

n

UPCC President Raj Babbar felicitates Congress western UP incharge Jyotiraditya Scindia during a review meeting with party
leaders in Lucknow on Friday.
ANI PHOTO

the party and energise the cadres will begin in the next two
weeks.”
Asked whether the party
would contest the 2022 state
election in an alliance, he said,
“We contested Lok Sabha elections on our own. The outcome
in some of the Lok Sabha seats is
alright, while in some other
seats the results are not satisfactory…we have completed the
review of poll performance.”

Last rites of slain
CRPF jawan
performed

In 2019, Uttar Pradesh saw a
triangular contest between the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP),
Congress, and an alliance of the
Samajwadi Party, Bahujan
Samaj Party and the Rashtriya
Lok Dal. The Congress won just
one of the state’s 80 seats.
During the Friday’s review
meeting, some of the candidates
blamed the party organisation
for the dismal performance. On
the other hand, the office bear-

ers of party’s district and city
units attributed the poor showing to lack of efforts and coordination by candidates.
The party leaders also
pointed out there was confusion
in ranks over the party’s stance
on alliances in the Lok Sabha
election.
The party leaders could not
give clear signals whether the
Congress would fight the election in alliance or would go it
alone, said a leader.
The Congress decided to go it
alone only after the SP-BSPRLD alliance snubbed it.
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi had tasked both Priyanka Gandhi Vadra and Jyotiraditya Scindia to ensure formation of Congress government in
the state in 2022 assembly polls.

COURTESY MEETING

MEERUT:Apallofgloomdescended

KiwanavillageinShamlidistrict
on Friday morning when mortal
remainsofCRPFjawanSatendra
Kumar reached his house.
Satendra Kumar was killed in
Anantnag of Jammu & Kashmir
on Wednesday in an encounter
withterrorists.Hislastriteswere
conductedwithfullstatehonour
in the presence of state minister
Suresh Rana, MP of Kairana
Pradeep Choudhary and BJP
MLA Tejendra Nirwal. District
magistrate Akhilesh Singh and
people from different sections of
the society also attended the last
rites of the martyr. Satendra’s
wife Sonia has demanded to
avengethekillingofherhusband
and four other CRPF jawans.
“Where will I go now with my
twosons,”shekeptaskingpeople
who were mourning the death of
her husband.
Meanwhile,mortalremainsof
CRPF constable Mahesh Kumar
Kushwaha who was also among
the ones killed in Anantnag terror attack, arrived at his residenceinJaitpuravillageinGhazipur. Thousands of villagers
gathered to pay homage to the
slainjawan.Formerunionminister Manoj Sinha visited the
deceasedCRPFconstable’shouse
to meet his family. Five CRPF
personnel attained martyrdom
and three others were injured
when their patrol party was
attacked by terrorists in AnantHTC
nag on Wednesday.
WITH AGENCY INPUT

n

NHRC notice to
DGP over assault
on TV journalist
in Shamli
LUCKNOW : The National Human

Rights Commission (NHRC) on
FridayissuedanoticetotheUttar
Pradesh director general police
over brutal assault on a TV journalist allegedly by Government
Railway Police (GRP) personnel
in Shamli.
Thecommissionhasaskedthe
DGP to submit a detailed report
within four weeks, including
actiontakenagainstguiltypublic
servants and status of the FIR
registered against them.
In a press statement, the deputydirector,NHRC,saidthecommission had taken suo motucognizance of media reports that a
TV journalist in west Uttar Pradesh’s Shamli district was brutally assaulted by the SHO of the
GRP on June 11 night.
The SHO, along with a constable, was booked and suspended
after videos of the attack went
viral the next day.
The incident reportedly
occurred when group of reporters assembled in the Manipur
area where two bogies of a goods
train derailed at night. An argumenttookplacebetweenjournalistsandpolicepersonnel.TheTV
journalistwasthenthrashedand
dragged to the local GRP police
station where he was locked up.
The victim claimed he was
strippedandtheSHOurinatedin
his mouth, he said.
Thecommissionhasobserved
that the contents of the media
reports, if true, amounted to
gross violation of the victim, the
deputydirectorsaid.Goingbythe
reported allegations, this kind of
cruel and uncivilized act by a
publicservantishighlydisgraceful and cannot be tolerated in a
civilised society, he said. Stern
action should be taken against
the police personnel if found
guilty so that such a barbaric act
was not repeated by any public
servant in future, the deputy
director said.
According to media reports
carried on June 13, the SHO was
seen attacking the journalist in
thevideoclips.Thevictimreportedlyallegedthe police personnel
attackedhimoutofvengeanceas
he had run a story about an
encroachment by unauthorized
vendorsinconnivancewithGRP
personnel last month.
AnFIRbasedonthecomplaint
of the journalist was registered
and a departmental inquiry
under supervision of the IG Railways was ordered.
HTC
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Shivpal: No plan to merge
with SP, open to alliance
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW: Pragatisheel Samaj-

wadi Party-Lohia (PSP-L) chief
Shivpal Singh Yadav on Friday
rejected rumours of a patch-up
with Samajwadi Party (SP) and
added that his party had no plan
to merge with it.
“I had gone to meet “netaji”
(SP patriarch Mulayam Singh
Yadav) to inquire about his
health. We did not discuss anything else,” said Shivpal, referring to the recent meeting with
Mulayam where SP chief Akhilesh Yadav was also present.
This meeting seemed to have
triggered the talk in political circles of a possible patch-up
between SP and PSP-L.
Addressing a press conference here, Shivpal said that
though some people were in
touch with him over the issue,
there was no plan of merger with
the SP.
However, Shivpal added: “If
there is a proposal for an alliance
for the upcoming by-polls to 12
assembly seats, we may consider
the same.” Of the vacant assembly seats, 10 belong to the BJP
and one each to the SP and BSP.
He said the recent Lok Sabha
poll results would have been dif-

n

PSP-L chief Shivpal Yadav addressing a press conference at his
party office in Lucknow on Friday.
SUBHANKAR CHAKRABORTY/HT PHOTO

ferent had his party been
included in the SP-BSP
alliance.
According to sources, Akhilesh is said to be completely
against the return of his
estranged uncle to the SP fold.
Political circles were abuzz
with talk of Shivpal and his
estranged nephew Akhilesh
burying the hatchet post-2019
Lok Sabha results in which
while PSP-L failed to win any
seats and SP’s tally was also
reduced to just five seats.
“We just had a marathon fourday review meeting to discuss
the outcome of the results. We
have no plan to contest the

by-polls as our immediate focus
is on expanding and strengthening the party for 2022 assembly
elections,” said Shivpal, adding
that we are growing from
strength to strength.
Shivpal said his party would
soon launch an agitation against
the rising crime graph, deteriorating law and order and problems of farmers.
“Chief minister Yogi Adityanath is honest and hardworking
but the same cannot be said
about his council of ministers. It
is the corrupt bureaucracy also
around him which is not letting
the government to function,” he
said.

Police move to attach properties
of BSP MP Atul Rai in rape case
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

VARANASI: The process for the

arrest of BSP MP elect Atul Rai –
arapecaseaccused–pickedupsp
eedwiththeVaranasipoliceputting up a notice for the attachme
nt of property on two houses of
Rai.
A copy of the notice has been
putupathishouseinManduadih
ofVaranasiandBirpurvillagein
Ghazipur. If Rai doesn’t surrender within the next two days,
police will attach his properties
after seeking permission from
court. A case was registered
against Rai at Lanka police station here on May 1 following a
complaint by a woman who
alleged that Rai sexually
exploited her. Since then, Rai is
on the run.On Wednesday, June
12,thecomplainantwrotetochief

minister Yogi Adityanath alleging that Rai and his goons were
pressuring her to withdraw the
rapecase. She demandedspeedy
action against Rai and said that
he has not been arrested yet,
though the case against him was
registered on May 1.
After registering the case
against Rai, police had formed a
team to arrest him and raided
various locations to ensure his
arrest. To avoid Rai getting
arrested, his advocate filed an
applicationinacourtinVaranasi
on May 17, expressing a will to
surrender.However, he didn’t
surrender. On June 4, Rai’s lawyer filed the petition in the court
ofjudicialmagistratefirst,Varanasi, and requested the court to
fix any other date for Rai’s surrender.His advocate informed
thecourtthatRaihadmetwithan
accident near Jamania when he

wasonwaytothecourttosurrenderbeforeit on Tuesday. Rai suffered injuries in his leg. Rai’s
advocaterequestedthecourtthat
anyotherdateshouldbefixedfor
surrendering.The court asked
his lawyer to produce a medical
certificateregardingtheincident
of accident by 3pm on June 4.
After the medical certificate
was not produced, the court
rejected the appeal saying that
theaccusedisdeliberatelydelaying surrender which affects the
basic spirit of justice.
Rai has already beendeclared
absconder.In the meantime,
police pasted notice to attach the
property at the houses of Rai.
Superintendent of police Dinesh
Singh said that a copy of the
notice has been pasted at the
houseofRai,ifhedoesn’tsurrender now, his property will be
attached.

Governor of Uttar Pradesh Ram Naik meets Union Home Minister Amit Shah, in New Delhi on
Friday.
HTPHOTO

AY O D H YA D I S P U T E

Muslim body meets Kashi seer
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

VARANASI : Members of the All

Indian Muslim Forum for Ayodhya Dispute Settlement (AIMFADS), called on Swami Amimukteshwaranand at Sri Vidya
Matt here and held a long meeting. They apprised the seer of
their signature campaign which
they launched for an amicable
solutiontothe Ram Janmabhoomi- Babri Mosque dispute.
Addressingapressconference
in the presence of Avimukteshwaranand,forumseniormember
Aftab Ahmad Khan said, “We

havecreatedthisforumtofindan
amicablesolutiontothedispute.”
Khan said that the forum has
listed four points for creating a
consensus on the issue.
“Point one: As a goodwill gesture, Muslims of this country,
express theirconsent to offer the
disputedlandinAyodhyaforconstruction of Ramtemple in order
thattheRamtemplemaybebuilt.
“Point Two: In exchange,
around 10 acre of land, at a suitable location, should be given to
Muslims in Ayodhya for constructionofabeautifulmosque,”
he said.
Khan said that Point Three is

most important. Muslims of the
countyshouldbegiven anassurance from Hindu brothers,
backedbytheSupremeCourtand
approved by the President of
India,totheeffectthatnofurther
dispute shall be raised for and
aboutanyotherMuslimreligious
placeinthecountry,thatisstatus
quoasontheeveofindependence
is to be maintained for all time to
come.
Fourthly, with the assurance,
responsibilityshouldbefixed on
the MP, MLA, DM and SP to
strictly enforce the provisions of
The Places of worship (Special
provision) Act, 1991.

R A I N W AT E R H A R V E S T I N G

Dear Sarpanchji... Modi writes to village
heads of Sonbhadra, Kashi
Sudhir Kumar
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

VARANASI : Prime Minister Nar-

endra Modi has written a letter to all village heads of Sonbhadra, where many villages
face acute water shortage, and
neighbouring districts,
including Varanasi, urging
them to resort to rainwater
harvesting.
District development officer, Sonbhadra, Rambabu
Tripathi said a copy of the
PM’s letter was received
recently.
“It will be sent to all 637 village heads in the district. It
will certainly strengthen and
accelerate the ongoing efforts
of water conservation in the
district,” he added. A similar
letter was received in Varanasi on Thursday. Additional
district panchayati raj officer
Rakesh Yadav confirmed
it.“Dear Sarpanch ji, rainy
season is about to arrive. We
are lucky that the God has
gifted sufficient rainwater to
the country. It is our duty to
make efforts for its preservation. To preserve this gift
(water), we have to make such

ABOUT ‘TAANKA’ TECHNOLOGY
‘Taanka’ is a traditional rainwater
harvesting technique, common to
the Thar desert region of Rajasthan. It is meant to provide
drinking water for a single or a
small group of families and is an
important element of water
security in these arid regions.
A ‘Taanka’ is a cylindrical underground rainwater storage cistern
wherein rainwater from rooftops,
a courtyard or natural or artifi-

arrangements that we could
store as much rainwater as
possible,” the PM’s letter
reads.
In the letter, the PM has
urged each village head to call
an open meeting in their
respective gram panchayat
and read out his letter to all
villagers. They should hold a
serious discussion on the
issue. They may also offer
‘shramdan’ (labour) for making ponds and ‘taankas’ (a cylindrical underground rainwater storage cistern).The letter further reads that there is
need to take some measures

cially prepared catchment
flows into the paved pit,
through filtered inlets made
on the external wall of the
structure, where it is stored
and can be used by one family
during the dry season. Once
fully filled, the water is
sufficient for a family of 5-6
members for a period of 5–6
months.
SOURCE INTERNET

including building and cleaning small ponds for storage of
water, constructing/ installing storage tanks at the community or individual level for
rainwater, creation of soak
pits in the households for
reuse of domestic and agriculture purpose and groundwater recharge. The PM has suggested carrying out awareness campaign for water
conservation through rallies
besides village and school
level promotion of rainwater
harvesting through street
plays, folk songs and dance
performances.

The letter also lays emphasis on making wall paintings
in public place on the theme of
water conservation. He has
asked for constructing
‘tankas’ in large numbers in
fields so that rainwater in the
farms could be preserved. “If
we could do so, we will not
only have huge storage of
water but yield will also
increase. We will be able to
utilise this water for several
works in our villages,” the letters says.
“I am confident that every
drop of water will be saved
with the collective efforts at
the village level.”
“As you made the cleanliness mission a great success
by comprehensively participating in it, so all of you will
together give a shape of mass
movement to our upcoming
campaign on rainwater harvesting and water conservation and will make it a great
success too,” the PM says in
the letter.
The PM has instructed the
district magistrates to send a
compliance email with photograph of these activities to the
PMO by June 30.
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ON DAY 4, STIR
SPILLS OUT
OF BENGAL

ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION IS IMPORTANT BUT THE COUNTRY’S
PROGRESS IS ALSO IMPORTANT

> PRAKASH JAVADEKAR, Union Environment minister

MUMBAI

PATIALA

BENGALURU

KOLKATA

Medical practitioners held
demonstrations across
the country on Friday,
wearing fake bandages
and holding banners, to
condemn violence against
a junior doctor in West
Bengal earlier this week
ANSHUMAN POYREKAR/HT PHOTO
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Patientssufferasprotestintensifies

GROUND ZERO Three-day-old baby dies as strike continues in
Bengal, families of patients demand immediate reopening of OPDs
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

MIDNAPORE/BERHAMPORE/SILIGURI: A three-day-old baby boy

with foetal distress died at a
government hospital in West
Bengal on Thursday after
remaining untreated since his
birth, the death encapsulating
the sufferings of hundreds
of people since Tuesday when
junior doctors across government hospitals struck work
to protest an assault on colleagues.
Soon after the baby’s birth on
Tuesday, doctors at the College
of Medicine and Sagore Dutta
Hospital in North 24-Parganas
district had told his parents that
he needed paediatric ventilation.
Since the hospital did not
have facilities for this, the family was asked to transfer him to
a hospital in Kolkata.
However, the parents were
not able to step into Kolkata’s
government hospitals. Weeping
with his newborn’s body in his
lap, Abhijit Mallick said, “The
note that Sagore Dutta’s Hospital doctors left with us said that
the baby was in critical condition.
“But the police did not let us
enter NRS Medical College and
Hospital, RG Kar Medical College and Hospital and the Calcutta Medical College and Hospital. We approached two private hospitals but they did not
have ventilation facility for
babies.”
Mallick said a junior doctor of
Sagore Dutta Hospital telephoned the state health secretariat four times to try and
arrange help for the baby but
failed. “The doctor himself
broke down,” he said. His wife
Jhumpa, who has been unwell

THE JUNIOR DOCTORS’
STRIKE THAT GOT
SUPPORT FROM SENIOR
DOCTORS SEVERELY HIT
THE FUNCTIONING OF
OPD AT GOVERNMENT
HOSPITALS. THE CRISIS
SPREAD TO INDOOR
WARDS, EMERGENCY
DEPARTMENTS AND THE
RADIOLOGY SECTION
since the delivery, is mentally
broken.
“The baby was detected with
‘foetal
distress’
(birth
asphyxia). We kept him at the
sick newborn care unit (SNCU)
and tried the best that was possible for us,” hospital superintendent Palas Das told the
media.
The junior doctors’ strike
that got support from most senior doctors severely hit the functioning of outpatient departments (OPD) at government
hospitals.
The crisis spread to indoor
wards and emergency departments too. Radiology and
pathology departments were
also affected.
“If junior doctors, who form
the bulk of medics in any hospital, stay away from work, it’s
natural that seniors cannot fill
the gap. And since many senior
doctors expressed their intention to resign, one can imagine
the situation,” said a senior doctor at Howrah district hospital,
not wishing to be named.
Several tragic scenes were
seen at state-run hospitals.
At Kolkata’s SSKM hospital,
the largest referral hospital in

Doctors’ stir escalates across India

the state, Sandhya Mondal was
seen crying incessantly. Her
daughter Pratima suffered an
epileptic fit on Sunday and was
transferred from a government
hospital in East Midnapore district on Monday. She died on
Thursday.
“She received the last treatment on Monday. Since Tuesday, she received no treatment,”
said Mondal.
At Midnapore Medical College and Hospital, the family
members of 17-year old Sheikh
Samim, who was admitted to the
hospital after suffering head
injuries, alleged that he died
untreated.
Tension prevailed also in
North Bengal Medical College
and Hospital in Siliguri that
caters to around 4,000 outdoor
patients every day.
On Friday, several hundred
family members of patients protested at the hospital, demanding immediate reopening of
OPDs.
“My daughter suffers from
neurological problems. We
spent the nights of Wednesday
and Thursday on the hospital
campus, hoping that OPDs
would resume functioning,”
said Khagesh Barman, who
came from Chengrabanda near
the Bangladesh border.
Rabiul Islam, a resident of
Sujapur in Malda, said his sister-in-law, who is suffering
from throat cancer, could not
be treated in Malda Medical
College and Hospital as they
found the OPD closed after travelling more than 30 km in the
heat.
From Siliguri to Kolkata, the
scene was the same — hundreds
of patients and their family
members waiting at hospitals,
sometimes even outside the hospital gates.

Thousands of doctors held protests across the country on Friday, demanding better security and stepping up an
agitation that began from Kolkata and has now escalated into a public health worry with political overtones

PUNJAB

JAMMU &
KASHMIR

8,000

doctors went on a
two-hour strike,
affecting services in government-run
hospitals across Ludhiana, Amritsar,
Jalandhar, Gurdaspur and Mohali.
The members of Punjab Civil Medicos
Service Association (PCMSA) wore
black bands and held protest
marches inside the hospital
campuses. IMA state chief Dr Navjot
Dahiya said they submitted their
demands to the state government

CHANDIGARH

UTTARAKHAND

resident doctors at
the Postgraduate
Institute of Medical Education and
Research (PGIMER) held a
demonstration to express solidarity
with their protesting counterparts in
Kolkata. The doctors suspended work
from 8am to 12 noon, resulting in
suspension of OPD services. The
resident doctors wore bandages on
their forehead and held a peaceful
march from Bhargava auditorium till
New OPD

doctors across
medical colleges
and hospitals held a silent protest
by tying black ribbons around
their arms and demanding better
security for medical staff. IMA's
state secretary DD Choudhury said
it is “high time” the National
Security Act is implemented to
create a strong deterrent for those
who attack doctors on duty
anywhere in the country

1,200

200

doctors in Jammu took
part in protests,
demanding better security for
medical practioners across the
country. The junior doctors of the
Government Medical College Hospital
and Associated Hospitals wore head
bandages to work to protest against
the attack on a junior doctor in West
Bengal

4,000

DELHI

5,00O

doctors across the
National Capital
participated in the nationwide stir. All
out patient department (OPD)
services, routine operation theatre
services and ward visits, except in
case of an emergency, were halted in
four major hospitals

BIHAR

10,000

doctors, including
3,500 from
government-run hospitals, took part
in the stir on Friday. The protesting
doctors abstained from work at
Patna Medical College Hospital
(PMCH) and other state-run
hospitals

RAJASTHAN

14,000

doctors were
part of the stir
against the assault on a junior doctor
in Kolkata. All Rajasthan In-service
Doctor Association president (ARISDA)
Ajay Choudhary said across the state,
the doctors wore black ribbons and
helmets while working. Doctors
at private hospitals
boycotted work from
10am to 12 noon

30,000

doctors
across India’s
most populous state took part in
protests on Friday. Indian Medical
Association's Lucknow branch
organised a protest rally in the
state capital, Agra, Meerut,
Gorakhpur and Allahabad. Resident
doctors held a two-hour strike at the
Sanjay Gandhi Post Graduate
Institute of Medical Sciences
(SGPGIMS) and worked with a
bandage around their heads. IMA
members also wore black armbands
for the entire day as a mark of
protest

TRIPURA

1,200

doctors wore black
badges and
armbands in all the hospitals and two
medical colleges, All Tripura
Government Doctors' Association
General Secretary Rajesh
Choudhuri said, adding
that nurses also took part
in the protest

JHARKHAND

West
Bengal

MADHYA
PRADESH

INDIA

10,000

doctors across
the state staged
protests on Friday. The junior doctors
at Bhopal’s Gandhi Medical College,
observed a strike, impacting health
facilities, except emergency services.
In most hospitals, doctors worked
while wearing black badges to
protest. "We are going to write to the
PM for ensuring security to doctors.
The Bengal incident has frightened
the doctors across the country,” said
general secretary of United Doctors
Association, MP, Dr Lalit Shrivastava

TELANGANA

3,000

doctors particpated
in the stir against
the assault on a doctor in Kolkata.
The protesting doctors observed a
strike for an hour between 9 and 10
am. At Hyderabad’s Nizam’s Institute
of Medical Sciences and Gandhi
Hospital, doctors attended only to
emergency services. They submitted
a memorandum to the state
government demanding security and
stated that at least 10 incidents of
attacks on doctors had taken in place
different hospitals in eight months

States and UTs where
doctors protested

MAHARASHTRA

4,500

doctors took part
in the stir. Those
affiliated to the Maharashtra
Association of Resident Doctors
(MARD) observed a one-day strike
in all the 26 government hospitals in
the state. However, the doctors
posted on emergency duties
continued with their work, the
association said. Doctors gathered
outside the KEM Hospital, Sir JJ
Hospital, LTMG Sion Hospital and Dr
RN Cooper Hospital with banners,
posters and placards to express
solidarity with the doctor who was
assaulted in Kolkata and demanded
more security

UTTAR PRADESH

Kerala*

GOA

200

KARNATAKA

TAMIL NADU

doctors, nurses
and other
medical staff took part in the stir. The
protesters staged a demonstration at
the IMA (Karnataka chapter) office in
Bengaluru. The doctors and the
medical staff on duty in private
hospitals and nursing homes sported
black bands on their arms and aprons
to express solidarity with their
counterparts in West Bengal

doctors particpated in
the countrywide stir on
Friday. The protesting doctors
staged a dharna in front of the
government hospital in Coimbatore
to protest against the assault on a
junior doctor in Kolkata. The
members of the local chapter of
IMA and Tamil Nadu Government
Doctors Association raised slogans,
demanding better security

15,000

doctors took part in
protests on Friday.
Resident junior doctors at the state’s
premier government-run Goa
Medical College and Hospital and
other government hospitals joined
the nationwide stir and refused to
join duty. The emergency services
and intensive care units of the
hospitals remained operational and
senior doctors reported for duty

100

1,000

doctors wore black
badges, and
bandages on their heads to express
solidarity with the junior doctor
assaulted in West Bengal. Junior
doctors of Ranchi Institute of Medical
Sciences and other government
hospitals took out protest in the
state capital on Friday. Doctors also
boycotted outpatient department
(OPD) and inpatient department
(IPD) services in three medical
colleges leading to long queues
of patients

ODISHA

500

resident and junior
doctors, and interns of
All India Institute of Medical Sciences
(AIIMS) Bhubaneswar started a
day-long strike on Friday. Junior
doctors in the state staged a dharna
with bandages on their foreheads to
draw attention to the ”repeated
attacks” on medical staff across the
country. However, the emergency
services at the premier health
institute remained unaffected.
Students of the SCB Medical College
and Hospital and the members of the
Odisha Medical Services Association
(OMSA) took out a protest march in
Cuttack

*In Kerala, over 3,000 post-graduate medical students and house surgeons went on a token strike demanding an increase in their stipends
n

A woman with her daughter at a government hospital in Kolkata on Friday.
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In Maharashtra, Cong makes first
Learn Bengali, respect state’s
BJP
worker
shot
dead
major appointment after LS polls
in Bengal, six injured culture to stay here: Mamata
VIOLENCE CONTINUES

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: SeniorCongressleader

BalasahebThoratwas onFriday
named Congress Legislature
PartyleaderinMaharashtra,the
firstappointmentinthegrandold
partyafteritsdrubbingintheLok
Sabha elections.
This was also a rare occasion
when the name was cleared by
the All India Congress Committee, and not the party chief.
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi is reportedly abroad and
is expected to return before the
commencementofthebudgetsession of Parliament on June 17.
Gandhiofferedtoresignatthe
Congress Working Committee
meeting on May 25 following the
party’s rout in the Lok Sabha
elections. The party managed to
win just 52 seats. He asked the
CWC to appoint a new chief but
theparty’shighestdecision-mak-

ing body rejected the offer and
passed a resolution, authorising
him to revamp the organisation.
Congress functionaries said
theappointmenthadtobecleared
by the AICC as monsoon session
of the Maharashtra assembly
beginsfromMonday.Itwillbethe
last session of the assembly
before the elections in October.
Ina lettertoparty generalsecretaryinchargeofMaharashtra,
Mallikarjun Kharge, and state
unitchiefAshokChavan,general
secretaryinchargeorganisation
KCVenugopalsaidtheAICChas
approved their proposal on the
appointment of floor leaders in
both houses of the assembly.
Thorat replaced arch-rival
Radhakrishna Vikhe Patil, who
quit the CLP leader’s post days
after his son Sujay joined the
BharatiyaJanataParty and successfullycontestedtheLokSabha
polls from Ahmednagar.
The Congress also appointed

Vijay Namdeorao Waddetiwar,
currentlyitsdeputyleaderinthe
assembly,as the floor leader and
Mohammed Arif Naseem Khan
will be his deputy.
Meanwhile,aheadoftheirparticipation in theNITI AayoggoverningcouncilmeetingonSaturday, Congress chief ministers
met over dinner on Friday.
Madhya Pradesh CM Kamal
Nath hosted his counterparts
from Rajasthan (Ashok Gehlot)
and Chhattisgarh (Bhupesh
Baghel) at his Delhi residence.
Former Madhya Pradesh CM
DigvijayaSingh,formerHaryana
CM Bhupinder SinghHoodaand
former Union minister Anand
Sharma too were present.
Punjab CM Captain Amarinder Singh did not attend the dinner meeting, held to discuss the
party’s strategy in the wake of
reports suggesting that Gandhi
remainsadamantonhisresignation offer.
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MIDNAPORE/KOLKATA: On the day

governor Keshari Nath Tripathi
calledameetingofWestBengal’s
four main parties in an effort to
contain the continuing post-poll
violence, a political worker was
shot dead and about six persons
were injured in clashes between
supporters of the ruling TrinamoolCongressandtheBharatiya
Janata Party.
Saraswati Das, 40, a
BJP worker,wasshotdeadinside
her home in Takipur village in
North 24 Parganas district on
Thursday, police said. “We are
looking into if it was a political
murderorwastriggeredbysomething else,” said Sabari Rajkumar,superintendentofpolice.
Ganesh Ghosh, BJP leader in
the area, said Saraswati was an
active party member and had

been threatened for the past few
days. “Goons backed by the
TMC killed her,” he alleged.
Saraswati’s
husband,
Suvankar, found her body riddled with bullets after returning
homefromthemarketonThursday evening.“Ican’t understand
why my wife was killed. She was
receiving threats. I think that
TMC-backed men murdered
her,” he claimed.
Jyoti Priyo Mallik, North 24
ParganasdistrictTMCpresident,
said the police should be allowed
to investigate the matter before
jumping to conclusions. “It has
become a habit of BJP to invent a
political angle in every incident
and blame us,” he alleged.
Political violence flared in the
state after the BJP bagging 18 of
Bengal’s42LokSabhaseatsinthe
general elections, restricting
chief minister Mamata Banerjee’s TMC to only 22.

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

KOLKATA:Chief minister Mamata

Banerjee,whoislockedinapoliticalbattlewithabuoyantBharatiya Janata Party (BJP), said on
Friday that those living in West
Bengal have to speak in Bengali
and respect Bengali culture.
“I havelearnedthat theBJPis
trying to instigate Nepalis, Rajbongshis(acommunitysettledin
north Bengal) and other nonBengali people in the state
against Bengalis,justas theyare
tryingtoinstigateHindusagainst
Muslims and Christians against
Sikhs. But I will never allow
someone to stay in Bengal and
start a drive against Bengalis, or
terrorizethem.IfyoustayinBengal, you have to speak in Bengali
and respect Bengal’s culture,”
shetoldagatheringofTrinamool
Congress(TMC)workersinKanchrapara in North 24 Parganas

n

Mamata Banerje

district.
Kanchraparacomesunderthe
BarrackporeLokSabhaconstituency. Barrackpore is an industrialareawherealargesectionof
the people are migrant workers
mainly from Hindi-speaking
states.
Reacting to Banerjee’s statement,theBJP’sBengalunitvicepresident Jay Prakash Majumdarsaidshewastryingtocreatea
divide between the Bengali and
non-Bengali population to gain
lost ground. “She realizes that
her support base is eroding and

theadministration is collapsing.
Sosheisbecomingdesperate,”he
claimed.
Friday’s meeting was the second in Barrackapore since the
Lok Sabha election results were
announced on May 23.
On May 30, on her way to
addressarallyatBhatpara,apart
of Barrackpore Lok Sabha constituency, Banerjee had got off
hercartwiceafterlocalBJPsupportersraised“JaiShriRam”slogans. She was then heard shouting,“Whatdoyouthink?Youwill
comefromotherstates,stayhere
and abuse us? I will not tolerate
this.”
AccordingtoBiswanathChakraborty, a professor of political
scienceatRabindraBharatiUniversity: “Mamata Banerjee is
resorting to Bengali ethnic
regionalismtocountertheBJP’s
progress in the state. However, I
have doubts whether this will be
an effective strategy.”
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shortstories
‘2 LET MILITANTS
GUNNED DOWN’
SRINAGAR: Two Lashkar-e-Taiba
militants were killed in an encounter with security forces on
Friday in Awantipora area of
south Kashmir’s Pulwama district
on Friday, police and army officials
said. Acting on a tip-off, police,
army and the CRPF had launched
a cordon a search operation in
Braw Bandina area of Awantipora,
officials said.

Bombay HC gives bail to 4
accused in Malegaon case
MUMBAI: The Bombay high court
on Friday granted bail to four
accused in the 2006 Malegaon
blasts case. A division bench of
Justices I A Mahanty and A M
Badar granted bail to Dhan Singh,
Lokesh Sharma, Manohar Narwaria and Rajendra Chaudhary.

JD(U) spokesperson
resigns after tweet row
PATNA: Ajay Alok, one of the six
spokespersons of the Janata Dal
(United), has resigned from his
post, saying he does not “want to
be a source of embarrassment”
for party president and Bihar
chief minister Nitish Kumar. Some
of Alok’s tweets did not go well
with the leadership. There have
been murmurs of Kumar being
upset over the spokesperson
going overboard in his criticism of
the Mamata Banerjee government in West Bengal.

Amarnath pilgrims to be
tagged for a safe trek
NEW DELHI: In a first, each of the
300,000-odd pilgrims expected to
visit the Amarnath Shrine this
year will be tracked from the base
camp to the shrine and back,
using a unique card, even as
nearly 45,000 security personnel
will be deployed to protect them,
a senior home ministry official
said on the condition of anonymity.

Bihar death toll reaches 63

5 POLICEMEN
KILLED IN
MAOIST ATTACK

HT Correspondent and Agencies

JAMSHEDPUR:Suspected left-wing

OUTBREAK Central team says resources not optimally used in crisis
management, officials blame hypoglycemia amid encephalitis scare
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

MUZAFFARPUR: Nine more chil-

dren died on Friday in Bihar’s
Muzaffarpur district, which is
reeling under an outbreak of
brain fever, taking the toll to 63
this month, with officials maintaining the deaths were due to
hypoglycemia.
All the victims have fallen
prey to hypoglycemia, a condition caused by a very low level of
blood sugar and electrolyte
imbalance, they said.
The children died in two hospitals of Muzaffarpur, one of
which was visited by state
Health Minister Mangal Pandey
during the day.
On Friday, a seven-member
team from the Centre examined
patients at the SKMCH and prepared a report on the hospital’s
management of the disease.
The team led by Dr Arun
Kumar Singh, national advisor
of Rashtriya Bal Swasthya Karyakram, which submitted its
report to the director general,
health services, on Friday, said
resources were not being optimally utilised at the hospital, a
state health official privy to the
report said.
A copy of the report was also
handed over to Sanjay Kumar,
the principal secretary, health,
in Bihar.
Singh declined to comment.
The report also mentioned
that doctors were not performing CT (computed tomography)
scans as they were not familiar
with diagnosis and management protocol for AES, said the
official. CT scan is available at
the hospital on public-private

n

A child being treated at Sri Krishna Medical College and Hospital in
Muzaffarpur on Thursday.
PARWAZ KHAN /HT

partnership basis.
“Though ventilators — at
least six of them — were available in paediatric intensive care
units (PICUs), they were not
being put to use as the doctors
were not trained.
No trained intensivist was
available at the hospital to run
the ventilator. Even arterial
blood gas (ABG) analysers were
not being put to use as doctors
did not know precisely when to
use them in such cases,” the
report said.
“We are open to supporting
and developing capacity of state
health personnel. We are even
willing to share our functional
model of ICU and send our team
of experts and paramedics to
SKMCH for firefighting and
hands-on training of their personnel,” said AIIMS-Patna
director Dr Prabhat Kumar
Singh.
Dr Lokesh Tiwari, associate
professor of AIIMS-Patna, is one
of the members of the central
team.

S I T H A R A M A N H O L D S P R E - B U D G E T TA L K S

Education, healthcare in focus
medical devices, higher taxes on
sweetened and salted products,
fiscal incentives for recycling of
waste water and rainwater harvesting in the budget, which is
scheduled on July 5, according to
an official statement.
Finance ministry officials said
experts’ suggestions would be
factored in while preparing the
budget. The outcome of the series
of consultations may also be discussed with the Prime Minister,
who is expected to meet Sithara-

man and key finance ministry
officials before the budget. The
meeting, which is routine in
nature, is expected on June 20,
officials said. Sitharaman is
scheduled to chair the first meeting of the Goods and Services Tax
(GST) council on June 21, at
which state finance ministers
will be present. They also asked
the finance minister to further
simplify the GST regime and
implement the Direct Tax Code,
the statement said.
HTC

POSTGRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION
& RESEARCH CHANDIGARH
Advertisement No. PGI/RC/2019/006/2647

Dated: 14.06.2019

RECRUITMENT NOTICE FOR AIIMS, BATHINDA, PUNJAB
The Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh invites
applications on prescribed form from Indian citizens for the 27 posts of Professors, Additional
Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant Professors in different specialties for All India
Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), Bathinda, Punjab as per schedule below:Start date for generation of Challan form for fee deposit and online
17.06.2019
payment of fees
Closing date for challan generation
06.07.2019
Last date of deposit of application fee in the Bank
09.07.2019
Last date for receipt of hard copy of application in the office of the
12.07.2019 till 04:00
Administrative Officer (Recruitment Cell), PGIMER, Sector-12,
P.M
Chandigarh 160012
The interested candidates may Log on to the Institute website i.e. www.pgimer.edu.in
(recruitment link at home page) for detailed information viz. application form, fee, age, pay-scale,
eligibility, qualification and experience etc. The number of posts are subject to variation at the
discretion of Competent Authority.
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Government of India

Ministry of Textiles
Office of the Development Commissioner (Handicrafts)
The office of the Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) invites applications from the eligible
Master Craftsperson who have completed the age of 60 years on or before 31st March, 2019
for the financial year 2018-19 for Financial Assistance in Indigent Circumstances @ Rs. 3,500/(Rs. Three Thousand Five Hundred Only) per month in the guidelines as detailed below:1. Master craftsperson who are the recipient of Shilp Guru Awards, National Awards or
Merit Certificates or State Award in Handicrafts will be eligible for being considered for
financial assistance.
2. The annual income of the artisans should not exceed to Rs. 50,000/-. An income
certificate signed by an officer of Rank 1st class Magistrate is necessary as a proof of
income.
3. The applicant should not be a recipient of similar financial assistance from any other
source.
4. The artisans should not be less than 60 years of age on 31st March, 2019. Age may
be relaxed in case of artisans with disabilities.
5. Details of the applicant filled application should be verified as per guideline of the
scheme and his photo on the application should be attested by the concerned officer
of Handicrafts Service Centre/Regional Office, before recommending the application to
this office.
6. The award certificate & Photographs should be verified and attested by the concerned
Assistant Director/Regional Office of the O/o the DC (Handicrafts).
7. Required Certificate/affidavit regarding age, Income and non-receipt of any financial
assistance from other sources should be issued by District Commissioner/Dy.
Commissioner/District Collector/1st class Magistrate.
The interested eligible Master craftsperson may submit their application in the prescribed
Performa to the concerned Handicrafts Service Centre(s)/Regional Office(s) of this department
latest by 31.07.2019 to enable them to forward the same with their comments/recommendation
to this office latest by 16.08.2019. The. Details of the scheme/guidelines/prescribed Performa
as well as other requisite details may be obtained from Handicrafts Service Centre(s). Regional
Offices and downloaded from office website http://handicrafts.nic.in
The address and telephone number and other requisite information regarding nearby field
offices may be obtained from the Regional Office of this department as detailed below:1. Regional Director (Central Regional), O/o the DC (Handicrafts), Kendriya Bhawan, 7th
Floor, Aliganj, Sector-H, Lucknow-226024 (U.P.). Ph. No. 0522-2324033, Fax. No.
0522-2763056
2. Regional Director (Western Region), O/o the DC (Handicrafts), 294, P. Nariman Point,
Haroon House, Fort, Mumbai-400001. Ph. No. 022-22661959, Fax No. 022-22660911
3. Regional Director (Northern Region), O/o the DC (Handicrafts), West Block No. 8 R.K.
Puram, New Delhi-66, Ph. No. 011-26109760, 26175784, Fax. No. 011-26168479
4. Regional Director (Southern Region), O/o the DC (Handicrafts), Shastri Bhawan, 26,
Haddows Road, Chennai-600006, (Tamil Nadu). Ph. No. 044-28276321, Fax No. 04428270078
5. Regional Director (Eastern Region), O/o the DC (Handicrafts), CGO Complex, A-Wing,
Salt Lake City, Kolkata-700064 (W.B.) & 1, Council House Street, Kolkata (West
Bengal), Ph. No. 033-23345403, 23596744, Fax No. 033-23345601
6. Regional Director (North Eastern Region), O/o the DC (Handicrafts), Central Block,
2nd floor, Housefed, Office Complex, Beltola Bashista Road, Guwahati-781006
(Assam). Ph. No. 0361-2266123, Fax No. 0361-2260174
Issued By:
Development Commissioner (Handicrafts)
Ministry of Textiles
Government of India
West Block No. 7 R.K. Puram,
New Delhi- 110066
Telephone no. 011-26100049, Fax No. 011-26163085
Website http://handicrafts.nic.in
davp 41103/11/0002/1920

davp 10701/11/0007/1920

NEW DELHI:Improving educational
standards, creating job opportunities, providing quality healthcare, empowering women and
improving human development
are the focus areas of the government, finance minister Nirmala
Sitharaman said on Friday while
holding pre-budget consultations
on the social sector.
Experts present in the meeting
asked the minister to focus on
education, hygiene, women’s
safety, rationalisation of taxes on

Since June 1, 178 and 72 children were admitted in SKMCH
and Kejriwal hospital respectively with suspected cases of
Acute Encephalitis Syndrome
(AES) but most of them were
found to be victims of hypoglycemia.
The health minister who held
a meeting with doctors and officials at the SKMCH said six
more ambulances will be available there from Friday and a 100bed new ward will be made operational soon.
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar
has already directed the officials concerned to ensure that
preventive measures were
taken in the affected districts,
though deaths have so far been
reported from Muzaffarpur
only.
Health Department’s Principal Secretary Sanjay Kumar
had earlier said the disease has
affected 222 blocks of 12 districts
especially Muzaffarpur, Vaishali, Sheohar and East Champaran.

extremists, also known as Maoists, shot dead five police personnel at a weekly market in
Jharkhand’s Seraikela-Kharsawan district on Friday evening, the police said.
The Maoists who were riding
motorcycles also looted the
weapons of the slain policemen
before fleeing, they said.
“Maoist assailants have
killed five of our jawans in
Kukdu this evening. The attackers were on two motorcycles
and ...[opened fire on] police
personnel when they were on a
patrol. We have reached the spot
and brought in additional forces. The looting of arms and
weapons indicates that it is the
handiwork of Maoists; we are
trying to ascertain the Maoist
squad involved in the gruesome
killings,” Chandan Sinha,
Seraikela-Kharsawan superintendent of police (SP), said.
Seraikela sub-divisional
police officer (SDPO) Avinash
Kumar had also reached the
spot with additional forces.
Sources said two of the slain
police personnel were in the
rank of assistant sub-inspector
(ASI) while two others were constables. Chief minister Raghubar Das condemned the incident
and said the attack reflects desperation on part of the Maoists
who are on the verge of being
wiped out from the state.
“The government stands
firmly with the family of the
policemen killed in the incident.
This is an act of desperation and
the government would continue
with its firm action against the
banned organization,” Das
added.
HTC
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Everest
Climate scientist Tom Matthews described the experience
as “frustrating” at the National
Geographic Explorers Festival
on Thursday. “We ran into the
back of queue…which both was
frustrating if you have queued
up for anything you would know.
On top of that, we had the knowledge that queuing up is very
unsafe for everyone.”
Paul Mayewski, distinguished
professor at the School of Earth
and Climate Sciences, University of Maine, and lead scientist
on the expedition, told HT that
the team has already got some
initial results from their expedition, with locals giving them
details of how dramatically climate change has impacted the
mountain. Analysis of the samples will give the first-ever climate information to the world
from any region above 6,500
metres above sea level, he added.
“Glaciers around Everest
have become smaller in a very

short period of time. If you look
at the climate records you can
see that in the last 20 years there
has been about a one degree Celsius rise in temperature depending on the elevation,” Mayewski
said. “It’s one thing to say how
climate change is impacting us
based on models, it’s another
thing to go up there and measure
things. In the next few months
we will start analysing the samples, we will look at what sort of
pollutants are being seen in
these glaciers, including lead
and persistent organic pollutants (POPs). They are amazing
reservoirs of everything that is
in the atmosphere. Glaciers
don’t lie.”The analysis from this
expedition will also reveal how
monsoon patterns will change in
India. Indian scientists have
indicated that monsoon is weakening over the years, but this
data may give more clues to what
time of the year moisture comes
in compared to earlier.
(The reporter is in Washington DC on
an invitation from Rolex)

AN-32
Airbus Defence and Space and
Tata Advanced Systems Limited
(TASL) will jointly execute the
project, which will also be part of
the Make in India initiative in
the aerospace sector, the second
official said.
Once the contract is awarded,
Airbus will supply the first 16
aircraft in “flyaway condition”
while the remaining 40 will be
assembled in India by TASL.
“After the DAC’s clearance,
the C295 purchase will be sent to
the Cabinet Committee on Security for approval. The contract is
likely to be awarded by the yearend. While the C295 is a replacement for Avro, it will conduct
some of the critical duties currently assigned to AN-32s,” said
the third IAF official.
The first 16 planes will be supplied in two years, and the deliveries of the 40 locally-assembled
ones will be spread over an additional eight years.

“The AN-32 is a versatile
plane and has served us well. But
it’s too old and even the
upgraded variants are nowhere
close to new-generation tactical
airlifters. The C295s can carry
out most of the roles performed
by AN-32s. I hope we conclude
the C295 deal soon,” said Air
Chief Marshal Fali Major (retd),
a former IAF chief.
The C295 can operate from
short, unprepared airstrips and
carry out a raft of missions in allweather conditions.
The June 3 AN-32 crash has
put the safety record of the aircraft in the spotlight, especially
since the incident now takes the
total toll in AN-32 accidents to 55
in 10 years. The plane took off
from Jorhat in Assam and was
on its way to an advanced landing ground at Mechuka in Arunachal Pradesh’s West Siang district when it vanished from the
radar screens and slammed into
a hillside.
An airborne search team spotted the wreckage on Tuesday,

eight days after it disappeared.
There were no survivors, IAF
confirmed on Thursday.
In July 2016, an AN-32 went
down in the Bay of Bengal with 29
people on board. Exactly a decade ago, an AN-32 crashed in
West Siang, killing all 13 on
board.
The IAF operates a fleet of
around 100 AN-32s, more than
any other air force in the world.
Some of the AN-32s have undergone an upgrade in Ukraine to
improve avionics and increase
engine lifespan.
Several planes are also being
upgraded at an IAF repair facility in Kanpur as part of the same
contract. India and Ukraine
inked a $400-million deal in 2009
to modernise the planes.

India tariff
The trade ministry’s move,
which was cleared by the external affairs ministry, comes a day
after a senior Trump administra-

tion official raised “serious concerns” about India’s planned
acquisition of Russian S-400 missile defence systems.
Last week, commerce and
industry minister Piyush Goyal
said India accepts the decision of
the US to withdraw GSP benefits
to its exporters “gracefully”, and
will work towards making the
exports competitive.
Briefing reporters after a
meeting with exporters and state
government representatives,
Goyal said the withdrawal of GSP
is not a matter of life and death for
all exporters. “India is now evolving and moving out of the
crutches that we thought we
needed to export. India is no more
an underdeveloped or least developed country that we will look at
that kind of support. We believe
we can be export-competitive at
our own strength or at the
strength of our own comparative
advantage.”
In March, the US had
announced its decision to withdraw the preferential duty bene-

ON SATURDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
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LOST & FOUND

name of Laxmi Devi W/o Rajendra
Kumar Gupta of House No-172, 1st
floor, Block-D.S, EWS Double story,
Azad Kutia Barra, Kanpur Nagar.
Sudhir Kumar Tiwari S/o Suresh
Narayan Tiwari, 71, EWS, Barra-2,
Azad Kutia, Kanpur.

DELHI I

e I ¸´F³Fe I û »FJ³FD ¸FZÔ
AFdR dVF¹F»F ªFGF¶F WZ °Fb M/F I e 10½FeÔ
/12½FeÔ ¦FimªFbEM , B³FI ¸F 1000030000+´Fi¸FûVF³F+AF½FFÀF+(Ri e
·F°FeÊ)-ÀF³FF´F`»FZÀF-1, d³F. ÀFWFSF¦FaªF

Verma R/o. 274/3 New Sohabatiyabag Allahabad declare that my previous sale deed dated 09.02.2005
executed by Rakesh Kumar Gupta
S/o. Salig Ram Gupta in favour of
Rishi Chandra S/o. Umesh Chandra
whose document no. 738, in addl.
Book no.1 Volume No. 4890 on page
143-164 has been lost. Somil
Srivastava Mob. 8299703468
I USHA Devi W/o Ramalakhan R/o.
54/14A Pura Dalel Baghammbari
Gaddi Allapur Allahabad declare that
my previous sale deed dated 22.09.
2005 executed by Pancham Lal Kori
S/o Ramnath kroi in favour of Shanti
Devi W/o Mishrilal whose document
no 4686 in addl. Book no. 1 , Volume
No. 5110 on pages 351-368 has been
lost. Somil Srivastava M.8299703468

ASTROLOGY

LOAN/FINANCE

¸F`³FZªFS, I FC³ÀF»FS, AFdR ÀF ÀMFR
¸FFIZÊ dMa ¦F E¢ªFe¢¹FcdM½F,AF¹FF, ¨F´FSFÀFe
½F ¦FFOÊ ¨FFdW¹FZ Ü dÀFd³ÀF¹FS ¢»FFÀFZªF
¹Fcd³F½FÀFÊ»F ¶Fb¢ÀF IZ ´FeLZ ¦Fû»F
¸FFIZÊ M ¸FWF³F¦FS #9935237642

ßFeSF¸F R FB³FZÔÀF ·FFS°F I e ³Fa.-1
Ia ´F³Fe 2% ¶¹FFªF ´FS WS ´FiI FS IZ
»Fû³F ´FF¹FZÔ E½Fa ´FVFb´FF»F³F »Fû³F ´FFE *
ÀFW¹Fû¦F W¸FFSF d½FV½FFÀF AF´FI F
8571843470, 8295134396

I.P. Diagnostic Centre ¸FûWF³F ¶FÀF
ÀM`aO AF»F¸F³F¦FS Lko ¸FZÔ dSÀFZ´VFd³Fá

NOTICES

PROPERTY

endra Kumar Singh R/o Near F.C.I
Godam Dahilamau Partapgarh, have
changed my name from Arun Kumar
Singh Sisodi to Arun Kumar Singh.
for all future purpose
I NO. 15165997P NK Zakir Shaikh R/o.
Vill+PO. Pundi, Teh. Lalbagh, P.S. Nabagram Distt. Murshidabad, (WB) Pin
742226 have changed my Daughter's
name from Miss Sufe Khatun to Miss
Sufee Khatun vide affidavit Sl.No.
89AD 810498 dt. 13.06.2019

I, NEEMA Mathew W/o Philip Mathew
R/o 82/9 Nawab Yusuf Road Civil
Lines Allahabad, have changed my
name from Neema Philomon to
Neema Mathew. I May be Known by
Neema Mathew for all future purpose

TOLET
OFFICE SPACES 125 Sqft ( Furnished) G. Flr., 800 Sqft 1st Flr Semi
Furnished, 1100 Sqft 2nd Flr & 300
Sqft & 200 Sqft on 3rd Flr at Hazrat
Ganj. # 9415501919, 9415501918

The CM met five prominent
doctors and her office invited four
representatives of the doctors
from NRS Medical College, where
Monday’s attack took place, to
the state secretariat for discussion but the offer was turned
down.
Doctors in other states took out
protest marches and wore black
bands and helmets to work, as the
fight reached the federal government and the Supreme Court as
well.
Patients in some major hospitals in the nation, such as the All
India Institute of Medical Sciences (Aiims), were seen queued
outside out-patient department
(OPD) sections as doctors participated in demonstrations.
“Doctors should resort to other
simple and symbolic ways of protest. As medical professionals,
their duty is towards protecting
the rights of their patients,” said
Union health minister Harsh
Vardhan in New Delhi, when he
also called on Banerjee to “not
make this a prestige issue” and
resolve the matter with the protesters.
“Despite getting beaten up so
badly, doctors have only asked
her [Mamata Banerjee] to provide them adequate security and
also demanded action against the
perpetrators of the violence as
per the law… But instead of doing
that, she warned them and gave
an ultimatum which angered doctors across the country and they
proceeded on strike,” he said.
“So if the chief minister acts in
a sensitive manner in such a
grave scenario, patients across
the country will not suffer,” he
added.
Bengal governor Keshari Nath
Tripathi on Friday said he called
up chief minister Banerjee to discuss the strike but got no
response from her. “I have called
her up. Till this moment there is
no response from her. If she calls
me, we will discuss the matter,”
he said while visiting one of the
doctors injured in Monday’s
attack.

Approx, Invest Or Provide Products
for Export, Guarantee & Shipment
Details 7011435027, 9811767914

´Fb÷ ¿F AFdR ÀF ¶½FF¹F,WZ»´FS
SÀFûB¹FZ I e þû I F¹FÊÀ±F»F ´FS
÷ I I S I F¸F I S ÀFIZ ÔÜ SW³FF/JF³FF Ri e Ü AF¹Fb 18-50 U¿FÊ Ü
ÀF¸´FI Ê - SdU. 8707096970

ªFF³FI e´FbS ¸F 900 Sqft ¸FI F³F MFB»ÀF
´»FûS, I FS ´FFdIË ¦F, ¸FFGOëc»FS
dI ¨F³F, POP 32 »FF£F dR ¢ÀF »Fû³F
C´F»F¶²F 2.5 »FF£F ÀFd¶ÀFOe
9335302020,7905479580

EDUCATION

While condemning the “propaganda of the ideology of terrorism” and intolerance and discrimination based on religion,
the SCO members said it is a priority to step up joint efforts to
counter attempts to involve
youngsters in the activities of terrorist, separatist and extremist
groups.
Modi also presented a new
acronym HEALTH that could be
a template for cooperation –
healthcare cooperation, economic cooperation, alternate
energy, literature and culture,
terrorism-free society and
humanitarian cooperation.
A peaceful and united Afghanistan is an important factor for stability and security in the SCO
area and India backs an Afghanled, Afghan-owned and Afghancontrolled inclusive peace process, he said. “We are happy that
the road map for further action by
the SCO Afghanistan contact
group is ready,” he added.
In the field of climate change,
Modi urged SCO members to
back the International Solar Alliance to mobilise technology and
finance to reduce solar energy
costs.
Referring to India’s involvement in connectivity projects
such as Iran’s Chabahar port and
the North-South Corridor, Modi
told the gathering that included
Jinping, Russian President Vladimir Putin and Iranian President
Hassan Rouhani that all such initiatives should be based on
respect for sovereignty, regional
integrity, transparency and reliability.
In his speech, Pakistan Prime
Minister Imran Khan said his
country condemns terrorism in
all forms and manifestations,
“including
state-terrorism
against people under illegal occupation”. He contended Pakistan
was among the “few countries to
have successfully turned the tide
against terrorism”. He also said

Doctors’ strike

EXPORT PROFIT 1-5 Lakh/Month

for Lucknow and all UP.Salary
+TA+incentive, Ex-Min. 6months.
Wastrel Harness Health Care P.Ltd.
7860550101 ,7398532000 send CV &
photo-wastrelharness@gmail.com

and House wives for a
Reputed Company in Lucknow.
Earning 50000-60000.
Contact: 9532099848, 8707813280
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Modi at SCO

growing intolerance and Islamophobia were “threatening to
accentuate religious fault lines”.
A scheduled bilateral meeting
between the Indian premier and
the Iranian president on Friday
couldn’t be held as an official banquet for all the SCO leaders was
delayed and this disrupted the
schedule of all the leaders, people
familiar with developments said.
Modi had to attend a business
forum while Rouhani had various engagements, they said.

BUSINESS OFFER

MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVES

REQUIRED RETIRED persons

EDUCATION

I, ARUN Kumar Singh S/o Shri Sur-

I AVNISH Verma S/o Dinanath

¸FZ»F / R e¸FZ»F ( ´F`±Fû»FFþe WZ°Fb),
¶»FO I »FZ¢VF³F ¶½FF¹F ¨FFdW¹FZ Ü
9198826780,8005200004

EDUCATION

CHANGE OF NAME

¸FF»F WªFS°F¦FaªF Lko: 9451780350
7054654007,8299182109

10UeÔ/12UeÔ ´FFÀF ¹FbUI ûÔ I e
VFûø ¸F EUÔ R e»O ÀFZ»ÀF WZ°FbÜ
A¸FS ´»FFBÊ EÔO WFOÊUZ¹FS d³FI M
BBD engg. I F»FZþ, d¨F³FWM, »FJ³FD
9451200436,9140018818

PUBLIC NOTICES
I HAVE lost my allotment letter in the

GENERAL MULTIPLE
VACANCIES

d½FØFe¹F ÃFZÂF ¸FZÔ ´Fid°Fd¿N°F I ¸´F³Fe
WZ °Fb ¸F`³FZªFS AF¹F-30000 ÀFZ
·Fe Ad²FI IZ ½F»F »FJ³FD ½FFÀFe,
dSMF¹FOÊ ½¹Fd¢°F ½F ¸FdW»FF¹FZÔ
ÀF¸´FIÊ I SmÔ - 7505861544

1860 180 4242

9005111555

fits to India after talks between
the two sides broke down on “disproportionate” demands by
Washington.
However, the US had deferred
the withdrawal of the GSP
because the Indian general elections were underway. This had
raised hopes that the two sides
may re-engage to try and resolve
their differences after the Modi
government took charge. On
June 1, though, the US president
surprised everybody by issuing
the presidential proclamation
and withdrawing GSP benefits
given to India, effective June 5.

EDUCATION

MEDICAL

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, SARIDHI Devi spouse of
14410077 A Rank HAV Rajbanshi
Tiwari resident of Village-Banchara,
Post- Pindra, Tehsil and P.S.-Hata,
District- Kushinagar, Pin Code274207 have changed my name
from Sharada Devi to Saridhi Devi
vide affidavit dated 11/06/2019
before Civil Court Gorakhpur.

¸FZ³F Ib ÀFeÊ SûO d³FI M BaM e¦Fi»F
¹Fcd³F½FÍÀFMe Ri eWû»O ´»FFM ½F
³F½Fd³FÍ¸F°F ¸FI F³F Ü ´FFIÊ , d¶FªF»Fe,
OF¸FS SûO ÀFdW°F ÀF¸´FIÊ I SmÔ 8931882000,7379431965
SHOWROOMS, SHOPS ,
Office Space Avail at Ismailganj ,
Faizabad Road in Front of High
Court Lucknow . Finance with No
interest For Years. M:9792142105
ELDECO
GROUP
MFC³FdVF´F,
ÀFe°FF´FbS SûO, IIM I F»FZªF IZ ´FFÀF
»FJ³FD ¸FZZÔ µ»F`M , d½F»FF, ´»FFM
QbI F³F @ 32»FFJ ÀFZ VFbø Ü
ÀF¸´FIÊ I SmÔ ¸Fû. 9452111238

»FJ³FD WªFS°F¦FaªF ÀFZ 3Km d³FVFF°F
¦FaªF-´FZ´FSd¸F»F, ¸FZ³FSûO ÀFZ 300'
QcS , 750 ½F 1200 ´Fc¯FÊ°F¹FF d½FI dÀF°F ´»FFM °FbS ³°F ¸FI F³F ¶F³F½FF
I S SW³FZ ¹Fû¦¹F d¶FI FD ¶F`ÔI »Fû³F
7052287517,8887452294

d¶FI FD 2BHK, D/D ´FdV¨F¸F RZ ÀF
¸FI F³F 1155 sqft. 21X55 d³FI M,
Ed»OI û BMSd³F¹FF ÀFe°FF´FbS
SûO ¸FdO¹FFa½FF »F£F³FD ÀF¸´FIÊ 9151769803,9415568529
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Retaliatory tariffs on US ‘Serious concerns’
could worsen trade ties in US over S-400

Modi, Khan briefly exchange
pleasantries at SCO Summit

Shishir Gupta
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: India’s move to impose

retaliatory tariffs on the United
States could worsen the trade-related problems between the two
countries because the Trump
administration is not in a mood to
relent on international trade and
may not shy away from a confrontation, according to trade
analysts in Washington and New
Delhi who asked not to be named.
The trade deficit between India
and the US stood at roughly $21.3
billion in India’s favour in 2018.
Though some trade between the
two countries has increased in
recent months, the problem
largely hovers around three
issues that could have long-term
implications, the analysts contended.
The first is the disagreement
over medical devices. India, in
2017, put certain cost caps on certain procedural and remedial
equipment largely to benefit
poorer patients. The most important among the devices was the
cap on stents, which affected
large US multinationals such as
Abbot and Boston Scientific.
India’s medical devices market is
estimated to be about $5 billion,
and one fallout of the cap on pri-

THE TRADE DEFICIT
BETWEEN INDIA AND THE
US STOOD AT ROUGHLY
$21.3 BILLION IN INDIA’S
FAVOUR IN 2018
ces is the non-availability of drugeluting stents in India. Even as
the two sides try to hammer out a
deal, this is an issue that could
also impact India’s booming medical tourism sector.
Second, on the investment
front, India’s recent rules on
e-commerce have inconvenienced US-based firms Walmart
and Amazon, which run India’s
top two e-commerce marketplaces. Walmart, in 2018, completed
a $16 billion acquisition of Flipkart. India’s new e-commerce
rules say that online marketplaces must treat all vendors equally
by providing the same terms.
This effectively stops these companies from forcing sellers to feature products exclusively on
their platforms, thereby limiting
control over inventory. It’s an
issues that has become another
irritant between the countries.
Third, data localization rules
by the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) -- all system providers must

AFTER PROTESTS

ensure that the entire data
related to payment systems are
stored in a system only in India to
ensure better monitoring of service operators – have become a
point of contention.
In April, the US criticised the
norms, describing them as discriminatory and trade-distortive.
“India has recently promulgated
a number of data localisation
requirements that would serve as
significant barriers to digital
trade between the US and India,”
the US Trade Representative’s
2019 National Trade Estimate
Report on Foreign Trade Barriers
said. It added that the costs of
data-intensive services for suppliers were being raised by forcing the construction of unnecessary, redundant data centres and
preventing local firms from taking advantage of the best available global services.
In this backdrop, on June 1, US
President Donald Trump issued
the presidential proclamation
and withdrew preferential duty
benefits — Generalised System of
Preferences (GSP) — to India.
The trade analysts cited above
said that a retaliatory tariffs
response by India may be good
from a political standpoint, but
could inflict long-term damage to
trade between the two countries.

purchase
Yashwant Raj
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: A senior Trump
administration official said on
Thursday there were “serious
concerns” about India’s planned
acquisition of Russian S-400 missile defence systems that could
not only leave India vulnerable to
sanctions but also “limit” interoperability between US and
Indian militaries, a key focus of
growing ties between the two
countries.
India’s acquisition of S-400s
“effectively could limit India’s
ability to increase our own interoperability”, Alice Wells, head of
the State Department’s south and
central Asia bureau told lawmakers at a Congressional hearing.The threat to defence interoperability is a new and developing
argument Americans are deploying to up the ante for India by saying it could be risking growing
defence ties marked by the signing last year of the Communications Compatibility and Security
Agreement (COMCASA) that
allows sharing of classified
defence intelligence and is considered a foundational military
pact. “At (a) certain point, a stra-

n

tegic choice has to be made about
partnerships... and platforms a
country is going to adopt,” Wells
said. The US first used the interoperability argument in the context of S-400s against Turkey, a
NATO ally.
It is in danger of losing the alliance’s next-generation F-35
fighter jets that it had contracted
to buy, and already paid for, over
its plans to buy the Russian missile defence systems despite
American warnings and threats,
because, US department of
defense officials said earlier this
week, the two platforms are
“incompatible”. Americans,
actually, fear that their cuttingedge, superior technologies could
be compromised working in the
same environment as Russian
equipment.
Interoperability was Wells’s
first line of argument on the issue
of S-400s on India’s shopping list
in response to a question from a
lawmaker who wanted to know
India’s reasons for pursuing the
deal.
And it overtook the threat of
sanctions US officials had held
out as the lead deterrent under a
US law aimed at punishing Russia for the 2016 election meddling.

K ’ TA K A I M A S C A N D A L

Southern Rly recalls ED files money-laundering case
‘Hindi-English’ order
Vikram Gopal
n

vikram.gopal@hindustantimes.com

BENGALURU: Around 28,000 people

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

CHENNAI: Faced with protests from
political parties and railway
employees, Southern Railway on
Friday withdrew a circular mandating all station masters to communicate with divisional control
rooms only in Hindi or English,
avoiding the use of local languages.
Published in a section of media
two days ago, the circular was
withdrawn after the Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK)
slammed it as another attempt at
“imposing” Hindi. The Pattali
Makkal Katchi (PMK) and Marumalarchi Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (MDMK) too panned the
move.The All India Station Masters Association and the All India
Railwaymen’s Federation also
registered their protest.
The circular was issued in
May, days after a reported language issue between two station
masters in Madurai district led to
two trains running on the same
track. Three officials were sus-

pended over the incident. At that
time, there was a vociferous
demand to recruit only those having a knowledge of Tamil.
Terming the Southern Railway move “arrogant”, DMK president M K Stalin alleged that the
circular amounted to imposing
Hindi and destroying the local
language. “They are repeatedly
playing with the sentiments of
Tamils... If such cheap orders are
not stopped immediately, we will
put a full stop to them,” Stalin
posted on Facebook in Tamil.
DMK MP Dayanidhi Maran
presented a memorandum to
Southern Railway officials. The
officials assured them of withdrawing the circular with “immediate effect”. Maran told reporters the DMK would “make any
sacrifice” to prevent what he said
was the imposition of Hindi in
Tamil Nadu.
Southern Railway officials
clarified that the circular was
“purely internal” and issued to
avoid any communication problem.
(With agency inputs)

have filed complaints since Monday of having been cheated by I
Monetary Advisory (IMA), an
Islamic investment firm that has
purportedly gone bust, a day after
news broke that the company’s
founder Mohammed Mansoor
Khan had absconded, the police
said.
A senior official of the special
investigation team (SIT), consti-

tuted by the Karnataka government, to probe the matter, said it
was still on the lookout for Mansoor Khan, amid reports that he
might have fled abroad.
“We seized his car from the airport, but we do not have evidence
that he has indeed flown abroad
or anywhere,” the official said on
Friday.
IMA Jewels auditor Iqbal
Khan has been arrested by SIT in
the IMA Ponzi scam in Bengaluru, the investigative team confirmed on Friday, a news agency

HT Correspondent

reported.
Meanwhile, news agency PTI
reported the Enforcement Directorate has filed a case of money
laundering in this connection.
The agency’s zonal office in
Bengaluru has filed an Enforcement Case Information Report
(ECIR), equivalent to a first information report (FIR), and has
pressed criminal charges under
the Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA), PTI quotes
agency officials as saying.
(With agency inputs)

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: After appearing to
avoid each other at more than
half a dozen events during the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) Summit in the Kyrgyzstan capital of Bishkek,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and his Pakistani counterpart
Imran Khan briefly exchanged
pleasantries on Friday.
People familiar with developments were quick to point out
that there was no “pull aside” or
formal meeting between the two
leaders, who have spoken on
phone and exchanged letters
since Khan’s party won Pakistan’s general election last year.
Ahead of the SCO Summit,
Indian officials had insisted that
there would be no formal meeting between Modi and Khan at

PEOPLE FAMILIAR WITH
DEVELOPMENTS WERE
QUICK TO POINT OUT
THAT THERE WAS NO
“PULL ASIDE” OR
FORMAL MEETING
BETWEEN THE TWO
LEADERS
Bishkek.
This didn’t prevent the Pakistani side from making overtures for an engagement. India’s
lack of desire to engage was signalled by Modi on Thursday,
when he said Pakistan is yet to
act on India’s concerns and create an atmosphere free of terrorism. On Thursday and Friday,
Modi and Khan were together at
two photo ops, a concert, a dinner hosted by the Kyrgyz presi-

09

dent, a formal lunch, and two
sessions of the SCO leaders but
chose not to engage. While six of
the eight visiting SCO leaders
were hosted at Ala Archa State
Residence, the official home of
the Kyrgyz president, Modi and
Russian President Vladimir
Putin opted to stay at other
venues.
It was only when Modi and
Khan came face to face in the
leaders lounge on Friday that
they “exchanged usual pleasantries” in the presence of SCO
heads of government, the people
cited above said.
Pakistan’s foreign minister
Shah Mahmood Qureshi
described the encounter to
Indian journalists as “an
informal exchange”, and said
Khan congratulated Modi on his
recent election victory “with a
heavy mandate”.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

MINISTRY OF TEXTILES

NATIONAL HANDICRAFT AND HANDLOOM MUSEUM
INVITATION FOR CRAFTS DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMME
1. The craft museum (National Handicraft and Handloom Museum) organizes a monthly
programme of crafts demonstration throughout the year in which crafts persons (weavers,
artisans, folk, performers of songs/dance/music) are invited from all parts of India to come
and demonstrate their skills at crafts museum, New Delhi.
2. Applications are invited from crafts persons for participation in the programme on plain
paper supported with artisan identity card by mentioning previous participations details and
type of craft. The norms of the programme are following
i.

The craftsperson should possess an identity card issued by the O/o the Development
Commissioner (Handicrafts/Handlooms).

ii.

The selected craftsperson/weavers will be paid a prescribed Honorarium, Travelling
allowance, local conveyance and transportation costs.

iii. Basic dormitory accommodation will be provided free of cost.
iv. Each programme will be for a calendar month.
v. Previous participants will not be eligible for 3 years from the last date of participation.
3. Applications should be sent by post/email on the following addresses:Contact Numbers
Deputy Director
Deputy Director: 011-23370265
National Handicrafts and Handlooms Museum
craftsmuseumindia@gmail.com
(Crafts Museum)
Pragati Maidan, Bhairon Road, New Delhi-110001
Senior Director: 01123371641
Fax: 011-23371515
Email ID: SohanJha1989@gmail.com
4. To ensure participation of crafts person the scheme is open ended with no last date.
davp 41103/11/0001/1920

Channels get advisory
on credit language
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The ministry of infor-

mation and broadcasting (MIB)
has issued an advisory to all private television channels to carry
credits at the end of programmes
in the language in which the programmes are telecast for the benefit of viewers who cannot read
English. The channels will be free
to also carry the credits in
English.
Union MIB minister Prakash
Javadekar tweeted that this was
being done to promote Indian languages. He said the government
was not “restricting” the channels to use only Hindi or regional

languages, but “adding” more
languages. A similar order will be
issued to cinemas as well, he said.
“It has come to the notice of
ministry of information and
broadcasting that several Hindi
and Regional Language TV channels display the castings/credits/
titles of Hindi and Regional language TV serials only in English.
This practice tends to deprive
people versed with Hindi and
regional languages of the valuable information about casting of
TV serials,” the advisory reads.
In January, HT had reported
that the MIB had written to parties concerned to run titles and
credits in Hindi for all Hindi feature films.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF PSYCHIATRY
KANKE, RANCHI-834006 (JHARKHAND)

Notice
Director, Central Institute of Psychiatry, Ranchi invites the
applications for the posts of Senior Residents and Junior Residents
(Non-PG). Details of vacant posts are as under;
1. Senior Resident - 08 posts.
i) Psychiatry - 06 (02 UR) (Reserved (Vertical) ST-1 & OBC-3,
(Horizontal) PH-1)
ii) Neurology - 01 (01-UR).
iii)Radio-diagnosis- 01 (01 UR)
2. Junior Resident (Non-PG) – 05 posts.
Desirous candidates fulfilling the qualification may appear for walk-ininterview with their application in the prescribed format giving full
details of academic records and experience along with original and
attested photocopy of the relevant documents with recent
photograph on 10.07.2019 at 9.30 A.M. at this institute. Details can
be seen on the institute's website; www.cipranchi.nic.in
Sd/- Director
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‘Mysterious’ fire grips Kheri forest area

›

It may have started
cracking due to rise in
temperature, thereby
causing underground fire

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

LAKHIMPUR KHERI: A mysterious
underground fire on a barren
piece of forest land in Muda
Galib block of Mohammadi
range forests of Uttar Pradesh’s
Kheri district created sensation
in the area on Friday.
Emanating through cracks in
the ground, the fire baffled the
villagers who thought it was
some volcanic incident.
“At some places, the hardcracked material on the ground
turned into red embers,” said
locals, who intimated the local
administration and the forest
authorities. “It was a natural

VIKAS DUBEY, tehsildar,
Mohammadi

n

The fire in Mohammadi. HT PHOTO

phenomenon in which the
underground humus layer of the
soil caught fire,” said Vikas
Dubey, tehsildar, Mohammadi.
Dubey, who was the first official to rush to the spot, said; “The

land where the underground fire
broke out has been lying barren
for several decades.” “Dry leaves
and twigs which had piled up on
the land in past several years got
naturally buried underground
forming a humus layer. It may
have started cracking due to the
rise in temperature, thereby
causing underground fire,” said

Dubey.
“Locals had unintentionally
lit fire on the land a few days
back, which was doused immediately.
While the visible fire over the
land was doused, in the process,
it may have caught the humus
layer of the soil causing smoke
emission from the cracked
ground,” said Dubey.
Divisional forest officer
(DFO), south Kheri, Sameer
Kumar also termed the incident
as “nothing unusual”. “We have
rushed forest officials to dig trenches around the affected piece of
land to prevent spread of underground fire in the neighbouring
cluster,” Kumar said.
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Straight Pride is
a misplaced idea India needs a new Opposition. Here
But it must be studied to decode
thirdeye
BARKHA DUTT

the insecurities of majorities

T

he idea of Pride, in this case specifically LGBTQI+
pride, emerged as a response to overpowering social
stigma and discrimination faced by people of nonheteronormative gender and sexual identities.
Asserting LGBT pride was a way to take a positive

stance in the face of violence and humiliation that people faced. It
is now a way to celebrate sexual diversity, gender variance and
promote self-affirmation, dignity, and equal rights. June, in the
United States, is celebrated as Pride
Month to commemorate the struggles of
a people who fought hard to achieve

ourtake

equality in the face of severe brutality and to encourage ideals of
equality and dignity for all. It is, therefore, incongruous that a
Straight Pride Parade is being organised ostensibly to “demand
an end to discrimination against straights”. Ever since “Straight
Pride” was announced, it has been going viral on social media,
with strong voices both condemning and celebrating such a move.
Given that most of the discrimination that LGBT persons have
faced has been at the hands of those who identify with the heteronormative idea of sexuality and gender, it is hard to buy the
stance that this majority is somehow discriminated against. We
appear to have come to such a pass that majority communities
around the world feel put upon and discriminated against by the
rise of equal rights movements. It appears as though the idea of
equality, which necessarily requires an erosion of unwarranted
privileges to the dominant community, is threatening to them. It
is important to recognise that while equality demands an erosion
of privilege, it does not threaten the rights of any community. It is
this fear of the rise of the minority (in this case, the LGBT community) that finds expression in these muscular ways. While the
Pride Parade was devised as a way for those who are afraid to be
in public to occupy public spaces and become unafraid of being

is what the Congress needs to do
The Gandhis must give up control and get out of
the way so that a coalition of parties can emerge

I

s the Congress having a meltdown?
Bynow,weinthemediashouldhave
turnedourattentiontoreportingonthe
new government and beginning the
process — our job — of holding it
accountable. So, too, should have the
Opposition. But when a country is in danger
of altogether losing a cogent Opposition, we
should all be worried.
WhileBJPpresidentAmitShahis already
pushingthepartytoopenbattleintheremaining bastions of BJP resistance — Kerala and
Tamil Nadu — the Congress leadership is by
turns paralysed and inexplicably arrogant.
All talk of Rahul Gandhi’s resignation
appearstohavebeenplacedinsuspendedanimation. Meanwhile, in possibly her worst
gaffe in this election season, his sister Priyanka Gandhi Vadra decided to blame a section of party workers for the humiliating
defeat in Uttar Pradesh. That she warned an
already depleting party cadre without first
taking any responsibility herself — or on
behalf of her brother — made the comment
nothing short of feudal. And while there are
no absolute endings in politics, it has been a
rude reality check on the much-hyped “Priyanka phenomenon”. While her supporters
have argued that she wasn’t given enough
timeandwas unveiledatthewrongmoment,
and without a plan, none of that explains the
sort of entitlement and political naiveté that
such statements display.
Congressleadersarguethattherecanbeno
partywithouttheGandhifamily;thatitisthe
gluethatholdsthemtogether.Ifso,itpointsto
a structural crisis within the organisation.
Within their own fold is an example to emulate, and that is of Sachin Pilot. While he, too,
couldhavebeenbrandedadynast,thereason

that he has successfully escaped the judgement of that label is because he visibly
uprooted his life in Delhi (and, dare I say,
KhanMarket)andmovedbagandbaggageto
Rajasthan. Since the results — an extreme
embarrassmentcomingsosoonafterthewin
intheassemblyelections—Pilothasreturned
to the road to renew a mass contact programme with the people. By contrast, Rahul
Gandhi is still to visit Amethi, where he lost
and his sister has ranted at even those who
helped them win in Rae Bareli. Yet, in the
presentstructureoftheparty,wheretheGandhi family controls the party as if it were private real estate, it is impossible for a Pilot to
rise to the top of the hierarchy.
This inexplicable attitude of a right to rule
wasalsoondisplaywhenthesiblingsdecided
to pose with Navjot Sidhu, the recalcitrant
rebel of Punjab, in a visible undermining of
AmarinderSingh’sauthority.Whywouldyou
publicly snub the one state satrap who delivered you a handsome result in these Lok
Sabhapolls?ItisreminiscentofhowtheCongress lost Himanta Biswa Sarma, and before
that Jaganmohan Reddy, from the deluded
beliefthatitisentirelyinthehandsoftheGandhifamily tomakeorbreakpolitical careers.
Other Opposition leaders like Trinamool
Congress’sMamataBanerjeearealsomaking
fatal mistakes. The negative volatility with
which she has responded to slogans of Jai
Shri Ram or her handling of the doctors’ agitation are all betraying signs of deep anxiety
andpoliticalunravelling.InDelhi,chiefminister Arvind Kejriwal miscalculated his
prospects in the election and cannot take the
assembly performance for granted. In Uttar
Pradesh, cracks have appeared in the relationship between Samajwadi Party’s Akh-

n

India desperately needs a new Opposition. Among the available options, this can only
emerge if one of the existing regional leaders develops a national footprint or if the Congress
AFP
is reorganised to be a newly born mélange of assertive state chieftain

ileshYadavandBahujanSamajParty’sMayawati. And the Left of course is all but done.
Butnodemocracycanfunctionwithoutan
assertive Opposition. So what is the answer?
At this moment, if the Opposition had any
humilityorcommonsense,itwouldallmerge
into a common party or platform. Not an allianceoragathbandhan(coalition);butasingle
entity where the leadership should then be
decided by a process of internal elections.
What could this platform be? Well, the Congress could be reborn as a new group that
brings Banerjee, Sharad Pawar, Reddy —
maybe even Bihar chief minister and Janata
Dal (United)’s Nitish Kumar — on the same
page.Thatwouldalsoaddressthecriticismof

theCongressbeingreducedtothepartyofone
family.Forthistohappen,however,theGandhis must give up control and get out of the
way. They must be ready to be merely one of
many.
India desperatelyneedsanewOpposition.
Among the available options, this can only
emerge if one of the existing regional leaders
developanationalfootprintoriftheCongress
is reorganised to be a newly born mélange of
assertivestatechieftains.IfNarendraModi’s
megamandateisn’tenoughtoshakethemout
of their stupor, they must ready for political
extinction.
Barkha Dutt is an award-winning journalist and author
The views expressed are personal

visible, the concept of straight pride requires that social sanction
be granted to the notion that the heteronormative majority’s

C H A L L E N G I N G TA S K

rights to public space have somehow been curtailed.

The political response to
the water crisis is tepid

Instead of dismissing this as ridiculous, analysing how and
why such insecurities take the shape they do might shed some
light on the increasing intolerance in the world. Perhaps it needs
a more academic approach to understand the insecurities and discomforts of majorities in order to explain to these dominant
groups that equality and social justice are not threats, but something to be aspired for.

framed!

A new ministry will not solve the problem unless the
country’s water governance system is overhauled
KUMKUM
DASGUPTA

MOHIT SUNEJA

I

mohit.suneja@htlive.com

anotherday
NAMITA BHANDARE

It’s the criminal, not his
religious identity, stupid!

T

o find evidence of the epidemic
of violence against young girls
and women gripping India, you
have only to flick through
your newspaper.
In the recent past: Two minor sisters, 13
and 15, gang-raped at gunpoint in Muzaffarnagar, Uttar Pradesh (UP). In Singrauli
district, Madhya Pradesh, an eight-yearold gang-raped by two boys aged 15 and 16.
Also in Madhya Pradesh, near Bhopal, a
10-year-old girl first murdered, then raped

and sodomised.
These are a fraction of the horror stories in a country where, according to
National Crime Records Bureau data for
2016, not updated since, 19,764 rape cases
were registered — an 82% jump in rape
cases from the preceding year, with the
worst rise in UP where figures have trebled. These are, of course, reported cases in
a country where, according to Mint, 99% of
sexual assault goes unreported.
The welcome judgment in the Kathua

ndore,MadhyaPradesh:Thegovernment
has ordered police escort for water tankers and guards at all water sources.
Chennai, Tamil Nadu: Twelve tech
companies have asked employees to work
from home because they don’t have water to
sustain operations.
Beed,Maharashtra:Almostentirevillages
aredesertedasresidentshavestartedmigrating in search of water.
These are just a few examples of the crisis
India is facing. This water emergency, however,isnotjustaboutthelackofavailabilityof
the natural resource. It is much more severe
thanthat.Ourriversarepolluted,traditional
water harvesting systems are gone, catchmentsaredeforested,groundwaterlevelsare
depletingandpondsandlakesaredisappearing at an alarming pace.
India has over 18% of the world’s populationbutjust4%ofitsfreshwaterresources.A
2018 reportoftheNITIAayogalso mentioned
that the country is “suffering from the worst

case — in which an eight-year-old girl
was in January last year abducted, raped
and then murdered in order to
intimidate her community of nomadic
shepherds — should have been the occasion to talk about this epidemic and figure
out a way to end it.
Instead, we are seeing ugly politics.
During the December 2012 protests,
nobody inquired about the religion of the
six men who had raped and murdered the
medical student.
A measure of just how far we’ve fallen
can be seen in our journey of six years
when the Hindu Ekta Manch in Kathua
marched not for the victim, but her rapists
and killers. Bharatiya Janata Party state
ministers, since sacked, spoke for the men.
And lawyers physically barred the crime
branch police from filing a charge-sheet.
The Supreme Court was forced to order
the trial to be moved to Punjab.
This communalisation of rape has been
extended to Aligarh where we are hearing
sickening details of the murder of a twoyear-old girl by Muslim men. Those who
are asking liberals who spoke for the

watercrisisinitshistory”.Despitesuchwarnings, unfortunately, the political and public
responseontheissue hasbeentepid.Theruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and the
Opposition Congress did not raise the issue
during their pre-election rallies as much as
required,thoughtheirmanifestoshadwaterrelatedpromises.TheBJPsaiditwillprovide
piped water to every household by 2024 and
theCongresshadpromisedprovidinguniversalaccesstodrinkingwater.Politicianswere
able to get away with very little focus on the
water crisis because the voters did not
demand answers even though many of them
are severely affected by this crisis.
The first proactive efforts at tackling the
calamity was seenafterthe newgovernment
tookoveronMay30withPrimeMinisterNarendraModiunveilingtheJalShaktiministry,
whichhasbeenformedbymergingtheministryofwaterresources,riverdevelopmentand
Gangarejuvenationandministryofdrinking
water and sanitation. This raised hopes but
many were shocked when the new minister,
Gajendra Shekhawat, on June 11, said: “The
water crisis is not as bad as the hype created
by the media.” The comment comes a month
after the Centre issued a “drought advisory”
toMaharashtra,Gujarat,Karnataka,Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana andTamilNadu,asking
them to use water judiciously.
Even if the minister thinks that the situa-

Kathua victim seem to ignore the fact that
(a) not one person is defending these monstrous men and (b) their own silence on
other brutal rapes of children at around
the same time make them complicit in
communalising child rape.
When the religion of the perpetrators
becomes more important than the crime
itself, you know that you are witnessing a
civilisational breakdown.
The Kathua judgment is an opportunity
to retrace our lost steps and think about
next ones. Since 2012, we have tinkered
with the law to no avail.
We need fresh thinking. Perhaps we
need an empowerment commission that
calls for ideas from all sections of society.
Definitely we need to rehaul our education
system to include concepts of consent and
respect. And it might not be out place to
expand the scope of Beti Bachao, by
heightening spending on ground activism.
There is something deeply rotten in
India. Unless we put the politics behind us,
we cannot begin to set it right.
Namita Bhandare writes on social issues
The views expressed are personal
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Residents filling drinking water, Sanjay
Colony, New Delhi, June 12 BURHAAN KINU/HT

tion is under control, his ministry has a long
laundry list. First, the water sector is confrontedwiththelackofcredible“waterinformation”, that is, information about water
storage, groundwater, water flows and, in
somecases,evenrainfallandsnowfalllevels.
Thisproblemhasalsobeenacknowledgedby
the NITI Aayog. “Access to accurate water
information could help one understand the
risks and urgency of the situation and steer
towards informed decisions,”writesHimanshu Thakkar, coordinator of the South Asia
NetworkonDams,RiversandPeople,inEconomic & Political Weekly (Challenges in
Water Governance, April 13, 2019).
Second, the PM has promised piped water
forallby2024.Thisisanimportantstepbutthe
government also needs to spell out how it
plansto protectthe sourcesofwater,stopthe
overconsumption,wastageandintenseoverexploitation of groundwater and strengthen
(and in many cases re-establish) the link

between groundwater and surface water.
Third, this is also the right time to talk
about thecountry’swatergovernance structure. There is, as the Mihir Shah Committee
report (2016) mentions, an express need to
rehaul the Central Water Commission, Central Ground Water Board, Central Ground
Water Authority, State Pollution Control
BoardsandCentralPollutionControlBoard,
among others. “These institutes,” writes
Thakkar,“mayhaveadifferentevolutiontrajectory, but they show a typical top-down,
bureaucratic,unaccountable,non-transparent and non-participatory mindset.”
Fourth, there has to be an acknowledgementthatgroundwaterisIndia’slifeline,and,
therefore, there has to be a focus on its
recharge and aquifer management.
Last, but not least, get people involved.
Bundelkhand is a drought-prone region,
whereaccesstowaterisatapremiumanddifficult for the poor to access. While the upper
economicclassesdonotsuffermuchshortage,
the poor face the brunt of this lack of water in
a disproportionately large manner. This has
hugehealthandlivelihoodimplications,especiallyforscheduledcastes/scheduledtribes,
and within these groups, even more serious
for women and children.“Despitesuchodds,
illiterate and semi literate women have
formedgroups(jalsahelis)thatworktowards
water security by spreading water literacy
and water conservation,” says Indira Khurana, a water and sanitation expert.
In Andhra Pradesh’s Anantpur district,
farmers have formed a collective to “share
groundwaterwitheachother”tosustaintheir
crops.Andin Bangalore,AnandMalligavad,
a techie, is leading a citizen-driven initiative
to rejuvenate the city’s lakes. In Delhi and
many other cities of India, several resident
welfareassociationshavedonecommendable
work in harvesting rainwater and augmentinggroundwater.Thegovernmentmustbuild
on these positive interventions.
n

kumkum.dasgupta@htlive.com

Prayers are not to ask for things but
to express gratitude to the almighty
innervoice
SC Khungar
A majority of people visiting religious
places carry a list of demands. But asking
something only means that you lack it.
Jesus says: “What you see you shall
be”. If you focus on what you do not have,
you will continue to lack it. Complaining
about misfortune or illness bring more of
it. On the other hand, if you express gratitude, a magnetic attraction is established
between you and the unlimited abundance of the universe. God understands
you perfectly. He knows exactly what you

want and what you are going though.
Therefore when you live in attitude of
gratitude, you live in abundance and ultimately receive all blessings of life. God’s
favours come in many shapes -- your
birth as a human, your house, money and
children. Be thankful that you are not
sick, differently-abled, or forced to pull
rickshaws in scorching heat.
Complaining does not change things.
Thanking Him for giving you strength in
trying time does -- it transforms your
anxiety into peace. When you thank Him
in tough time, the circumstances become
insignificant. Therefore the transformation starts with two simple words spoken
from the heart: ‘Thank you’
German philosopher, Meister Eckhert,” If ‘Thank you’ the only prayer you
can utter in your life time that would be
enough.
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Magnificent vistas: The south side of Bhabar pass.

FROM THE GREAT HIMALAYAN NATIONAL PARK; THE STRUGGLE TO SAVE THE WESTERN HIMALAYAS

Great wonders in the
garden of the goddess
NATURE A book on The Great Himalayan National Park that focuses on an especially rich part of the
Western Himalayas brings alive lesser known aspects of the magnificent mountains
Neha Sinha
n

letters@htlive.com

T

he comfortless snow-shires,
the frozen rocks: this place
was not hostile to my presence, far from it. Just entirely,
gradelessly indifferent,”
writes nature author Robert Macfarlane
in his book, The Wild Places.
Manynaturalspacescanbeintimidating, because they exist in an unapologetically wild state. But this certainly feels
more true for the mountains. Mountain
ranges, spread out like vast
chain-links of meaning, can
make you feel alive and set
your skin tingling with a
not-fully-understood spirituality. Or their vastness
and lofty beauty can make
you feel like the loneliest,
most insignificant person
on earth. Writing about
mountains Macfarlane
notes: “All travellers to wild
places will have felt some
version of this, a blazing
perception of the world’s
The Great Himalayan National Park
disinterest. In small meas–The struggle to
ures it exhilarates. But in
save the Western
full form it annihilates.”
Himalayas
Any book on mountains
Sanjeeva Pandey
has to convey this duality: a
and Anthony J
sweep of beauty that can
Gaston
never be fully understood; a
364 pp, ~1500
feeling of intimacy
Niyogi books
shrouded in mystery and
remoteness. The Great Himalayan
National Park...focusses on an especially rich part of the Western Himalayas. Early on, the authors stress that
they want to bring alive lesser known

n

Sanjeeva Pandey (left) and Anthony J Gaston

aspects of the Himalayas. “The general
preoccupation with the zone of ice and
snow is unfortunate because it diverts
attention away from the truly extraordinary assemblages of plants and animals
that live on the flanks of the mountains,”
the authors write. Pandey, who was an
Indian Forest Service officer, and Gaston, who did his PhD on Indian wildlife,
cover ecology, culture and trekking
trails of the GHNP in Himachal Pradesh.
They stress on the details: the intermediate zones between altitudes that are
endemic habitat; the time a particular
flower will blossom; and how the
bearded vulture with a one-metre wing
span soars in a “slow, majestic fashion
along the contours of the mountainside.”
They are clearly in awe of the park. But
they present why this awe -- a product of
the known and the unknown -- should
lead us to protect the diversity of the
Himalayas.
Gaston and his team did wildlife surveys in GHNP, which led to the park
being notified by the Government of
India in the 1980s. Though decades have
passed, you feel the area is still very
much its own thing, threatened but wil-

ful. Four rivers, Tirthan, Sainj, JiwaNal
and Parvati originate in the park, and
Pandey and Gaston describe how goral
(a kind of goat-antelope) clamber up the
slopes and black bears come looking for
fruit. They narrate how changing seasons and snow melt create a diversity of
colour. Apricot (khumani in Hindi) trees
have pale pink blossoms, elms put out
purple leaves, and alder trees flower. As
the months roll by, locals can tell the
monsoon is coming because of the flowering of the whipcord cobra lily in rhododendron forests. The whipcord cobra lily
looks like its name suggests: a cobra with
its head up and hood spread out.
Then there is the native Brahma
kamal, a white and purple flower, which
looks like it could be made of paper; a
flower one wants to see, standing on a
cool mountain slope. Local communities
consider this to be Lord Brahma’s lotus.
The authors tell us there are several
Brahma kamals in Parvati Ka Bagicha
(garden of goddess Parvati) at Srihand
Mahadev, more than 5,000 metres above
sea level.
A great deal of data is presented in this
364-page volume, which makes it more a

text book than a coffee table book. My
favourite bits, though, were the unexpected flashes of material in between the
straightforward text. For instance, we
meet Shastriji, who ran a school in a cave
for 13 years in Shakti village in Sainj Valley, simply because no other building
was available. In pictures, we find a
Gaddi shepherd carrying a new-born
lamb, and other men carrying bunches
of wild flowers — a kind of masculinity
particular to the people of this ecosystem, that is to be cherished. There are a
number of accompanying pictures. This
is a labour of love and a lifetime of work,
a lifetime during which the park was also
notified as a UNESCO World Heritage
Site.
Information is the book’s primary
aim, and it is full of government reportstyled tables, flow charts and sections. I
wish more insights accompanied the
information. I would have liked more
words on Shastriji, more field notes and
raconteurship. The book could also have
contained clearer portions on the political and climate challenges to the Himalayas now; faced as we are with climate
change and a general apathy towards
conservation. The writing varies
between being descriptive and exceedingly formal. An effort to blend both
styles would have appealed more to a lay
audience. Be that as it may, the book will
be a rich source for researchers, scholars, and visitors, and should be sought
out by those who enjoy history and not
just the present. There is undeniably an
old-fashioned, stoic quality about the
book. Perhaps, it sought to mimic the
mountains.
Neha Sinha is with the
Bombay Natural History Society.

he city and the sea have been
variously portrayed in literature. They figure as delusory
escape routes in Cavafy’s poem
The City, capturing the universal modern human predicament of a no-exit situation in a prison of our own making. In
the French Romantic poet Alfred de
Vigny’s La bouteille à la mer, the bottle
(city) represents man’s desire to transmit ideas, to give them permanence, the
sea their mortal transience. More
recently, the choral composer Eric Whitaker turned five short poems by e. e.
cummings into a composition titled The
City and the Sea, in which the two
became metaphors for an alternating
canvas of human life and Nature. All
these resonate in the novel under review
which moves forward through sequences repeatedly captioned “The city” and
“The sea”.
Whathappenswhenyourmotherfails
NEERAJ PRIYADARSHI
to return home one night and the passing n Raj Kamal Jha
days bring no news of her? When your
father provides little comfort or practi- into his bag are crumpled pages of what
cal support, wandering aimlessly in and read like a confession from which disturout of the front door? “The city” poses bingly familiar images spill out: a bus
driver urging a group that included
these troubling questions as a young boy
sets out to find his missing mother, wan- December to go on a joy ride and find a
dering through streets he has never seen woman; a young woman and her male
on a relentless journey where the bor- friend who were duped into boarding the
derline between the real and the imag- bus; the iron rod with which they were
ined is tenuous and flimsy. He under- attacked; and so on. The story steps out
stands what his mother had meant in of the pages in magical realism mode as
describing the world outside the home as December ushers the boy through shanan intrusive sea, a terrain teeming with ties and highways, landing up eventuhuman beings, filth, drains and sewage. ally in his village and his home. In a verMeanwhile, in the alternating sequence bal catharsis he now admits what had
“The sea”, a woman in a foreign country been insinuated but left unsaid, and
points the boy through a cur(Germany) tries making sense of the
tain as it were, into a
alien, deserted seascape she finds
region where the city and
herself alone in, and of the conthe sea merge in an unexflicting images (snow, possipected finale.
bly abandoned children, even
Sharply
detailed
a recent Nobel Laureate) that
throughout, some of the
dance in and out of her vision.
particulars work more
The stream of consciousness
satisfactorily than othmode dominates much of the
ers. Among those that
novel, becoming not one voice
work are the repeated refbut many, not always satisfacerences to what the boy’s
torily, even tedious at times,
missing mother wore on
before surrendering to a surthat fatal day: a creamreal fantasy nearer the end
coloured shirt with black
when the two worlds collide in
leggings, a black jacket
ways one partly anticipates,
but with bizarre twists involv- The City and
and a red scarf. Taken
ing mother and son that some- the Sea
together they create a cerwhat redeem the two images Raj Kamal Jha
tain image of contempoand take them toanother level. 240pp, ₹ 499
rary Indian womanhood,
Sexual violence and abuse, Penguin
one that continues to prohinted at in the considerable
voke adverse public reac“advance praise” for the novel, are tions in those who would perpetuate a
implicit in the story and the spectre of mythical stereotype of the Bharatiya
rape dominates it from the opening lines
Nari. They offer a rebuttal to this stereoof The Prologue: “My name I cannot tell. type, subtly arguing for a woman’s freeThere is a law in my land to protect me, to dom to dress how she wants and extendensure that I am not shamed…” The ing the canvas to a pan-Indian scenario
lines are a chilling reminder of the young in which women face physical assault
woman gang-raped on a moving Delhi daily, irrespective of what they wear.
bus in December 2012, who was confined The fact that the mother was a newspato anonymity as “Nirbhaya” or the fear- per reporter contains an added nuance,
less one till her mother decided there perhaps unintended here as the manuwas no indignity in revealing her name.
script was most likely in press before
Significantly, the word rape remains sexual harassment in the media became
unmentioned in the novel, a word the
breaking news.
protagonist wants to “speak…out loud”
Less convincing are the attempts to
but never does though Nirbhaya is a project December as repentant, and
thinly-disguised but ubiquitous presthereby a victim of circumstances – an
ence throughout, a peg on which the argument some have put forward with
novel hangs.
respect to his real-life prototype. One
The young stranger, hardly more may and should justifiably debate, centhan a boy himself though he has a “faint sure, and condemn the social milieu in
fuzz” on his upper lip, who inserts him- which boy-men like December are
self into the son’s story and accompanies allowed to grow and how it impacts them
him on his search, remains nameless but his fictional repentance and trans(ironically, like a rape victim). When he
formation, unsubstantiated in real life,
lowers his guard momentarily it is to say calls for more than a willing suspension
he could be called “December” – a month of disbelief and may need a different
marked into our national calendar of
kind of book.
shame and an unsubtle intimation of
Vrinda Nabar is the author of “Caste as Woman”
who or what he stands for. Crammed
and a former Chair of English, Mumbai University.

hangingontothehotseat

Climbing to the top of the ladder and staying there
Sujoy Gupta
n

letters@htlive.com

T

SHUTTERSTOCK

his book subtitled “Lessons from
the entry and exit of CEOs”
sounds like a heavyweight management text book. But it reads
almost like a story book thanks to R
Gopalakrishnan’s style. His self-confidence stems from his familiarity with
opening and closing boardroom doors in
Lever and Tata. The author doesn’t
mince words describing anxious and
ambitious career seekers on the bottom
rung of the corporate ladder staring
longingly at its upper rungs. Surely it is
common sense to cut the clumsy clutter
of ladders altogether and usher those of
noble breed, the Grand Panjandrum’s
direct seed, into elevators headed for the
boardroom floor? No, says Gopalakrishnan, it isn’t sense. He fleetingly drops
into first-person mode: “Like thousands
of others, I was no different as I studied at
IIT-Kharagpur, joined Hindustan Lever
and devoured books on how to succeed.”
It is intriguing, ruminates Gopalakrishnan, himself an architect of many

a bit of fun to read and
selections, how companies
though the author covers
select accomplished leaders.
tricky ground he doesn’t
Some prefer their own dislose elan. After all, a good
tinctive process of interpart of his management
views, some thoroughly
career owes much to his
check references or even
“staying-up-there” skill.
conduct psychometric testTo paraphrase his views
ing. They ask themselves
on this fascinating subject,
whether top-of-the-list probit takes something quite difables possess adequate
ferent to stay up there from
“hardware of skills” meanwhat it took to get up there
ing technical knowledge to
in the first place. This is
do the job efficiently as well
because the yardsticks of
as the “software” of required
assessing leadership perbehavioural skills. If a Crash
formance are wholly
choice doesn’t work out the R Gopalakrishnan
280pp,
~499
unclear. In Gopalakrishfault may be with the candiPenguin
nan’s experience, ‘cultural
date or the company’s operfit’ or its absence leads to
ating system (OS). “In many
cases the relationship between the new- the exit of CEOs. It may or may not be a
good idea for the CEO to tardily maintain
ly-appointed leader and the OS comprishis relationship with the chairman.
ing directors, colleagues, shareholders
suffer irreparable tears,” he warns, “... Everything depends on subjective prefwherever the fault might lie it results in erences. Ultimately, it all rests on the
leader’s ability to take risks. If the CEO
the leader parting from the company and
this is attributed to ‘cultural differen- quits without making a fuss or tom-tomces’.” Next, the narrative moves on to the ming the oddities of his chairman’s
subject of “Staying Up There”. It’s quite demands, the fashionable euphemism is

to say he couldn’t manage to avoid a business leader’s ‘exit victim syndrome.’ For
quite a few, the humour in this part of the
tale is unpalatably dark.
The author debunks a possible charge
that these analyses aren’t illustrated
with true-to-life examples. He looks
beyond Indian borders to construct Part
Two, which gives the book the sheen of
authentic international boardroom
drama. Illustrative case studies include
external hire Richard Thomas (Xerox),
internal hires Lee Iacocca, Mark Fields
(both Ford Motor), John Walter (left RR
Donnelly to join AT&T). He also writes of
howWarrenBuffettlunchedwithAnshu
Jain and predicted: “That boy will be
running an investment bank one of these
days.” He did (Deutsche Bank).
Gopalakrishnan ends with a point to
ponder: “The hard truth for business
leaders is that performance cannot be
judged only through one part which is
tangible and measureable. The second
part is culture fit and leadership style.”
Read this book.
Sujoy Gupta is a business historian
and biographer.
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TURKEY’S FULL OBEDIENCE TO US IMPOSITIONS IS NOW OVER.

> MEVLUT CAVUSOGLU, Turkey’s foreign minister, on US threats
over Ankara’s purchase of Russian S-400 missile defence system

Irandeniesroleinattacks,dares
USafterminevideosparksbuzz
GULF TENSIONS SOAR Iran calls US charges ‘alarming’; Russia warns against ‘hasty conclusions’

n

Protestors light a bonfire in Lausanne, Switzerland, kicking off
an overnight nationwide women's strike on Friday against
gender discrimination and wage gaps in the country.
AP

shortstories
100KG WORLD WAR 2 BOMB IN BERLIN
CAUSES PANIC, FORCES EVACUATION
BERLIN:An unexploded American aerial bomb from World War 2 was found
in central Berlin during construction work on Friday, forcing the evacuation
of surrounding city blocks, police said. The 100kg explosive was unearthed
on a building site adjacent to the Alexa shopping centre and near a train line
at the central transport hub of Alexanderplatz in the city’s east. People were
being evacuated from within a 300-metre (1,000-feet) radius of the corroded bomb, which had an intact detonator, police said. A bomb disposal
squad was set to attempt to defuse the bomb later in the day, police said on
Twitter, warning that nearby areas would remain blocked off.
AFP

Turkey seeks jail terms for
two Bloomberg reporters

US infant boy cut out of
mother’s womb dies

ISTANBUL:A Turkish court has
accepted an indictment from the
country’s banking watchdog
BDDK requesting a jail sentence
for two Bloomberg reporters and
36 other people. The indictment
was in relation to a Bloomberg
story published in August 2018
about the effects of a sharp
decline in the Turkish lira and how
authorities and banks were
REUTERS
responding.

CHICAGO:A baby cut out of his
murdered teenage mother’s
womb died on Friday at a hospital
of brain injury two months after
the attack. Marlen Ochoa-Lopez
was killed on April 23 by a woman
and her daughter, who lured the
mother to their home, offering
free baby supplies.
AFP

Assange set to face US
extradition case next year
LONDON: A British court has set a
date early next year for WikiLeaks
founder Julian Assange to face a
US extradition attempt over his
role in revealing classified government and military information.
The judge at Westminster
Magistrates’ Court on Friday set a
full extradition hearing for
February 25, 2020. It is expected
to last about five days.
AP

Kenyan MP in trouble for
slapping female colleague
NAIROBI:Rashid Kassim Amin, a
Kenyan lawmaker will appear in
court on Friday for slapping
Fatuma Gedi for failing to allocate
funds to his constituency. AFP

China summons US envoy
over ‘irresponsible words’
HONG KONG:China summoned a
US envoy in Beijing, Robert
Forden, to protest “irresponsible
words and deeds” on an extradition bill that sparked protests in
Hong Kong.
AGENCIES

inthenews

KIM KARDASHIAN WEST

US TV star visits White House to announce plan to
help former prison inmates get jobs

1
2
3

Appearing with US President Donald Trump,
she shared a ride-sharing partnership that will
give ex-inmates gift cards to help them travel
to job interviews, work and family events

She successfully lobbied Trump to grant Johnson clemency and has
been studying law under the criminal justice reform group #cut50.

Sarah Sanders quits
after rocky tenure
yashwant.raj@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: White House press
secretary Sarah Huckabee Sandersisquittingafterarockytwoyeartenuremarkedbyloyaltyto
US President Donald Trump,
sharpexchangeswith reporters,
accusations of lying and being
turned away by a restaurant.
Announcing her departure,
Trump had noting but praise for
her,whileobliquelyacknowledging the tough exchanges she had
engagedin:“We’vebeenthrough
a lot together. She’s tough and
she’s good. You also have tough
and bad, right? She’s tough, but
she’s good. She’s great.”
He said Sanders may go into
theprivatesector,whilealsourginghertorunforoffice-forgovernor of her home state Arkansas.

RUSSIA WARNS AGAINST
‘HASTY CONCLUSIONS’
MOSCOW: The Russian foreign
ministry said,“We consider it
necessary to refrain from hasty
conclusions... We strongly condemn the attacks.”

HARRIS, GABBARD IN
FIRST DEM DEBATE
Former US vice-president Joe
Biden,Indian-AmericanSenator
Kamala Harris and the first
HinduelectedtotheUSCongress,
Tulsi Gabbard, are among the 20
candidates for the Democratic
presidential
nomination
announced for the opening primaries debate that takes place
over two days later this month.
TheothersnamedincludeSenators Bernie Sanders, Elizabeth
Warren, Amy Klobuchar, Cory
Booker and Kirsten Gillibrand,
former Congressman Beto
O’Rourke,MayorsPeteButtigieg
andBillDeBlasio,formercabinet
memberJulianCastro,entrepreneur Andrew Yang and author
Marianne Williamson.
Thefirstdebatewilltakeplace
in Miami on June 26 and 27.

letters@hindustantimes.com

HOUSTON: The body of a sevenyear-old girl, believed to be
Indian, has been found near a
remote and deserted US-Mexico
border area with authorities in
Arizona saying she was a victim
of human smuggling.
The Customs and Border Protection (CBP) officials said on
Thursday the girl was part of a
group trying to get into the US
after human smugglers dropped
them off near the Mexico border.
Temperatures in the rugged
wilderness where agents found
her remains on Wednesday hovered around 42 degrees Celsius.
The girl was found dead 27 kilometres west of Lukeville in ArizonastatebytheUSborderpatrol
agents.
“Oursympathiesarewiththis
littlegirl andherfamily.This isa
senselessdeathdrivenbycartels
who are profiting from putting
lives at risk,” said Roy Villareal,
Tucson Chief Patrol Agent.
Thepatrolagentsgottheinformation after encountering two
women from India, who
explained how they came to the
US and that three others, a
womanandtwochildren,gotseparated from them hours earlier,
theUSagencysaidinastatement.
The agents took the two
women into custody and began
searching the area north of the
international border in the
remote terrain for the missing
persons.
Withinhours,theydiscovered

SHE WAS TRAVELLING
WITH FOUR OTHERS AND
DROPPED NEAR THE
US-MEXICO BORDER BY
HUMAN SMUGGLERS
WHO ORDERED THE
GROUP TO CROSS IN THE
DANGEROUS AND
AUSTERE LOCATION.
the little girl’s remains, it said.
Aircraft and helicopters from
National Guard and CBP’s Air
and Marine Operations were
called out to expand the search
for the others missing.
AdditionalagentsfromBorder
Patrol Search Trauma and Rescue Unit, the Ajo Border Patrol
Station and personnel from the
Bureau of Land Management
combed the area on foot.
However, US Border Patrol
agentslocatedfootprints,indicating the remaining two members
of the group crossed back into
Mexico. The CBP and Mexican
authoritiessearchedtheareafor
any associated persons but no
additional members of the group
were located on either side of the
border.
The US agency, in its statement, described the border’s
remote area as a rugged desert
wilderness with few back country roads, little to no resources
and very high temperature.
The agency earlier said criminal organisations often abandon
migrants in the desert.

50 YEARS ON

A small step for Armstrong, a giant leap for live TV
Agence France-Presse
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

PARIS: When Neil Armstrong

walked on the Moon, he
became the biggest live television star in history.
Officially more than 500
million people gathered
around their sets to watch
him leap from the ladder of
Apollo 11’s Eagle landing craft
and onto the surface of the Sea
of Tranquility.
But as AFP reported at the
time, that figure was probably
an underestimation. Experts
now believe the real number
was closer to 700 million, a
fifth of the planet’s population
at the time.
Next month will mark 50

TRUMPBLAMESIRANFORTANKERATTACKS

years since Armstrong’s
famous phrase - “That’s one
small step for man, one giant
leap for mankind” - was heard
around the world. The
moment was the culmination
of an unprecedented 31-hour
live link-up between NASA
and major US TV networks.
Armstrong’s first steps
onto the lunar landscape on
July 21, 1969 were followed
second-by-second by viewers
across the globe, with the
notable exception of China
and the old Soviet bloc.
Normal life across the
planet stopped for those special moments, AFP reported,
with Japan’s Emperor Hirohito interrupting a ritual walk
with his empress to watch it.

nation of terror”, US President Donald Trump on Friday publicly accused it of carrying out the recent attacks
on oil tankers in the Gulf.
Trump said Iran’s culpability was “exposed” by the
US. While calling into Fox

Xi: China supports
efforts to improve
ties between
India and Pakistan

letters@hindustantimes.com

MOSCOW:About 40,000 years
ago, a wolf died in what we know
as Siberia. Now its head has been
found, and because of the
freezing conditions, it is so well
preserved that its fur, teeth, brain
and facial tissue are largely intact.

A Yakutia resident, Pavel Yefimov,
found the head last summer on
the banks of the Tirekhtyakh
river, close to the Arctic Circle in
the region of Yakutia, local media
reported.

n

The head of an Ice Age wolf was found during an expedition near
Belaya Gora in the Abyysky region of Sakha Republic, Russia. AP

COLOMBO: Five Sri Lankans suspected of having links to Easter
Sunday bombings that killed
more than 250 people were
brought home in police custody
on Friday after being deported
from Saudi Arabia, police said.
Police declined to provide
details of the arrests beyond saying the five were picked up in a
West Asian country and were
sent back, in the custody of Sri
Lankan police, from the Saudi
city of Jeddah.
“These are the five remaining
leaders of the April 21 terrorist
group,” spokesman Ruwan Gunasekera told reporters.

The head was handed over to the
Science Academy of Yakutia. They
sent samples and measurement
data abroad and with help from
colleagues in Japan and Sweden
determined its age as approximately 40,000 years, the Siberian
REUTERS
Times reported.

Field narrows to six in NZ attacker pleads
race for UK PM’s post not guilty to terror,
Agencies
n
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LONDON: The field of contenders

vying to become Britain’s next
prime minister narrowed to six
onFridaywhenhealthsecretary
MattHancockwithdrewfromthe
contest.Hancock, who is against
Britain leaving the EU without a
deal,pulledoutsayinghewasnot
in a position to win following
Thursday’s firstround ofvoting.
Former foreign secretary
Boris Johnson, a Brexit figurehead who insists Britain must
leave the European Union in
October“dealornodeal”,topped
the secret ballot of Conservative
MPsbyalandslide,winning114of
the 313 available votes.
Hancock came sixth out of the
seventomakeit throughtoasec-

ondroundonTuesdaynextweek,
whenatleastonemorecandidate
will drop out.
“I have decided to withdraw
from the race and work out what
isthebestwaytoadvancethevalues that I care deeply about,” he
told the London Evening Standard newspaper.
In Thursday’s vote, foreign
secretaryJeremyHuntcamesecond behind Johnson with 43
votes, while environment secretary Michael Gove was third on
37.
Following a televised debate
on Sunday, candidates will need
a minimum 33 votes to get
throughTuesday’ssecondround.
Johnson,
meanwhile,
announcedhewilljoinaBBCTV
debate with his rival candidates
on Tuesday.

Five Sri Lanka attack suspects
deported from Saudi Arabia
letters@hindustantimes.com

EX-PREZ ZARDARI’S
SISTER ARRESTED
Hours after Pakistan’s anti corruption watchdog, the National
AccountabilityBureau(NAB),on
Fridayissuedarrestwarrantsfor
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP)
leader Faryal Talpur - the sister
of former president Asif Ali Zardari - in the fake accounts case,
officialsdeclaredherresidencein
Islamabad as a sub-jail and
placed her under house arrest.

40,000-YR-OLD WOLF HEAD FOUND

spatranobis@htlive.com

BEIJING:China supports efforts to
improve ties between New Delhi
and Islamabad, President Xi
Jinping told Pakistan Prime
Minister Imran Khan in Bishkek on Friday.
Xi also assured Khan of
China’s full cooperation in Pakistan’s counterterrorism efforts.
Xi’s assurance to Khan comes
a day after Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi told him during bilateral talks that Pakistan
needs to create an atmosphere
clear of terror.
Xi met Khan on the sidelines
of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) summit in
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan.
“We support Pakistan in carrying out the national anti-terrorism action plan and will help
Pakistan strengthen its counterterrorism capacity building.
China supports Pakistan and
India to improve relations,” Xi
was quoted as having told Khan
in a statement issued by the Chinese foreign ministry.
Indian foreign secretary
Vijay Gokhale told reporters
after the meeting between Xi
and Modi on Thursday, “The
Prime Minister did inform President Xi Jinping that Pakistan
needs to create an atmosphere
free of terrorism and that at this
stage, we did not see this happening as yet, and that, therefore, we expect Pakistan to take
concrete action on the issues
that India has proposed in the
areas of concern that we have
flagged to Pakistan.”

n

Neil Armstrong’s photo of fellow astronaut Buzz Aldrin walking
on the surface of the Moon on July 21, 1969.
AFP

terms we want to get them
back to the table.”
US officials said on Thursday that the Trump administration was considering a
return to providing naval
escorts to vessels transiting
through the maritime choke
AGENCIES
point.

Sutirtho Patranobis

Agencies

n

News Channel’s Fox &
Friends, he said of Thursday’s attacks, “Iran did do it.”
Trump didn’t offer any
potential US response to the
attack, saying the US has
been “very tough on sanctions”. He added, “They’ve
been told in very strong

WASHINGTON: Calling Iran “a

DID ‘FLYING OBJECTS’
DAMAGE A TANKER?
TOKYO: Two“flyingobjects”damaged theJapanesetankerowned
by Kokuka Sangyo, the company’s president said on Friday.

Body of 7-year-old
Indian girl found
in Arizona desert
n

n

LAWYERS PROTEST
GOVT INTERFERENCE
Pakistani lawyers staged a protestoutsidethesupremecourt on
Fridayagainstthegovernment’s
move to file cases against some
judges.Theyburnedcopiesofreferences filed by President Arif
Alvi against top judge Qazi Faez
Isa and Sindh high court judge
KK Agha over non-disclosure of
foreign properties.

An Iranian navy boat (above) tries to control the fire on Front Altair; a grab (right)
taken from a video released by the US CENTCOM ostensibly shows an Iranian patrol
boat approaching Kokuka Courageous and removing an unexploded mine. AGENCIES

VICTIM OF HUMAN SMUGGLING?

Press Trust of India

NOTES FROM AMERICA

n

n

n

The 38-year-old became an advocate for criminal justice reform
after learning about the case of Alice Marie Johnson, a grandmother
who was serving a life sentence without parole for drug offences

Yashwant Raj

letters@hindustantimes.com

DUBAI:Iran said on Friday it was
responsible for maintaining the
securityoftheStraitofHormuzin
the Gulf, state radio reported,
adding that blaming Tehran for
attacks on two oil tankers in the
Gulf of Oman was “alarming”.
“Weareresponsibleforensuring the security of the Strait and
wehaverescuedthecrewofthose
attacked tankers in the shortest
possibletime,”Radioquoted foreign ministry spokesman Abbas
Mousavi as saying. “Accusing
Iran for such a suspicious and
unfortunate incident is the simplest and the most convenient
way for (US secretary of state)
MikePompeo.Theseaccusations
are alarming.”
IranianPresidentHassanRouhani called the US a “serious
threat to global stability” as he
attendedan internationalforum
in Kyrgyzstan.
It was not clear what caused
the explosions that forced the
crews to abandon ship and leave
boththeNorwegian-ownedFront
AltairandJapanese-ownedKokuka Courageous adrift in waters
between Gulf Arab states and
Iran.
A source said the blast on
Front Altair, which caught fire
and sent a huge plume of smoke
into the air, may have been
caused by a magnetic mine. The
US military’s Central Command
(CENTCOM) released a video
that it said showed Iran’s IRGC
removing an unexploded mine
from the side of the Japaneseowned oil tanker.

Imtiaz Ahmad
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan PM Imran
Khan was targeted on social
media for seemingly breaking
diplomaticprotocolattheShanghai Cooperation Organisation
(SCO) summit in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan.
A video from the SCO meet on
ThursdaysharedbyKhan’s Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf party
showed him sitting while everyone else stood to welcome the
heads of states, including Russian PresidentVladmir Putin,as
they entered a hall.
Commentator Kamran Shafi
said, “Good god! He doesn’t have
the faintest idea, does he? Everyone is standing as heads of states
andgovernmentsareannounced
except for our class item/act.”

Agencies
n

KHAN TARGETED
ON SOCIAL MEDIA
FOR ‘PROTOCOL
BREACH’ AT SCO

Police declined to give information about the nature of the
five suspects’ roles in the attacks
but said one of them, identified as
Mohamed Milhan, was a senior
member of the National Thawheedh Jamaath. “He could have
been the next leader,” Gunasekera said.
MASS HELD AT CHURCH
DAMAGED IN BOMBINGS
Sri Lankan Catholics celebrated
a saint’s feast at St Anthony’s
shrine, which was a target of the
April 21 attacks. Hundreds of
worshippers, including survivors and relatives of the victims,
gathered at the shrine in the capital Colombo for the feast of St
Anthony of Padua.

n

Reopening of St Anthony's
church in Colombo.
REUTERS

murder charges

n

Brenton Tarrant

AFP

CHRISTCHURCH: Themanaccusedof
shooting dead 51 Muslim worshippers in the Christchurch
mosque attacks in March smiled
on Friday as his lawyers entered
not guilty pleas to multiple murder and terrorism charges.
Brenton Tarrant’s barrister
told Christchurch high court his
client was pleading not guilty to
all charges, prompting anger
from survivors and relatives of
those killed in the March 15
attacks. The self-proclaimed
white supremacist appeared in
courtviaaudio-visuallinkfroma
maximum-security prison in
Auckland for the brief hearing.
Tarrant,a28-year-oldAustralian national, was committed to
standtrialnextyearon51counts
of murder, 40 of attempted murder and engaging in a terrorist
act.
His smiling demeanour
enraged survivors still reeling
fromtheworstmassacreinmodern New Zealand history, who
hadpackedthecourthouse’spublic gallery for a glimpse of the
accused.
“Itjustshowshe’sananimal,”
Mustafa Boztas, who was
wounded in the thigh, told AFP
outside the court.
AFP
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shortstories
NDTV’S PRANNOY
ROY BARRED FROM
CAPITAL MARKETS
FOR TWO YEARS
NEW DELHI: India’s market
regulator on Friday barred the
founders of news television
channel New Delhi Television Ltd
(NDTV) from the country’s capital
markets for the next two years.
The Securities and Exchange
Board of India (Sebi), which is
looking into allegations of fraud
over a multi-million-dollar loan
secured by NDTV, also barred its
founders, Prannoy and Radhika
Roy, from holding any managerial
position for the next two years.
“The loan agreements were
unmistakably structured as a
scheme to defraud the investors,”
the Sebi said in its order. Federal
authorities first launched an
investigation into the founders of
NDTV in 2017 and later brought a
case against the couple in a move
the company had said was an
attempt to muzzle free speech.

WPI inflation near two-year
low at 2.45% in May
NEW DELHI: Wholesale Price
Index-based inflation (WPI) hit a
22-month low of 2.45% in May
helped by falling prices of food
articles, fuel and power items, and
this in turn may prompt RBI to go
for another cut in key interest
rates in the current fiscal. WPI
inflation was at 3.07% in April this
year. It was 4.78% in May 2018.
Inflation in food articles basket
was 6.99% In May, down from
7.37% in April, official data released on Friday said. However,
onion prices spiked during the
month with inflation at 15.89%, as
against negative 3.43% in April.
Inflation in pulses continued in
double digit for four consecutive
months at 18.36% in May, up from
14.32% in April.

Trump says ‘doesn’t matter’
if Xi agrees to meet at G20
WASHINGTON: US President
Donald Trump said “it doesn’t
matter” if Chinese President Xi
Jinping agrees to meet with him
later this month to restart
negotiations over trade because
the US is collecting billions of
dollars in tariffs on goods from
the country. “If he shows up,
good,” Trump told Fox News on
Friday. “If he doesn’t—in the
meantime, we’re taking in billions
of dollars a month.” He added:
“Eventually, they’re going to
make a deal, because they’re
going to have to. Look, they’re
paying hundreds of billions of
dollars.” Trump has repeatedly
threatened to raise tariffs if Xi
doesn’t meet with him at the G20
leaders’ meeting June 28-29 in
Osaka, Japan.

Flipkart, GOQii settle case
over sharp discounting
NEW DELHI: Walmart unit Flipkart
has settled a legal dispute with an
Indian startup that alleged it
suffered losses because its
products were sharply discounted
on the global retailer’s website.
GOQii, a seller of smartwatchtype health devices, sued Flipkart
last month in a Mumbai court,
alleging its devices were discounted by around 70% to the
retail price, much more than the
two sides had agreed. The court
had, as an interim measure,
ordered device sales to be halted
on Flipkart. In a joint statement,
the companies said the dispute
had been resolved and GOQii
health devices would again be
available on Flipkart.
COMPILED FROM AGENCIES
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MUMBAI: In a late sell-off, Indian

equitiesslippednearly1%onFridayasinvestorsworriedaboutan
escalating trade war after India
imposed retaliatory tariffs on a
bunch of US products. The BSE
Sensex ended at 39,452.07, down
289.29 points or 0.73%, while the
Nifty closed at 11,823.30, down
90.75 points or 0.76%.
Indiahasdecidedtoimposethe
long-pending retaliatory tariffs
on29USproductsafterWashington withdrew duty-free benefits
for Indian exporters effective 5
June.
Heavy selling pressure in the
final hour of trade, on the backof
weak global cues and poor data
fromChina,ledtothesteepfallin
the Nifty, according to Deepak
Jasani, head retail research,
HDFC Securities. “World stocks
struggled and safe haven bets
werebackin playon Friday with
Germanbondyieldsplumbingto
record lows as Chinese data
rekindled woes about the health
oftheglobaleconomyandfearsof
a new US-Iran confrontation
intensified,” said Jasani.
“Themarketshavegrownconcerned if the US will impose furthertariffsortakeotheractionon
Indian goods or services following the recent move. This may
impact Indian export business if
the trade war threats escalate
amid ongoing negotiations. A
sharper downmove in the markets may be expected only when
foreigninstitutionalinvestorsget
nervousiftheUStakesanycounter action on India,” Jasani
added.
Markets worldwide were

n

A late sell-off saw Sensex losing 289.29 points to close at 39,452.07.

under pressure due to geopolitical tension in West Asia. Stock
markets in China, Hong Kong
and Korea were weak on Friday.
China’sindustrialoutputgrowth
slowed to the weakest pace since
2002,highlightingtheheadwinds
that the economy is facing, as it
grapples with the tariff war with
the US.
Vinod Nair, head of research,
Geojit Financial Services Ltd,
saidthe rippleeffectfromaweak
globalmarket,andpremiumvaluation and slow economy, are
hurting the markets. “Continuous exchange of words between
the US and Teheran regarding
the oil tanker attack, progress of
US-China trade-war, Federal
Reserve policy outcome on June
19, and progress of monsoon will

INDIAN RUPEE ON FRIDAY
WEAKENED FOR THE
SECOND STRAIGHT
SESSION, TO HIT A TWOWEEK LOW AGAINST
THE US DOLLAR
be closely watched by the investors. The market is cautious
today awaiting these important
events, while companies highly
leveraged are being mostly
impacted,” Nair added.
Meanwhile, the Indian rupee
on Friday weakened for the second straight session, to hit a twoweek low against the US dollar,
tracking losses in the Asian currencies market on weak China

May trade deficit widens to
six-month high of $15.4 bn
Asit Ranjan Mishra
n

Mind the gap

asit.m@livemint.com

India’s trade deficit widened for a fourth straight month
as exports remained under pressure amid a slowing
global economy and escalating US-China trade war.

NEW DELHI: India’s trade deficit

expanded to a six-month high of
$15.4 billion in May, with import
growth outpacing export growth
following a 37% jump in gold
imports.
According to data released by
the commerce ministry on Friday, exports grew 3.93% in May,
while imports rose 4.31%.
Exports have been in low single
digits in six out of the last seven
months, barring March when it
grew in double digits. Rising
crude oil prices, amid sanctions
on Iranian oil imports, could further increase imports and put
pressure on India’s current
account deficit. China’s exports
in May inched up 1.1%, while
imports fell 8.5%, leading to a significantly higher trade surplus
of $41.65 billion than analysts
projected. The escalating trade
war between the US and China,
and rising protectionism have
cast a shadow on India’s
prospects for higher exports.
In March, the WTO had projected trade growth to fall from
3.9% in 2018 to 3.7% in 2019. It had
cautioned that these estimates
could be revised downward if
trade conditions continue to
deteriorate. The International
Monetary Fund also cut its
global growth forecast for 2019
by 20 basis points to 3.3%, the
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RISING CRUDE OIL
PRICES COULD FURTHER
INCREASE IMPORTS AND
PUT PRESSURE ON
INDIA’S CURRENT
ACCOUNT DEFICIT
lowest since the 2008 financial
crisis, blaming the US-China
trade tensions, loss of momentum in Europe and the uncertainty surrounding Brexit. Engineering Export Promotion
Council chairman Ravi Sehgal
said export growth for May
remains at sub-optimal levels,

requiring immediate government intervention. “For engineering sector, exporters need
crucial raw material like steel at
international prices. Exporters
are looking forward to the Budget for fiscal reliefs,” he added.
The commerce ministry is
contemplating an export promotion scheme, along with a production-based support scheme,
to boost Make In India as part of
its 100-day action plan. The new
export promotion scheme may
replace the existing Merchandise Export from India Scheme,
following the US decision to challenge India’s existing export subsidy schemes at the WTO.

Facebook’s new cryptocurrency gets big backers
Agencies
feedback@livemint.com

BENGALURU: Facebook Inc. has

enlisted more than a dozen
companies including Visa
Inc., Mastercard Inc., PayPal
Holdings Inc. and Uber Technologies Inc. to back its new
cryptocurrency, the Wall
Street Journal reported on
Thursday.
Each company will invest
around $10 million in a consortium that will govern the
cryptocurrency, the WSJ
reported, citing people familiar with the matter.
The money will fund the
creation of the coin, which
will be pegged to a basket of
government-issued currencies, the report said.
Facebook, Mastercard,
Paypal, Visa and Uber did not
immediately respond to Reuters’ requests for comment.
Facebook shares climbed
on Friday as concerns contin-

Malyaban Ghosh

WEAK SENTIMENT Sensex slips 0.73%, Rupee weakens to 68.80

N E W B LO C KC H A I N E N T R A N T

n

Retail vehicle sales decline
7.5% to 1.77 mn units in May

Globaltensions,traderow
withUSweighonmarkets

n

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg.

ued to ease over the prospect
of greater regulatory scrutiny, and following the report
of launch a digital currency.
The stock rose as much as
2.5% in morning trading,
extending a recent uptrend.
Shares of the social-networking company are on track for

AP FILE

their eighth rise in the past
nine trading days, and they
are up more than 10% from a
low earlier this month.
“Investors may be getting
relatively comfortable with
the underlying regulatory
risk” facing major internet
and technology stocks, wrote

Youssef Squali, an analyst at
SunTrust Robinson Humphrey.
“There may be a growing
realization that even in case
of a breakup of these behemoths, the value of the parts
may be higher than the whole
over time.”
According to the firm’s calculations, Facebook’s five
main businesses—the namesake social network, Instagram, Facebook Messenger,
WhatsApp and Oculus—have
a sum-of-the-parts valuation
that implies a share price of
$226, or 27% above Facebook’s Thursday close.
SunTrust added that it was
“likely to take years” for any
regulatory measure to be
implemented and enforced,
but the commentary echoes
an argument that has been
repeatedly made about Google-parent Alphabet Inc.,
which is also facing antitrust
scrutiny.

MINT

data,asrisksentimentremained
fragile on trade and geopolitical
concerns.
The rupee ended at 69.80 a dollar—a level last seen on May 30,
down 0.41% from its previous
close of 69.51.
The Indian currency had
opened at 69.58 a dollar.
So far this year, the rupee has
fallen 0.04% against the greenback. During the period, foreign
investorsbought$11.26billionin
Indian equities and $1.35 billion
in the debt market.
Asiancurrenciesweretrading
lowerwiththeIndonesianrupiah
down 0.31%, Philippines peso by
0.26%, South Korea’s won was
down 0.18%, Taiwan dollar fell
0.11%, and China Offshore
slipped 0.05%.

n
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NEW DELHI: Retail sales of vehicles across categories declined
by 7.5% to 1.77 million units in
May, impacted by a slowing
domestic economy and continuing liquidity crisis in non-banking financial companies, shows
data published by Federation of
Automobile Dealers Associations.
The decline in retail sales of
passenger cars was halted after
significant production cuts by
manufacturers, but twowheeler and commercial vehicle sales fell significantly.
Retail sales of passenger
vehicles decreased by just 1%
year-on-year to 251,049 units,
with manufacturers reducing
wholesale dispatches.
Maruti Suzuki India Ltd, the
country’s largest auto manufacturer, reduced wholesale dispatches by 23% to 125,552 units,
Hyundai Motor India Ltd by
5.6% to 42,502 units and Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd by 1% to
20,608 units.
Maruti Suzuki also cut production by 18%, due to weak
retail demand.
According to the Siam, sales
of passenger vehicles declined
by a whopping 20.5% in May.
The lobby group said the rate of
decline was the biggest since the
22% fall in September 2001. This
was the seventh consecutive
month of falling passenger vehicle sales.
Lack of credit from non-banking financial companies,
revised axle norms for medium
and heavy trucks, and slowdown in manufacturing led to a
7.8% year-on-year drop in commercial vehicle sales to 62,551
units.
The demand slowdown for
consumer goods in both urban

n

The decline in retail sales of passenger cars was halted after
significant production cuts by manufacturers.

RETAIL SALES OF
PASSENGER VEHICLES
DECREASED BY JUST
1% YEAR-ON-YEAR TO
251,049 UNITS
and rural markets led to a yearon-year decline of 8.6% in sales
of two-wheelers to 1.4 million
units.
The trend started in the second half of the last fiscal year
following an increase in insurance premium, which led to a
price increase of around 10%.
According to Society of Indian
Automobile Manufacturers,
wholesale volumes of scooters
declined by 7.8%, while motorcycles sales fell by 4.8% as a
result of the distress in the farm
sector.
According to Asish Harsharaj Kale, president, Federation
Of Automobile Dealers Associations (Fada), the increase in

MINT

two-wheeler inventory is a matter of concern and Fada has
asked manufacturers to reduce
supplies.
It will also request automobile manufacturers to maintain
an inventory of 21 days.
“It should also be noted that
May 2018 had a very high base as
vehicle registrations were the
second highest. Dealer liquidity
also continues to be negative
and extremely tight,” added
Kale.
Customers’ decision to wait
for the general elections results
before making a big-ticket purchase, also contributed to the
demand slowdown.
During the month, inventory
two wheelers increased to 55 to
60 days from 45 to 50 day in the
month before while the same for
commercial vehicles remained
around 45-50 days. In the passenger vehicles average inventory with dealers dropped to 35 –
40 days compared to 40-45 days
in April.

IEA cuts 2019 estimate for oil demand growth
Reuters
n

feedback@livemint.com

LONDON: The outlook for oil
demand growth in 2019 has
dimmed due to worsening
prospects for world trade, the
International Energy Agency
(IEA) said on Friday, although
stimulus packages and developing countries should boost
growth going into 2020.
The Paris-based IEA, which
coordinatestheenergypoliciesof
industrialnations,reviseddown
its 2019 demand growth estimate
by 100,000 barrels to 1.2 million
barrels per day (bpd), but said it
wouldclimbto1.4millionbpdfor
2020. “The main focus is on oil
demand as economic sentiment
weakens...Theconsequencesfor
oil demand are becoming apparent,” the IEA said in its monthly
oil report.

AIsees operational
profit of ₹1,000 cr
per year with new
international flights

n

IEA revised down its 2019 demand growth estimate by 100,000
barrels to 1.2 million barrels per day.
REUTERS

“Theworseningtradeoutlook
(is) a common theme across all
regions”, it added.
The oil demand growth forecastassumesthemaintenanceof
US and Chinese tariffs imposed
on goods in 2018,butthe IEA said

Hexaware acquires
US-based Mobiquity
Swaraj Singh Dhanjal
n

swaraj.d@livemint.com
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n
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NEWDELHI: Loss-making national
carrier Air India expects to earn
an operational profit of at least
₹1,000 crore per year with more
frequent flights to the US and
Australia as well as direct
flights to Bali, Toronto and Nairobi that the airline will launch
in October, a senior official of
the airline said on the condition
of anonymity.
In 2017-18, the airline had
earned a revenue of ₹23,000
crore but a year later, it
incurred a loss of about ₹4,000
crore, adding to the ₹50,000
crore debt it already had.
“In 2018-19, our revenue was
₹25,000 crore but the expenses
range around ₹29,000 crore. We
have increased the target for
2019-20 to ₹31,000 and since the
expense is expected to be same,
we can manage operational
profit of around ₹1,000 crore.
However, a lot depend on the
opening of Pakistan airspace,”
said the AI official.
The closure of airspace by
Pakistan in the wake of the February 26 Balakot airstrikes by
Indian Air Force has cost Air
India dearly.
Since then, the airline has
been spending ₹6 crore a day for
the extra distance that its flights
to the US and Europe have to
cover because of the restrictions.
With more than 80% of the
seats going full, Air India is
hopeful to increase the load factor to 90%.

it had not factored in further US
tariffs announced in May.
The IEA also attributed lacklustredemandgrowthinthefirst
half of the year to a slowdown in
the petrochemicals industry in
Europe, warmer than average

MUMBAI:Information technology

(IT)servicescompanyHexaware
Technologies Ltd has acquired
US-based digital services firm
Mobiquity for $182 million in an
all-cashdeal,thecompanysaidin
an exchange filing on Friday.
Hexaware is majority owned
byprivateequityfirmBaringPrivateEquityAsia. AsofMarch31,
Baring owned 62.59% in Hexaware.
With a presence across three
continents, Mobiquity is one of
the largest independent customer experience consulting
firmsspecializingincreatingfrictionless multi-channel digital
experiencesusingcloudtechnologies, the company said.
Mobiquity creates digital
products for well-known global
brandssuchasAmazonWebServices,Rabobank, Philips, Wawa,
Backbase and Otsuka.
“Hexaware enters an exciting
newphaseofgrowthandcapabilitywiththeacquisitionofMobiquity Inc. Mobiquity strengthens
twoofourkeystrategicofferings:
Cloudify Everything and Customer Experience Transformation. We are seeing strong
demand for these capabilities
and,withthisacquisition,wewill
be able to further accelerate our
contributions to our customers’
business growth. Our combined
capabilities will enhance our
marketpositioningandopportunitytomakeanimpactforourclients,” said R Srikrishna, chief
executive officer (CEO), Hexaware Technologies.
The transaction involves an

THE TRANSACTION
INVOLVES AN UPFRONT
PAYMENT OF $131
MILLION AND DEFERRED
PAYOUTS OF $51 MILLION
upfront payment of $131 million
and deferred payouts of $51 million, the filing said.
Srikrishna added that the
acquisition will help Hexaware
growitsbusinessinthreeimportant industry verticals.
“Forty-one percent of Hexaware’s revenue is from BFS
(banking and financial services)
but there is not much of banking
in that. It’s largely capital marketsandmortgage.Wehavealittlebitofbanking,butitisnotcore
digitalbanking,whichisthemost
important priority for all banks.
Mobiquity is good at that. They
have helped the largest bank in
the Philippines on this front and
are working with one of the largest Middle East banks for their
digital banking platform,” he
said. The other two industries
whereMobiquitywillhelpHexaware grow its business are
pharma and retail, he added. “In
their top 20 clients, we have just
onecommonclientandthatbusiness is small for us. We literally
have no overlap in clients.
Eighty-five
percent
of
revenue comes from 20 clients.
They have material clients.”
In the near term, Hexaware
will focus on growing revenue
throughcross-sellingandup-selling services across the two platforms,as wellasby creatingnew
services.

weather in the northern hemisphere and stalled US gasoline
and diesel demand.
Demand growth was likely to
pick up to 1.6 million bpd in the
secondhalfoftheyearongovernment measures to mitigate the
economic slowdown and robust
consumption in the non-developed world.
“Stimuluspackagesarelikely
to support growth in the short
term. In addition, the major centralbankshavestoppedorslowed
interest rate increases, which
should support growth in 2H19
and 2020,” the IEA wrote.
USsanctionsonIranandVenezuela, an output cut pact by the
Organization of the Petroleum
ExportingCountries(Opec)plus
its allies, fighting in Libya and
attacks on tankers in the Gulf of
Oman added only limited uncertainty to supply, the IEA said.

HDFC SELLS
4.22% STAKE IN
GRUH FINANCE
FOR ₹899 CRORE
Press Trust of India
n

feedback@livemint.com

NEWDELHI: MortgagelenderHDFC

on Friday said it has sold a further 4.22% stake in subsidiary
Gruh Finance Ltd (Gruh), which
is proposed to be amalgamated
with Bandhan Bank, for ₹899.43
crore.
The sale of 31 million equity
shares representing 4.22% of the
issued and paid-up share capital
of Gruh was carried out through
stockexchangesattheprevailing
marketprice,HDFCsaidinaregulatory filing.
The average price was ₹290.14
equity share, it added.
“Post the completion of the
aforesaid sale of shares, Gruh
would cease to be a subsidiary of
the Corporation,” HDFC said in
the filing.
The corporation, being a
shareholderofGruh,isentitledto
14.96%stakepost-amalgamation,
based on the share exchange
ratio.However,theReserveBank
of India has directed it to hold
9.9% or less of the paid-up capital
of Bandhan after merger.
“In view of this, the Corporation is required to sell such number of shares in Gruh so as to be
entitled to 9.9% of the post amalgamation paid-up capital of Bandhan. The sale reported under
thisdisclosureisapartofthesaid
transaction,” HDFC said.
Gruh is engaged in the businessofprovidinghomeloansand
is registered with the National
Housing Bank as a housing
finance company.
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ICC WORLD CUP 2019

Archer on target, fells the West Indies
scorecard

SENSATIONAL Pacer picks 3 against
former ‘home team’ but England face
injury crisis in Roy and captain Morgan
HT@
WORLD CUP
SOMSHUVRA LAHA
SOUTHAMPTON: England reaffirmed their top billing in the
World Cup by inflicting an eightwicket win so crushing that it
mightsendWestIndiesonasoulsearching mission if they aim to
bounce back strong. Despite a
decentstart,WestIndies’innings
capsized due to reckless batting
and staying blind to the need of
curbing their natural instincts.
England,forallthepredictionsof
this being one of the matches to
look out for, strolled to a victory
despitenothavingtheservicesof
Eoin Morgan and Jason Roy as
batsmen. Jofra Archer too had
hismomentsinwhatwashisfirst
match against his former team.
He nixed countrymen Nicolas
Pooran and Carlos Brathwaite
before crashing into the pads of
Sheldon Cottrell to end up with a
haul of 3/30.
Staying true to the Calypso
brand of cricket may work for
WestIndies in T20s.Andit’seasy
to be swayed in a format that
requiresafastbowlertobowljust
four overs and a batsman to stay
at the crease for a short period.
One-dayers,however,pushlimitations. And West Indies clearly
have a few. Six out of their eight
batsmen on Friday perished to
catches, showing how crucial
shot selection can be. Now is the
time to dig deep and plan how to
consolidate the batting in the
middle, take more runs in the
form of singles and see off the
threateningbowlers.Andit’salso
probablytimeWestIndiesrevisit
their decision of making Andre
Russell go through the suffering
of bowling, only for the allrounder to clutch his knee after

the first over.
But first, West Indies need to
changetheirapproachtobatting.
On Friday, they came across as a
teamthatalwaysplaysallout,all
brawn,littlebrainandpoorplanning. West Indies have a shambolic batting record in England.
Only once in six matches in the
last four years before this World
Cup have West Indies crossed
300—356/5againstEnglandatthe
Oval in 2017. They still lost. To
come out firing on all cylinders
againstthesameopponentswhen
thereisacloudcoveroverthestadium is nothing but hara-kiri.
Still, the start wasn’t that bad.
England returned the most economical first 10 overs in their
campaignasWestIndiesreached
41/1—three runs less than what
they had conceded to South
Africa. Chris Gayle had played
out 29 balls and looked good for a
longinnings.Butonlyjust.Gayle
wantedtoaccelerateeventhough
he had milked Chris Woakes for
10 runs in two balls four overs
ago.Lackofawarenessofthefield
too was visible in his shot selection. Instead of aiming for the
shorter square boundaries,
Gayle went for deep square-leg,
spearing the ball and giving
Jonny Bairstow all the time to
pouch the catch.
The timing of dismissals
exposed West Indies’ recklessness too. Not moving his feet or
playing with a straight bat, Shai
Hope gave England the opportunity to successfully review a legbefore appeal and West Indies
had slumped from 54/1 to 55/3 in
the space of three deliveries. Far
worse was gifting the wickets of
Shimron Hetmyer and Jason
Holder to part-time bowler Joe
Rootwhowasbroughtonexactly
for this.
It should have alarmed the set
Nicolas Pooran but he maintained his composure in the face

n

West Indies

C Gayle c Bairstow b Plunkett
36 (41)
E Lewis b Woakes
2 (8)
S Hope lbw Wood
11 (30)
N Pooran c Buttler b Archer
63 (78)
S Hetmyer c&b Root
39 (48)
J Holder c&b Root
9 (10)
A Russell c Woakes b Wood 21 (16)
C Brathwaite c Buttler b Archer
14 (22)
S Cottrell lbw Archer
0 (1)
O Thomas not out
0 (11)
S Gabriel b Wood
0 (3)
n Extras (lb 5, w 12)
17
n Total (all out; 44.4 overs)
212
n FoW: 1-4, 2-54, 3-55, 4-144,
5-156, 6-188, 7-202, 8-202, 9-211
n Bowling: C Woakes 5-2-16-1,
J Archer 9-1-30-3, L Plunkett
5-0-30-1, M Wood 6.4-0-18-3,
B Stokes 4-0-25-0, A Rashid
10-0-61-0, J Root 5-0-27-2
n

England

J Bairstow c Brathwaite b Gabriel
45 (46)
J Root not out
100 (94)
C Woakes c sub b Gabriel 40 (54)
B Stokes not out
10 (6)
n Extras (lb 2, nb 1, w 15)
18
n Total (for 2 wkts; 33.1 overs) 213
n FoW: 1-95, 2-199
n Bowling: S Cottrell 3-0-17-0,
O Thomas 6-0-43-0, S Gabriel
7-0-49-2, A Russell 2-0-14-0,
J Holder 5.1-0-31-0, C Brathwaite
5-0-35-0, C Gayle 5-0-22-0

standings
n

England's Jofra Archer celebrates taking the wicket of West Indies’ Carlos Brathwaite in Southampton on Friday.

of Russell’s whirlwind batting.
Russellismoreeffectivewiththe
bat when there is a target. This
time, he just went with the flow
till one of his hits didn’t have the
power to cross over the boundary. Chris Woakes didn’t even
have to move to complete the
catch at deep midwicket. That
wasprobablythesignforPooran
to break free. But a well-directed
bouncer got to him, extracting a

faint edge that only stand-in
wicketkeeper Jos Buttler could
hear.
West Indies then managed to
render the game boring with
their inflexible tactics. Knowing
fully that 212 can only be
defended by dismissing England
who were two batsmen short,
West Indies still bowled short.
Required run rate not an issue,
England were only happy to let

them go even though Jonny
Bairstow got one on his visor
from Russell. Apart from that,
WestIndiesrarelycreatedadent
in England’s batting confidence.
Neither was there any visible
urgency to attack the stumps or
pitch the ball up nor the field
placements were attacking.
Looking collected and calm,
England broke little sweat to
canter to the target. The batting

REUTERS

was shuffled as Jason Roy was
hamstrungandEoinMorganhad
to hobble off the ground with a
backspasm.Rootmadefulluseof
that opportunity, racing to an
easy century, his second of this
tournament, making him the
highest scorer.
HardlychallengedbytheWest
Indies pacers with their shortballtheory,Rootwasallelegance
inhisdrives,beitthecoverdrive,

straight drive or the backfoot
square drive. Jonny Bairstow
continuedinhisrichveinofform
andWoakestoomadethemostof
his sudden promotion. West
Indies looked clueless, trying
sevenbowlersbutbowlingwrong
lengths to defensive fields. Even
Gaylewastriedforafewoversas
a probable partnership breaker.
Butthatturnedouttobeafarceas
well.

Team P

W

L

Pts

NRR

NZ

4

3

0

7

2.163

Eng

4

3

1

6

1.557

Aus

4

3

1

6

0.570

Ind

3

2

0

5

0.539

SL

4

1

1

4

-1.517

WI

4

1

2

3

0.666

Ban

4

1

2

3

-0.714

Pak

4

1

2

3

-1.796

SA

4

0

3

1

-0.952

Afg

3

0

3

0

-1.493

Updated till Eng v WI match

When it rains on Proteas, it pours
Devarchit Varma
n

devarchit.varma@htlive.com

MUMBAI: Fromneeding22runsoff

one ball to getting their numbers
wrong once, South Africa are a
walking, talking example of how
rain can ruin the best laid plans
in a World Cup. That their only
point in the latest edition has
come because of rain will be
small consolation for the misfiring Proteas.
And even then it wasn’t as if
South Africa were poised for a
win like they were in the semi-final against Englandin 1992 when
the scoreboard flashed impossibility. True, the game against the
West Indies was all of 7.3 overs
when play was abandoned in
Hampshire but at 29/2 and Sheldon Cottrell having already done
his march-and-salute routine
twice, it wasn’t smooth sailing
for South Africa.
The contest against the Caribbeans carried a lot of significance for Faf du Plessis’s men
who had gone down against
England, Bangladesh and India
with a whimper. West Indies
were an opposition somewhat
equal in skills and they too had
misfired. But not for the first
time this English summer, rain
checkmated cricket.
South Africa and rain have
some history. It began when they
returned from 20-year international isolation, in 1992, and
there seems to be no let-up. In
1992, they made the semi-finals
defeating hosts Australia, West

cityscan
A STADIUM OR A
GIANT MAZE?
The Rose Bowl at Southampton is a one of a kind stadium.
Located in the countryside, it
has an 18-hole golf course, a
stand named after Shane
Warne, a savvy restaurant
named Beefy’s (owned by Ian
Botham) and an entrance
through a hotel lobby! To get
to the media centre, one has
to go through the lobby
where the hotel security
checks bags before you
finally proceed to the lift that
goes through three hotel
floors before finally reaching
the impressive press box that
offers a view of the entire
ground. Trying to find the loo
can be a bit tricky though at
times. Go off the marked
lanes and one can easily veer
into the maze of corridors
inside the hotel where the
security finally bails you out.

n

South Africa’s rain abandoned match against West Indies on June 10 has left them in a tricky spot going
into their fifth tie against Afghanistan in Cardiff on Saturday. Both teams are yet to win a game.
AFP

Indies, Pakistan and India. Peter
Kirsten (410 runs at 68.33 in eight
matches) and Allan Donald (13
wickets in nine matches) were
the star performers and there
was Jonty Rhodes: agile, nimble
andadding a different dimension
to fielding.
Things were hunky-dory in
the semi-final against England
till the rain arrived. Before that
12-minute shower, South Africa
needed 22 off 13 balls in Sydney.

The electronic scoreboard first
showed 22 was needed off seven
when play resumed. Difficultbut
not impossible. It turned out to
be an error. South Africa, by
some complex equation, actually
needed 22 off one ball. To call it a
farce would be understating the
obvious.
If South Africa have all to
complain about 1992, they have
themselves to blame in 1999 and
2003. In 1996, they ran into a West

Indies team still packing a punch
in quarter-finals. In 1999, they
snared a tie from the jaws of victory and let Australia slip into
the final because they had finished higher in Super Six standings.
South Africa have always
shown up at a world event with a
squads brimming with talent. In
2003, the hosts had Jacques Kallis, Shaun Pollock, Herschelle
Gibbs, Lance Klusener apart

from Donald and Rhodes. In the
final league match against Sri
Lanka, South Africa needed a
win to progress.
Sri Lanka did well to set a 269run target. South Africa were
bolstered by Gibbs’ 73 before
Mark Boucher and Pollock
added 63. Then it began to rain
and before the players were
called off, Pollock was run-out.
By the end of the 44th over,
Boucher, in Klusener’s company, was conveyedby the dressing room that a total of 229 after
45 overs was enough. With rain
getting heavier and Sri Lankans
finding it tough to grip the ball,
Boucher hit a six to take his side
to 229 and then defended the final
ball before breaking into celebrations.
However, it turned out that
229 was needed for a tie as per the
Duckworth-Lewis method, and
one more run — which Boucher
had not gone for — was needed
for a win. The hosts crashed out
of the World Cup embarrassingly, having miscalculated
their target.
Through every World Cup,
South Africa have struggled to
shed the chokers’ tag but this
would be the worst start for the
four-time semi-finalists. News of
AB de Villiers’ scuppered comeback has been a distraction and if
injuries to Lungi Ngidi and Dale
Steyn makes Kagiso Rabada feel
like he is walking alone you can
hardly blame him. The last thing
South Africa need now is raindrops falling on their heads.

SOME TOUGH QUESTIONS MATE...
n

Australia captain
Aaron Finch was
joined by assistant
coach Brad Haddin’s
sons during the press
conference ahead of
Sri Lanka match. At
the end of the meet,
Haddin’s elder son
Zac decided to step
into a scribe’s shoes
and asked: “When
are you going to win a
toss!” Finch laughed
and answered,
“Soon.” Then Finch
asked Zac: “Do you
have a girlfriend?”
“No,” came the reply.
We have to wait and
see which one
happens first—Finch
winning a toss or Zac
wooing a girl.
JAMIE ALTER/TWITTER

Aussies fret over
Stoinis injury
n

Sachin Tendulkar

REUTERS

TENDULKAR SUES
AUS BAT MAKER
OVER $2 MILLION
IN ROYALTIES
Reuters
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

SYDNEY: Sachin Tendulkar has

filed a civil lawsuit against an
Australian bat manufacturer,
accusingitofusinghisnameand
image to promote products and
then failingto pay him $2 million
in royalties.
In Federal Court papers filed
thismonthandreviewedbyReuters, Tendulkar said Sydneybased Spartan Sports Internationalagreedin2016topayhimat
least $1 million a year to use his
image,logoandpromotionalservices to sell “Sachin by Spartan”
sportinggoodsand clothing.The
retiredstarbatsmansoonwentto
work promoting the products,
andappearedatarangeofpromotional events in places such as
London and the Indian financial
hub of Mumbai, the documents
showed.However,bySeptember
2018,Spartanhadfailedtomakea
singlepaymentowed,Tendulkar
said, and he made a formal
requestforpayment.Whennone
came, he ended the agreement,
askingthecompanytostopusing
his name and likeness.
YetSpartancontinuedtodoso,
according to the documents.
Spartan, whose legal representative was not listed on the
Federal Court website, did not
respondtoanemailrequestfrom
Reuters for comment.
Les Galbraith, listed by the
courtdocumentsasitschiefoperating officer, did not respond to a
private message sent to his
LinkedIn page. The law firm
listedasrepresentingTendulkar,
Gilbert + Tobin, declined comment. Tendulkar’s civil claim
accusedtheAustraliancompany
of misleading or deceptive conduct,“passingoff”,orsuggesting
an official endorsement when
none existed, and breach of contract.Itdidnotsaywhatdamages
were sought. The court website
showed the lawsuit was filed on
June5,withthefirstcourtdatein
Sydney on June 26.

n

Marcus Stoinis missed Australia’s win over Pakistan on Wednesday
due to a side strain and will also not play against Sri Lanka. REUTERS

Reuters
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

LONDON:Australia captain Aaron

Finch has backed Mitchell
Marsh to shine if injured allrounder Marcus Stoinis is forced
to pull out of the World Cup.
Stoinis suffered a side strain
in Australia’s defeat against
India last weekend and was sidelined when the holders beat Pakistan on Wednesday.
He has already been ruled out
of Saturday’s match against Sri
Lanka at The Oval and his
involvement for the rest of the
tournament will be decided in
the next few days.
“Stoinis won’t be available
again.He hasn’t bowled yetin his
recovery over the last couple of
days,” Finch told reporters on
Friday. “So having four days
between this game and the next
game, I think that will be the
ideal time to really test him out
and assess him. But I think over
the next five, six days there will
be a call made on that, just based
on what he can and can’t do.
“We’ve seen him batting and
running, no problem. Just he
hasn’t tried to bowl yet. Just
waiting for the injury to settle
down a bit more.”
Marsh is already on standby
after flying to England to link up
with Finch’s squad and the skipper has full confidence in the
understudy. He was due to travel
with Australia’s A side to
England this week but flew over
a couple of days earlier as cover
for Stoinis. Marsh has played no
professional cricket since

March, while his last 50-over
appearance was 18 months ago.
But if Cricket Australia does
decide to trigger a formal request
to remove Stoinis then Finch
backs Marsh to be ready to face
Bangladesh next Thursday.
“The short answer is yes.
There is confidence that Mitch
will come in and do well if
selected, if Stoinis doesn’t
recover properly,” he said.
Despite three wins from their
opening four games, Finch
admits Australia have yet to hit
top form. “I don’t think we’ve
gone anywhere near our best,
which is still a good thing, that
we’ve got six points on the board
whilenotplayinganywherenear
our best cricket,” he added.
“But as long as we’re improving, and continue to go up and
not go backwards, I think that’s
the key.”
SHORT BALL TEST
Sri Lanka are ready to face an
onslaught of fierce Australian
pace bowling on Saturday.
While they are aware that the
Australians will be out to take
advantage of the bouncy pitch by
firing down short deliveries, captain Dimuth Karunaratne is confident his men can withstand the
attack. “We know they are going
to go really hard against us but...
the thing is, they can bowl only
two bouncers, so I think we have
to be aware of those things,” he
said on the eve of the match.
Their last two matches
against Asian rivals Pakistan
and Bangladesh were both complete washouts in Bristol.
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Kawhi, the new king in the North
NBA CHAMPIONSHIP Toronto Raptors became the first
team from outside the US to win the NBA Finals
Associated Press
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

OAKLAND,CALIFORNIA: Kawhi Leon-

ard raised his arms high in triumph and celebrated Canada’s
first NBA championship. “We the
North!” is now “We the Champs!”
Leonard and the Toronto Raptors captured the country’s first
major title in 26 years with their
most remarkable road win yet in
the franchise’s NBA Finals debut,
outlasting the battered and
depleted two-time defending
champion Golden State Warriors
114-110 on Thursday night in a
Game 6 for the ages.
“I wanted to make history
here. That’s what I did,” a soaking
wet Leonard said, ski goggles
perched on his forehead and
sporting a fresh black champions
hat. Stephen Curry missed a contested three-pointer in the waning moments before Golden State
called a timeout it didn’t have,
giving Leonard a technical free
throw with 0.9 seconds left to seal
it. Leonard, the NBA Finals MVP
for a second time, then got behind
Andre Iguodala for a layup as the
buzzer sounded, but it went to
review and the basket was called
off before Leonard’s two free
throws. That only delayed the celebration for a moment.
When it actually ended, the
typically stoic Leonard could let it
all out. A Canadian team—and
we’re not talking hockey here—
stood on top of one of the traditional major sports leagues for
the first time since the Toronto
Blue Jays won the 1993 World
Series. Serge Ibaka pulled his
head up through the hoop by the
Golden State bench as the crowd
chanted “Warriors! Warriors!”
after a sensational send-off at
Oracle Arena.
Curry walked away slowly,
hands on his head on a night
Splash Brother Klay Thompson
suffered a torn ACL in his left
knee and departed with 30 points.
Fred VanVleet rescued the

THE JOURNEY
GAME 1
May 30: Toronto Raptors beat
Golden State Warriors 118-109 in
their home game. Pascal Siakam
scores a playoff career-high of
32 points.

GAME 2
June 2: Warriors level the score
1-1 in their away match, winning
109-104. Klay Thompson scores
25 points as Warriors hold off a
late Raptors rally to win.

GAME 3
June 5: Raptors beat Warriors
123-109 in their away match.
Kawhi Leonard scores 30 points
and the Raptors shoot 17
three-pointers to beat Warriors.

GAME 4
June 7: Raptors beat Warriors
105-92 in their away match.
Raptors stretch their lead to 3–1
after Leonard scores 36 points.

GAME 5
June 10: Warriors eke out a
106-105 win in their away
match. Stephen Curry scores 31
points to narrow the lead to 2-3.

GAME 6
June 13: Raptors win 114-110 to
seal the best-of-seven playoffs
4-2 in their away match.
Leonard scores 22 points and is
named the NBA Finals most
valuable player.

Raptors down the stretch with his
dazzling shooting from deep to
score 22 points with five 3s off the
bench, while Leonard wound up
with 22 points. Kyle Lowry scored
the game’s first eight points and
finished with 26 in all to go with 10
assists and seven rebounds.
Fans poured into the streets in
Toronto, screaming and honking
horns after the Raptors pulled off
a third straight win on Golden
State’s home floor that said goodbye to NBA basketball after 47

seasons. And the Raptors did it
with the very kind of depth that
helped define Golden State’s
transformation into a dynasty the
past five seasons. This time, the
Warriors were wounded. Golden
State already was down two-time
reigning NBA Finals MVP Kevin
Durant, who had surgery
Wednesday for a ruptured right
Achilles tendon. Then, the Warriors lost Thompson—and they
couldn’t overcome just one more
heartbreaking injury.
“A lot of bad breaks in the
finals, to be honest,” Raptors
coach Nick Nurse said. “Like us,
they kept on playing. We just had
to keep on playing no matter who
was out there. And I think they
were super intense high-level
games and both teams desperately trying to win.”
This thrilling back-and-forth
game featured 18 lead changes,
nine ties and neither team going
ahead by more than nine points.
Curry scored 21 points but shot
just 6 for 17 and went 3 of 11 on 3s.
Iguodala added 22 for his biggest
game this postseason as the Warriors did everything until the
very last moment to leave a lasting legacy at Oracle.
Thompson provided his own
dramatic memory. He injured his
knee when fouled by Danny
Green on a drive at the 2:22 mark
of the third, was helped off the
court and walked partially down
a tunnel toward the locker room,
then—shockingly—re-emerged
to shoot his free throws before
going out again at 2:19. He didn’t
return and left the arena on
crutches, and the Warriors
announced that an MRI had confirmed the torn ACL.
“More than the what-ifs is just
feeling bad for the players
involved. Injuries are always part
of the NBA season—any professional sport, injuries play a huge
role,” Warriors coach Steve Kerr
said. “It’s just the nature of these
injuries, the severity of these
injuries.”

n

Tyson Fury (left) and Tom Schwarz face off in Las Vegas.

Tyson set to unleash
fury in Las Vegas
Associated Press
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

LASVEGAS: Although Tyson Fury is

the heavyweight division’s lineal
champion and one of its best fighters in recent years, this British
behemoth would be a gifted entertainer in just about any arena.
Whether he’s performing with
brute grace inside the ring or
poignantly retelling the story of
his battles with substance abuse
and depression outside it, Fury
(27-0-1, 19 KOs) holds an audience
spellbound like few boxers in
recent history. He even loves to
sing , particularly after his bouts
—albeit with more enthusiasm
than skill. A man of his diverse
talents is a natural for the sport’s
biggest stages—and Fury is
finally in the world’s fight capital
on Saturday night.
Sin City has a mythic allure for
many Brits in general, and for
nearly all boxers—including
Fury, who once told himself that
he wouldn’t visit Vegas unless he
was fighting there. “Fighting in
Las Vegas is an honour for a
boxer, and I feel I’m ready to wear
the part,” Fury said. “It suits me

n

Ali’s golden glove fails
to find a buyer

Raptors forward Kawhi Leonard joined greats Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and LeBron James as the only
players in NBA history to win Final Most Valuable Player with two different franchises. USA TODAY SPORTS

Agence France-Presse
n

Saad’s all-round brilliance helps Chauhan Sporting enter final
n

sportslucknow@gmail.com

LUCKNOW :Saad Khan’s all-round
brilliance helped Chauhan
Sporting crush Tariq Cricket
Club (TCC) by six wickets to
make it to the final of the 3rd Ram
Chandra Sharma Memorial
Tournament, at the NER Stadium here on Friday.
Saad first took 3/33 along with
Nikhil Patel (3/24) and Jai Singh
(2/37) to get TCC out for 209 in
39.2 overs, and later struck
92-ball 108 with the help of 16
fours and two sixes to see his side
home in 30.3 overs, for the loss of
four wickets.
Suhail made 52, whereas Gaurav Pandey remained unbearen
on 38. Raj Sonkar took 2/56 for
the losers.
BRIEF SCORES
TCC 209 in 39.2 overs (Jaivardhan 71, Rahul Chandra 38,
Yash Chaudhary 30, Nikhil Patel
3/24, Saad Khan 3/33, Jai Singh

2/37) lost to Chauhan Sporting 214/4 in 30.3 overs (Saad
Khan 108, Suhail 52, Gaurav Pandey 38*, Raj Sonker 2/56).
ALOK, SONU SHINE
Alok Gautam took 5/4, whereas
Sonu Singh bagged 4/11 as
Microlit Gymkhana defeated
Panthers Cricket Academy
(PCA) by 225 runs to enter quarterfinals of the Under-19 Mathru
Trophy in memory of Shivesh
Ranjan Mazumdar, at the KD
Singh ‘Babu’ Stadium here on
Friday.
Even before Alok and Sonu
could show their marks with red
cherry, it was Kapil Gupta, who
helped the side post a big total on
the board, hitting an unbeaten
113, which contained 13 hits to
the fence.
BRIEF SCORES
Microlit Gymkhana 263/9

in 40 overs (Kapil Gupta 113*,
Rahul Verma 2/22, Mangalm
Dwivedi 2/45, Ishan Gupta 2/45)
beat PCA 38 in 13.3 overs
(Alok Gautam 5/4, Sonu Singh
4/11).
FINE BATTING
Karan Singh and Prabhnoor
Singh slammed sparking half
centuries to help UP Timber
Club (UPTC) score a convincing
seven-wicket win against K
Sports Academy (KSA) in a
league match of the 2nd Leela
Ghosh Memorial Tournament
here on Friday.
KSA put up 243/7 in 40 overs
while batting first after winning
the toss.
But in reply, UPTC romped
home in 38.2 overs.
BRIEF SCORES
KSA 243/7 in 40 overs
(Deepak Kumar 71, Anand Sriv-

down to the ground.”
After starring in London,
Dublin, Düsseldorf, New York
and Los Angeles, the Manchester
native finally gets his Vegas
debut against Germany’s
unbeaten Tom Schwarz at the
MGM Grand Garden.
The 6-foot-9 Fury has already
captured the attention of American fight fans with his performances stateside, none bigger than
his theatrical rise from the canvas in the 12th round to earn a
thoroughly entertaining draw
with Deontay Wilder at Staples
Center in his last bout six months
ago. Not many observers expect
Fury to need similar recuperative powers against Schwarz
(24-0, 16 KOs), who has never
fought anyone close to Fury’s
stature. But Fury still intends to
put on a show.
“It’s different, but it’s what I
was born to do,” Fury said of his
fights. “I was born for US fighting.
The British are reserved. For a
confident, brash talker like me,
you have to come to America to be
appreciated. I always wanted to
be here as a boxer. It’s my time to
put on great shows.”

‘ F I G H T O F T H E C E N T U RY’

LUCKNOW SPORT

HT Correspondent

AFP

astava 52*, Hasan Akhtar 2/43)
lost to UPTC 244/3 in 38.2
overs (Karan Singh 92,
Prabhnoor Singh 74, Vipraj
Nigam 28*, RP Singh 2/46).
ASHUTOSH EXCELS
Ashutosh Bajpai took one wickets and scored a half-century to
guide Lucknow Colts notch up a
convincing five-wicket win
against ASCA Hostel in a league
match of the 2nd Ekmi Devi
Memorial Tournament, at the Pt
Raas Bihari Tewari Stadium
here on Friday.
BRIEF SCORES
ASCAH 198 in 40 overs
(Satyam Srivastava 73, Subhankar 50, Kshitiz Tripathi 4/35)
lost to Lucknow Colts 199/5
in 27.5 overs (Ashutosh Bajpai
68, Shailendra Singh 42, Vishal
Singh 27, Manmath Tiwari 2/41,
Arjun Yadav 2/43).

ASCA LOSE
Lucknow’s Abhijeet Sinha
Cricket Academy finished runners-up at the All-India Capt
Shanta Bauntiyal Under-14
Tournament, losing to DBCA,
Dehradun by 22 runs in Dehradun on Friday. Needing 195 to
win in 30 overs, ASCA could
score 142/7. Alok Bharti (48), AR
Mishra (48) and Ayush Mishra
(43) were the main run getters.
DAY OF TONS
Sarthak Singh struck an
unbeaten 101 for Aman Gera
Eleven, but even a superb 86-ball
139, which contained 20 fours

and six sixes by Ali Inam
couldn’t help Asad Ansari
Eleven from losing their
Under-16 trials match by 15 runs,
at the CSD Sahara here on Friday. In other match of the day,
NR Dey XI defeated Jasbir Singh
XI by 77 runs.
KARATE MEET
Karate exponents of Uttar Pradesh won 11 medals, including
three gold, two silver and six
bronzes and finished fifth at the
national championship at New
Delhi. Among the winners, Prashant Kumar, Ishita Verma and
Junali Singh belong to Lucknow.

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

TURIN: A rare gold boxing

glove made to commemorate Muhammad Ali’s
“Fight of the Century”
against Joe Frazier in Madison Square Garden nearly
50 years ago failed to find a
buyer in an auction in Turin
on Thursday. The glove was
produced by Everlast to promote the world heavyweight
title fight on March 8, 1971
during which Ali suffered
his first defeat.
But it failed to get an offer
for the 5,000-euro asking
price at Sala Bolaffi in
Turin. The glove returns to
the collection of its Italian
owner, Ezio Scime, a former
record company owner,

who was in the front row of
the fight in New York.
“We had ringside seats,
between Woody Allen and
Frank Sinatra,” recalled
Scime. “We were so close
that when they punched
each other we were covered
in splashes of sweat.
“Only a few of us in the
front rows were given a
glove as a memento, and I
would have had Ali autograph it, but the match
ended tragically, and so it
was not possible.”
“(After his defeat) Alì
looked wretched, not so
much on a physical level but
psychologically.” It was not
until years later that Ali
finally autographed the
glove when he was suffering
from Parkinson’s.

DELHI JAL BOARD, GOVT OF NCT OF DELHI
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (E&M) IIl
CHANDRAWAL WATER WORKS NO. I, CIVIL LINES, DELHI-110054

PRESS N.I.T. NO. 02 (2019-20)
S.
No.

1.

Particulars

Amount of
E.M.D.

Date of release
of tender in
e-procurement
solution
13.06.2019

Supply of Medium Basicity Poly aluminum Chloride (PAC-10) in
Rs.
liquid form “ISI” Marked manufactured from virgin raw material for 34,65,500/the treatment of low to high turbidity surface raw water for drinking
purposes at various water treatment plant of DJB conﬁrming to IS
15573: 2018./Latest amendment if any as on due date of tender.
Tender I.D. NO.: 2019_DJB_174123_1
All other in this regard can be seen at https://delhi.govtprocurement.com I.D. NO.: 2019_DJB_174123_1
ISSUED BY P.R.O. (WATER)
Advt. No. J.S.V. 68/2019-20

Last date/time
of receipt of
tender through
e-procurement
02.07.2019
upto 2.30 PM

EE (E&M) III
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Cricket in the
time of conflict

REJUVENATED Pakistan’s star
paceman recovers his golden touch at
cricket’s biggest stage

MANCHESTER: Amrit Mathur, the
manager of India’s World Cup
team in 2003, narrates a tale that
puts in perspective the off-field
pressures that players are subjectedtointhelead-uptoanIndiaPakistanWorldCupgame.Especially in a climate like today’s,
whenpoliticalanddiplomaticties
between the two countries have
been severed. As the two teams
hadn’t played an ODI in nearly
three years leading up to the
match at Centurion on March 1,
2003, it was decided by Mathur,
his Pakistani equivalent Shahryar Khan and Ali Bacher, the
2003 World Cup tournament
director, that the players would
shake hands before the match
begins; a gesture of friendship.
“Just minutes before the two
teams were about to descend the
long staircase to the ground and
exchange mementos and handshakes, someone from our camp
raised an important point,” says
Mathur, a columnist with HT.
“This gentleman said, ‘We keep
saying that this is just another
game. Then why are we doing
this? We are not the United
Nations.” But Mathur was certain that it wouldn’t do India’s
image much good if they backed
out at this late hour. “So, I took
this gentleman aside along with
our captain, Sourav Ganguly,
andconvincedthemthatbacking
out wasn’t an option. The
mementos had been made. The
Pakistaniswerewaiting.Andthe
world was watching,” says Mathur. “They agreed and the two
teamslinedup,Sourav’smenand
Waqar Younis’s men, and like
before a football match, all players shook hands.”
For India, the gesture of goodwill seemingly spilled over on to
thefieldaswell.AttheendofPakistan’s innings of 273, Saeed
Anwar—as he often did against
India—scored big runs, 101 of
them.Andseldominthepasthad
India won after an Anwar hundred. Says Mathur: “During the
break, it was a dressing room on
theedge.Thescorewasdaunting
and so was Pakistan’s bowling
attack of Wasim Akram, Waqar
and Shoaib Akthar.”
Youknowwhathappenednext
—Sachin Tendulkar’s 98 helped
India win a match that was tense
for reasons more than just the
contest—but you perhaps aren’t
aware of what the victory meant
to the players in the dressing
room,soallowMathurtotellyou.
“In all my time with different
India teams, I have not seen a

Somshuvra Laha &
Sanjjeev K Samyal
n
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SOUTHAMPTON/MUMBAI: Twoyears

ago, India’s ambition of winning
back-to-back Champions Trophy titles lay in tatters within the
first nine overs of their chase. On
a flat Oval pitch, Mohammad
Amir swung the ball in to trap
Rohit Sharma leg-before,
pitched the ball short of length to
lure Virat Kohli into a flick he
failed to keep down, before taking a faint nick off Shikhar
Dhawan’s bat. Three world-class
deliveries trampled India’s
dream and showcased Amir’s
game changing ability.
Then dexterity abandoned
Amir.
Post the Champions Trophy,
he managed just five more wickets in two years, and despite
maintaining an enviable economy rate through that period, he
was duly dropped from the Pakistan squad, before being named
in the World Cup squad at the
last minute.
The story on the grapevine
goes something like this: Pakistan’s chief selector Inzamamul-Haq got a call straight from
the Prime Minister’s office. Inzamam couldn’t afford to say no to
his former captain, and Amir
was back in. As enticing as the
gossip may be, the banal truth is
that Pakistan couldn’t have
afforded keeping Amir out after
the dismal performance of its
original pace attack in the fivematch ODI series against
England weeks before the World
Cup.
Now Amir is the renaissance
man, at the top of the wicket-takers list at the Cup, after a stunning 5 for 30 haul against Australia on Wednesday, a figure made
all the more remarkable considering the rest of the Pakistani
bowlers had economy rates of
over six, and Australia posted a
300-plus total.
Maybe it’s the big stage that
brings out the best in Amir; he
now has 10 wickets in three
matches at an average of 12.30 at
an economy of 4.73. With the conditions facilitating seam bowling, Amir has kept it simple. “As
soon as I bowled the first over, I
got the idea it wasn’t swinging, it

was seaming,” Amir told PCB’s
official site about his bowling
against Australia. “So I was just
floating the ball and makingsure
I put it in the right area instead of
putting too much work onto it at
the point of release. And the
movement it generated came off
the seam.”
The Director of PCB’s
National Cricket Academy,
Mudassar Nazar, says: “The conditions are tailor-made for
medium pace bowling in
England, and Amir is using his
experience to land the ball in the
right areas, which others are
unable to do, and getting the ball
to deviate from the right spot.”
Amir is working to a pattern:
He pitches it up in his first spell,
when conditions are usually
overcast and there is the possibility of swing. In his second or
third spell, he uses more variation, cutters being the bulk of it.
Longer spells could help Amir
get into better rhythm, but the
lack of proper support from the
other bowlers, with the exception of Wahab Riaz, has perhaps
forced captain Sarfaraz Ahmed
to use him in short bursts. This
may work in Pakistan’s favour
though, for Ahmad would want
to keep the pressure on India at
all times on what could be a very
dry pitch in Manchester. Amir
wouldn’t worry though. Dry or a
bit grassy, his performance
against India has improved since
his return from the five-year ban
(2010-2015) for spot-fixing. Before
the ban, Amir had an economy of
5.71 and two wickets at an average of 51. That has lowered to
37.33 (for three wickets in four
matches) with an economy of
4.45.
Bumrah or Amir?
The India-Pakistan encounter
could be lit up by a battle for pace
supremacy between Amir and
Jasprit Bumrah.
At the World Cup, Bumrah
has five wickets in 2 games (20
overs), against Amir’s 10 in 3
games (26 overs).
Mohammad Asif, who was
Amir’s partner in a fierce Pakistan pace attack before both
were banned in the spot-fixing
scandal, says Bumrah is ‘going
beautifully’.
“The way he is bowling to the
left-handers, using the crease

Juventus move
ends Sarri’s
unhappy marriage
with Chelsea

HT@
WORLD CUP
ADITYA IYER

n

Mohammad Amir leads the standings for most wickets at the ongoing ICC World Cup with an impressive
GETTY IMAGES
haul of 10 scalps in three matches.

going wide, is impressive,” Asif
says. “He has the slower balls
and great yorkers.”
Asif is less impressed with his
former partner, and says that
Amir is playing it ‘safe’.
“Overall he is bowling well
but it’s not match-winning. He
has got wickets but he has to
strike with the new ball, because
if you don’t, India will get 300
plus, and our batting in English
conditions can’t chase 300.” Asif
says.
For Asif, the concern is that
Amir is not getting enough
movement on the incoming balls
to right-handers.
“He used to get a beautiful
shape on the ball, that’s not coming yet,” he says.

NEW GALACTICO

India book Olympic qualifiers berth
n
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LONDON: Maurizio Sarri is set to

return to Italy to take the vacant
managerial role at Juventus and
bring the curtain down on a fretful one-year stay at Chelsea.
Sarrimethistargetsbyreturning Chelsea back to the Champions League through a thirdplaced finish in the Premier
League and winning the Europa
League, claiming his first major
trophy as a coach in the process.
However, a failure to connect
with the Chelsea support, public
criticism of his players and a
refusal to adapt his style of play
meantSarriwasalwaysunlikely
to hang around for a second season at Stamford Bridge.
The60-year-oldformerbanker
becomestheninthfull-timemanager to leave Chelsea since
RomanAbramovichtookcharge
of the club in 2003.
Yet,foroncetheRussiandidn’t
wield the axe and waited instead
until Juventus agreed to pay the
compensation to free Sarri from
thefinaltwoyearsofhiscontract
on Thursday, according to
reports in England and Italy.
The Italian champions are
keen on the brand of football
Sarriimposedduringthreeyears
at Napoli when only Juventus’
remarkable consistency prevented the Neapolitans a first
league title since the days when
Diego Maradona graced the San
Paolo pitch.
However,Sarrifailedtotransport that free-flowing football to
Chelsea, despite a promising
start to the season.
The club’s record goalscorer
Frank Lampard is the favourite
toreturntoStamfordBridgeafter
justoneseasoninmanagementat
Derby County.
But it represents a huge gamble both for Lampard so early in
hismanagerialcareertotakethe
huge step up to a top-six job, and
for a club in transition to back a
rookie manager.

bowler unlike Imran Khan,
Wasim Akram and Waqar
Younis, and will depend a lot on
catches being taken behind the
wickets. Imran, Wasim and
Waqar were great exponents of
reverse swing and attacked the
stumps for wickets.”
When Amir first burst onto
the scene as a teenager in 2009,
the left-arm pacer was an irresistible force who made for compelling watching. The world was
at his feet when the spot-fixing
scandal broke. Since his comeback, Amir has struggled to find
his original pace and sting, and
struggled to keep his place in the
squad.
At this World Cup, it looks like
Amir is finding his groove back.

B Shrikant

Agence France-Presse
n

Nazar blames it on rushing
Amir straight into international
cricket after the end of his ban in
2015.
“After you miss out on threefour years, it is always difficult to
get back to the original level,”
Nazar says. “He should have
been gradually eased into the
international arena after proper
work on his fitness. He was
picked for the first game when he
became available.”
Nazar also calls out Pakistan’s
weak slip cordon for Amir’s lack
of success after his comeback.
“Pakistan don’t have specialists in the slip cordon,” he says.
“Babar Azam is the only one who
is good at taking slip catches.
Amir is a conventional swing

dressingroomcelebratelikethat.
Even the non-drinkers were polishingofftheAmstelbeerstocked
in the fridge.” Mathur says that
sometime during the emotional
celebration, Tendulkar came up
to him and revealed that he had
beenpreparingforthatmatchfor
over a year, since the World Cup
schedulehadbeenreleased.“His
wife Anjali called him from Bandra,Mumbai,and heldthephone
by the balcony so that Sachin
couldhearthecrackersthatwere
going off all over the city,” says
Mathur. “Sachin told us it
sounded like Diwali.”
It is of course terribly unfair
that professional sportspersons
have to shoulder ambassadorial
burdensatatimewhenthecrossborder relations are in a trough.
During the 2011 World Cup, MS
Dhoni’s side were to play Pakistan in the semi-final at Mohali.
As if the tension of the stage and
the opposition weren’t enough,
the team was reminded almost
daily in the newspapers that this
wasthefirsttimePakistanwould
beplayingonIndiansoilsincethe
terror attacks in Mumbai in
November 2008.
And even before Dhoni and
Shahid Afridi could proceed for
the toss, the Prime Ministers of
India and Pakistan, Manmohan
Singh and Yousuf Raza Gilani,
took the field for a photo-op. It is
unlikelythatPMNarendraModi
andhis counterpart(andwinner
of the 1992 World Cup) Imran
KhanwillbepresenthereonSunday, given that the current IndoPak situation is somewhat similar to when the two teams met at
very same ground in 1999.
Just 10 daysbeforethat World
Cup was to start in mid-May, the
KargilWarbrokeout.Rightinthe
heart of that conflict on June 8,
1999 and many thousand miles
away from it, the two countries
lined up their cricket teams in
frontofhigh-strungspectatorsat
OldTrafford,allofthempatrioticallycharged.Andonefearsthat
the environment in the stands
may not be too different during
the group game on Sunday.
Although the tense situation
acrosstheIndia-Pakistanborder
escalatedandde-escalatedovera
short span in February (three
months before this World Cup
even started) it has lived on in an
Indian dressing room eager to
pay its tribute to the armed forces.Thecamouflagecapswornby
the entire team during an ODI
againstAustraliaathomeandthe
para-militaryinsigniaonDhoni’s
wicketkeepingglovesduringthis
World Cup both have a deeper
revelation: that, for perhaps the
firsttimeinthelead-uptoaWorld
Cup game against Pakistan, the
unnecessary pressures have
been self-inflicted.

n

Eden Hazard plays with a ball during his official presentation
as a Real Madrid player at the Santiago Bernabeu Stadium in
Madrid on Thursday. Around 50,000 fans were reportedly
present to welcome the Belgian star, who has signed a fiveAFP
year deal with the 13-time European champions.

shrikant.bhagvatula@htlive.com

BHUBANESWAR: On the eve of the
semi-final against hosts India,
Japan chief coach Siegfried Aikmanwasaskedwhatsurprisehad
he planned for India. “They
already know they’ll win. So
there aren’t many surprises,”
Aikman had said.
ButhisteamdidsurpriseIndia
on Friday when Kenji Kitazato
scoredafieldgoaloffaswiftcounterattackinthesecondminuteof
theFIHSeriesFinalssemishere.
The surprise was short-lived as
India used better skills and
greater experience to establish
ascendancy soon and thrashed
theAsianGames goldmedallists
7-2toclinchtheirappointedplace
in the final and thus claiming a
berth in the Olympic qualifiers,,
to beheldin October-November.
In the final, India will meet
South Africa, who edged past
USA 2-1 in the other semi-final.
AfterJapanleftthemstunned
momentarilywiththeearlygoal,
India created a number of chances. Nilakanta Sharma was
thwarted by Japan goalkeeper
Yusuke Takano in the fifth min-

n
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SHANGHAI: Their heads soaked in

sweat, a class of little boys practiseLionelMessi-esquestepovers
atakindergartentuckedbetween
residential tower blocks in
Shanghai.
They do not know it, but they
areatinypartofPresidentXiJinping’s aggressive drive to make
China a footballing superpower
by 2050. Xi’s ruling Communist
Party is ploughing money into
grassroots football but it went a
step further in March when it
announcedapilotschemeoffootball-focused kindergartens.
AtKangchengKindergartenin
Shanghai,23ofthebestboysaged
six and seven play football twice
a week in what is their final year
before primary school.
At some other kindergartens

in Shanghai they play from as
young as four. Zhu Guanghu,
president of the Shanghai Football Association, says that when
itcomestocoaching,itisacaseof
the earlier, the better.
“Ipersonallythinkthree-yearold children can play football as
longastheycanwalksteadilyand
keep the ball at their feet,” said
Zhu, as a coach armed with a
whistlegoesthroughballdrillsat
Kangcheng Kindergarten.
There are nearly 200 kindergartens offering football in
Shanghai to both boys and girls.
CARTOON RABBITS
Theboys,wearingmatching yellow T-shirts, spend most of the
time with a ball each.
Exercisesfocusoncontroland
dribbling,andtheyaretoldtouse
both feet.
Towards the end of the hour-

long practice, they do one drill
wheretheyplacethe ballinfront
of themand, withouttouchingit,
alternatebetweenleft-andrightfoot stepovers.
Itisthesortofmanoeuvrethat
Messidoesatpacetotieopposing
defenders in knots.
RatherthantheCampNouand
a fanatical Barcelona crowd of
100,000, the boys of Kangcheng
Kindergarten are in the playground and have statues of cartoon rabbits watching.
Wang Zhilin’s father does not
playfootball,buthehashopesfor
his seven-year-old son.
“He wants me to be play for
(Shanghai) SIPG,” said Wang,
referring to the Chinese Super
League champions.
Perhaps one day little Wang
will lift the World Cup for China.
But it would take a major
improvement—themen’ssideis

STRAIGHTT D

AMRIT MATHUR
HUR
Of the two possible threats to the
Pakistan game, one subsided as
rain clouds were headed elsewhere. The other threat, a political one, has also receded. Ahead
of the ‘mother of all cricket battles’ there is expectation but also
an unusual calm. Not long back
the BCCI COA demanded tough
action against countries (meaning Pakistan) for supporting terror. Now,justas teamsareabout
toline-upatManchester,thestridentrhetoricisonmute.It’stime
to reissue statementsthat‘thisis
only a game of cricket’.
Still, mindful of the importanceofthematch,COA’sLtGen
Ravi Thogde is around. His two
colleagues (also eligible for a
7-daytriphere)havestayedback,
oneduetopreoccupationandthe
other in solemn protest. However, Ehsan Mani (ex-ICC chief,
recentlypickedbyImranKhanto
head PCB) and ICC head Shashank Manohar are not here.
Supportingtheteamarethree
selectorsledbyMSK,astatement
in itself considering the team
management (captain, vice-captainandcoach)hasastrongsayin
deciding the 11. All legends are
here except Dravid.
Representing Pakistan, is
WaqarYounis.Heisactiveacross
media platforms and a sought
aftercoach.Heis bemusedby the
lack of swing in contemporary
cricket.Askedaboutthereasons,
he justshrugs: ask the ICC. Have
bowlers lost the art? Couldn’t be
that, he replied. Everyone can’t
be so unskilled. Is it the white
ball? Quite likely, but I don’t
knowwhatbecausetheseamand
the ball looks the same.
WaqarfeelsPakistanmustdiscover its A game to challenge
India.Viratechoesthesentiment
and because of Champions Trophy2017,realisesPakistan,however up and down performance
wise, is never to be taken lightly.

SUPPORTING THE TEAM
ARE THREE SELECTORS
LED BY MSK, A
STATEMENT IN ITSELF
CONSIDERING THE TEAM
MANAGEMENT (CAPTAIN,
VICE-CAPTAIN AND
COACH) HAS A STRONG
SAY IN DECIDING THE 11.
ALL LEGENDS ARE HERE
EXCEPT DRAVID.

Japan back on
track with 2-1 win
over Scotland
Agencies
n
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RENNES: Strikers Mana Iwabuchi

n

Ramandeep Singh (C) scored a brace against Japan in Bhubaneswar on Friday.

ute,youngHardikSinghfailedto
tap in a pass by Gursahibjit
Singh, while Akashdeep Singh
too failed to capitalise on an
opportunity.
But India could not be denied
forlongastheyenforcedtwopenalty corners in succession and of
thesecond,HarmanpreetSingh,
playing his 100th international,
flicked a powerful shot to the
right of ‘keeper Takano to level
the score 1-1.
Indiaforcedthreepenaltycorners in succession and the last
one (India’s fifth in all), Varun

Kumar planted a powerful yet
low flick to the right of the Japanese goalkeeper.
Japan were not done yet as
they levelled at 2-2 with Kota
Watanabe capitalising on a swift
counter attack to tap in a pass by
Kazuma Kurata.
Stunned again by the Japan
forwards, India regrouped and
dominated proceedings, scoring
twice in two minutes through
Ramandeep Singh and Hardik
Singh,bothfieldgoalscomingoff
well executed attacks initiated
from the back to make it 4-2 five

ARIJIT SEN/HT PHOTO

minutes before half-time.
Theirsuperiorityestablished,
Indiastrucktwomoreinthethird
quarterwithRamandeepgetting
hisnameagainonthescoresheet
(37th)andGursahibjitgivingfinishing touch to a well orchestrated attack. The match in their
pocket with 6-2 lead, India took
the footoff the pedal andenjoyed
some quiet time in the fourth
quarter, scoring their seventh
goal via Vivek Sagar Prasad in
the 47th minute and absorbed
some pressure created by Japan
to seal victory.

The kindergarten push behind China’s football dream
Agence France-Presse

THREATS RECEDE
BEFORE CRUCIAL
PAKISTAN GAME

ranked 74th by FIFA and has
reachedtheWorldCuponlyonce,
in 2002. They lost all three games
and failed to score a goal.
There is particular concern
aboutthedearthofqualityyouth
players emerging, despite China
havingapopulationof1.4billion.
That is where the football-focused kindergartens come in,
although the potential benefits
won’t be felt for more than a decade.Kangchengwasaheadofthe
curveandhashadfootballclasses
for two years. Its principal says
thatmoreparentswanttheirchildren involved.
“Wedon’thavesufficienttime
or manpower so it’s only carried
out as a small club for the time
being. But of course if there are
guarantees of human, material
and financial resources in the
future, I think we can expand
this,”saidXuRong,theprincipal.

n

A group of boys practice stepovers at a kindergarten tucked away
between residential tower blocks in Shanghai.
AFP

andYuikaSugasawawereonthe
scoresheet as Japan got their
women’s World Cup campaign
back on track with a 2-1 victory
over Scotland in Rennes on Friday. Japan, champions in 2011
andfinalistsfouryearsago,were
comingoffauninspiringgoalless
draw with lowly-ranked Argentina in their opener but looked
much sharper in the attacking
third against Scotland.
Theygotabreakthroughwhen
striker Iwabuchi controlled a
poorheadedclearancefromScotlandcaptainRachelCorsiebefore
unleashing a powerful strike
high into the net from 20 metres.
Sugasawa doubled Japan’s
leadfromthespotinthe37thminuteafteranotherdefensiveerror
from Corsie, who was penalised
for tugging back the forward in
thebox.Scotlandrespondedwith
a physical approach going forward in the second half and
pulledonebackthroughacurling
effort from substitute Lana Clelland but Japan held on to the
advantagetosealtheirfirstwinof
the tournament.
AUSTRALIA ECSTATIC
AFTER WIN OVER BRAZIL
MONTPELLIER: For Australia, the
come-from-behind 3-2 victory
over Brazil in Montpellier on
Thursday did not just keep their
World Cup hopes alive – it provided vindication. “Real Aussie
heart being shown,” said goalkeeper Lydia Williams. “It was
kind of do or die for us.”
Afteranunfortunate2-1lossto
Italy in their opener, Australia
felltwogoalsbehindagainstBrazilbeforetheir secondhalfcomeback.“Tonightisoneofthefinest
Australian performances I have
seen,” said coach Ante Milicic.
Marta and Cristiane Rozeira
had given Brazil the lead before
Caitlin Foord pulled one back at
the stroke of half-time. A Chloe
Logarzo strike and an own goal
from Brazil’s Monica Alves
handed Australia victory.
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‘IDON’TANALYSE
WHYAFILM
DOESN’TWORK’
A

What do you feel about the
reactions coming your way
for Bharat?
I appreciate the feedback
because it helps me get better.
The validation feels great. A
film is a collaborative effort
and there is so much that goes
into a character – not just by
the person essaying the role
but the one who has written it,
the entourage behind it, the
director who helps bring it out.

You have worked with Salman
Khan in several projects. Is it any
different each time the two of you
collaborate?

Katrina Kaif
is delighted
with
reactions to
Bharat, says
she chooses
films
instinctively

easy for you to turn down roles?
Yeah, after working for so
many years. When I started
out, I had a very clear vision of
the kind of work I wanted to do
and who I wanted to be on
screen. I was fortunate to have
ticked a lot of those boxes.
With time, you become a
little bit of a different person.
You evolve — what you feel,
you believe, what attracts
you, or interests you – it
changes. Now I respond
instinctively to where I’ll be
challenged and where I’ll learn
something.

I don’t carry any baggage
when I go on set – who is my
co-star, how many films we’ve
done together and anything
else for that matter. We need to
keep giving the audience a new
experience. I’m very conscious
of that, especially now.

Do you feel there’s pressure for
big-budget films to work as a
couple of them have failed?

At this point in your career, is it

Many big films haven’t done
well in the last few months but

PHOTO:
PRAMOD
THAKUR

SUI DHAAGA
COMPETES AT
SHANGHAI
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL
Rishabh Suri
ui Dhaaga: Made In India
got much love from both
critics and the audience
when it released in India last
year. And it continues to
garner appreciation the world
over. The Varun DhawanAnushka Sharma starrer has
been selected in the
competition category at the
Shanghai International Film
Festival’s The Belt and Road
Film Week, which begins
today. What makes it even
more special is the fact that it
is the only Indian film to be
screened during the week.
The film, which was about
finding love and respect through self-reliance, narrated the
story of an innocent rural
couple, Mauji and Mamta.
Varun says, “Sui Dhaaga —
Made in India, was made with
a lot of heart and is a story
about a working-class man
who fights for self-respect. I’m
hoping the film will win hearts
in this festival as well.”
Anushka adds, “Our film is
an incredible story of human
triumph and I am certain that
its universal storyline has the
potential to appeal to
audiences across the globe.”
Maneesh Sharma, who had
produced the film, says, “The
story of the film is a special
salute to the inherent
entrepreneurial spirit of local
artisans in India. I’m eagerly
looking forward to the
audience response at a
platform as prestigious as The
Shanghai International Film
Festival’s The Belt and Road
Film Week.” This year, the
Week will feature 24 films from
24 countries.

S
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rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Katrina Kaif
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GANDHI

I don’t analyse it. We always
want to find some generic, onesize-fits-all kind of sweeping
answer. Every film is a unique
experience of two-and-a-halfhours. You just have to make a
good story, and the film will
work. There is no trend. If you
make a good film with any
actor – be it young, new, old or
established, it will work.

Your role in Zero was
praised but the film
tanked at the box
office. Was it a tough
situation to be in?
You feel very bad as we all
put in so much work. A
huge amount of effort has
gone into the film, so you
feel the weight of it. But
on a different note, Zero
gave me so much. As an
actor, it brought me the
maximum love I’ve
received so far. It was a
wonderful and creatively
satisfying experience.

Do you feel this is one of the most
enriching phases in your career?
I have, right from my third
film Namastey London (2007),
played strong roles. Then
came Rajneeti (2010), after
which I played the most
beautifully layered character
in Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara
(2011). I’ve had fantastic
opportunities. Can you go

ore and more children
are coming into acting
and lending a new
freshness to the art form. They
enact plays from their own
point of view. In Lucknow,
four to five generations are
performing together on one
stage,” said theatre legend
Urmil Kumar Thapliyal, who
himself started his career as a
child artist at the age of nine.
“With great energy students
perform in the plays and
highlight the existing social
problems, giving the story
their ideas. However, their
efforts still need direction and
need to be polished,” said
Thapliyal.
“Parents have realised the
importance of co-curricular
activities and coax their
children to join a cultural
activity during vacations”,
said theatre personality Faisal
Hussain. “However, to make it
interesting for children, an
activity needs generous doses
of enthusiasm and fun,” he
added.
As an example, he points
out the play ‘Did the Butler Do
It?’, which he directed. Held at
the Kala Mandap Auditorium
in Lucknow, recently, little
wonders solved the mystery of
a necklace going missing. The
Butler (played by Drone
Pande) was suspected to have
stolen it.
Jasmine, the mother of
Atharv, another very talented
youngster said, “We were in
Myanmar then and we
discovered Atharv’s interest
in acting. When he was still
five, he participated in a

“M

Sneha Mahadevan

fter a rather lean phase,
Katrina Kaif finally has
reasons to celebrate as
her latest film, Bharat,
has fared well at the box office.
The actor is not disappointed
despite two consecutive duds
last year — Zero and Thugs of
Hindostan — as she believes in
counting her blessings and
moving forward gracefully.
She talks about Bharat’s
success and how the
experience has changed her
choices of roles. Excerpts:

Nokidsplay,butthey’re
enrichingthemselves& theatre

An animated Athrav (centre) before the play ‘Did the Butler Do It?
workshop on theatre skills and
his teacher was all praise for
his passion for acting. That’s
when we started supporting
him.” She said that he enjoyed
acting so much that when he
would watch his favourite
cartoon shows he would try
and deliver the dialogues
exactly the same way.
“We saw a play directed by
Faisal Hussain last year and
enjoyed it a lot and we decided
to send Atharv to his class,”
said Jasmine. “When we told
Atharv about Faisal Hussain’s
acting class he got really
excited about it,” she added.
“Mothers always want to
engage their children in some
type of co-curricular activities

deeper? Of course. I have so
much time to do that.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

‘I have come back, this time
I am in it for the long haul’
Amrita Rao has
returned from a
brief break and is
raring to go

City kids rehearsing for a nukkad natak

so that their vacations don’t go
waste,” said Stuti Agarwal,
eight-year-old Prisha
Agarwal’s mother. She is also
a part of Faisal Hussain’s
group and teaches acting to
children.
“Prisha enjoys acting as she
gets to learn something new all
the time,” her mother said.
“The young generation’s
interest lies in acting and TV
production. So to know the
basics and to get the feel of
acting, their being attached to
theatre is a good thing, as they
will only hone their talent by
performing on stage,” said
theatre shows producer and
organiser Bhoopesh Rai.
“I have been teaching
students acting for the
last six years and the
growing interest of
youngsters in acting is
due to the increasing
craze for acting among
students,” said Mahesh
Chandra Deva of
Chabutra Theatre
Pathshala.
Aryan Gautam (9)
said, “I have been
interested in acting
since I was threeyears-old and as time
has passed, this
interest has only
increased. Now, I wish
to make a future in
acting. But I have to
balance my studies
with acting.”
Shikha Valmiki (12)
said, “I aspire to

Aryan Gautam & (below) Shikha
Valmiki with actor Manoj Pahwa

become a theatre artist one
day. Previously, I was not into
theatre but after my mother
encouraged me, I tried it and
now I love it. I manage my
studies side-by-side. Till now I
have done 20-21 plays.”
With youngsters being
drawn to theatre, it may be
inferred that the talent coming
to stage will not only improve
the child but even the art form.

SAKSHI RASTOGI,
(with inputs from Shruti
Rai and Akriti Saxena)

STOP PRESS

Juhi Chakraborty
fter spending 11 years in
Bollywood, Amrita Rao
decided to pause her film
career in 2013 post starring in
Satyagraha, only to return to
the big screen earlier this year
with Thackeray. And in this
innings, the actor says she is
“not going to disappear” and
will “build up on the
momentum” that her return
has created.
“A lot of people tell me they
want to see more of me. I feel
taking a break gave me that
much-needed freshness. I had
not planned Thackeray, it just
chose me. This time, I have
come back and I am in it for the
long haul. Good things will
happen now,” says Amrita,
who was in the Capital
recently.
The actor, who has starred
in films such as Ishq Vishk
(2003), Main Hoon Na
(2004),Vivah ( 2006), Welcome
to Sajjanpur ( 2008) and Jolly
LLB (2013), may not have
signed anything yet, but says
she is already swarmed with a
lot of scripts and is cautiously
treading her career path this
time around.
“Now that a lot of people
have got the signal that I am
back, I am getting approached
by many filmmakers. But, I
have taken this decision of not
repeating myself because I
have been there, done that.
Now, I am only taking up
projects which excite me. I
have consciously decided
that,” she shares.
And Amrita is happy to be
back in the film industry at a
time when there are different
kinds of opportunities opening
up for actors and stories are
also increasingly more femalecentric.
“There is a new kind of

A

Peter Dinklage receiving
an Emmy in 2018

AFTER OSCARS,
EMMYS TO GO
WITHOUT A HOST?
ith three months to
go, and no host
confirmed as yet, reports
suggest this year’s Emmy
Awards will probably be
without a host. According
to a report in Variety,
“possibility of a host-less
Emmys is among the
leading options” being
considered by the network
which will telecast the
award ceremony. The last
time the Emmys didn’t
have a host was in 2003.
This year’s Oscars too, went
ahead without a host, as
the initial choice, Kevin
Hart, stepped down due to
an online outrage against
his homophobic remarks on
social media.

W

Amrita Rao
PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/ HT

cinema and definitely more
equal to both genders. There
are so many different kinds of
films being made and even
series on different OTT
platforms. I recently watched

City of Dreams and loved how
the female and male actors
were given equal roles. Times
have changed and will change
for the better,” she signs off.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
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readers.
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152,
40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

SATURDAY,
JUNE 15,
2019

Those feeling out of sorts for some time are
likely to make a quick recovery. Your gut
feeling about a financial issue may get
you into hot waters. Family will appear
most responsive to your needs. There is
every chance of your travelling overseas
ARIES
or to another city. Shifting to a new place
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
is on the cards for those looking for a
suitable accommodation. It will be important to
remain within sight of your academic objectives.

HINDUSTA N TIMES, LUCKNOW
SATURDAY, JUN E 1 5, 2019

Courteney Cox: The American actor, best known
for playing the role of Monica Geller in the famous
sitcom series F.R.I.E.N.D.S., turns 55 today.

You will feel on the top of the world today
as far as health is concerned. Judicious
spending will find your bank balance in a
healthy state. Those appearing for
interview will need to stress on current
issues to be successful. Thorough
GEMINI
preparations are a must for those
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
travelling long distances. A new house or
apartment is likely to be acquired by some.
Gathering resources on the academic front will not be difficult.

Those feeling depressed are likely to find
positivity in their lives. Financial troubles
for those in debt are likely to be over
soon. Your focus and energy may be
found lacking in a task assigned to you.
A family get-together will give you the
CANCER
opportunity to meet some new members
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
you had not met before. Those planning to
travel abroad will manage to complete the
formalities without a hitch. Students will overcome all hurdles.

Love Focus: Those seeking love are likely to get lucky soon!

Love Focus: Your romantic inclination towards someone is likely to
draw you closer to them.

Love Focus: You may get a chance to spend some time with the one
you secretly love.

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Golden

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Electric Blue

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Including healthy food into your diet plan
is a sure shot way to remain trim.
Monetary problems become a thing of
the past. Someone close at work will
take most of the workload off your
shoulders. Much travelling is envisaged,
LEO
but it will help you achieve your aims. Be
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
vigilant so as not to compromise your
security. Your inquisitiveness will help in
learning the ropes quickly on the academic front.

Keep mental tensions at bay through
meditation. Some of you may end up
investing in a dubious scheme and lose
money. Shortcuts on the professional
front can let you down in the long run.
Spouse or a family member may rattle
you by remaining uncharacteristically
quiet, so get them to spell out the reason.
Travel is likely to prove profitable. Help on the
academic front will come to those seeking it.

Problems on the health front are foreseen.
Don’t get hoodwinked into spending
stupidly under someone’s influence.
Your business acumen will be in demand
at work. Doing things with family today
is indicated and will help forge a strong
relationship. Those travelling should be
careful on the road. Students can expect a
positive outcome in something that they have
undertaken.

Love Focus: Ego clash with lover is likely and threatens to turn the
relationship sour.

Love Focus: Pep up a relationship that you have nurtured for long, as
it may show signs of stagnation.

You may enjoy perfect health by remaining
regular in workouts. Hurdles are foreseen
for those trying to recover a loaned
amount. This is a great day for those
looking for a suitable job. Spirited
performance of a family member is likely
LIBRA
to make you proud. Organising an outing
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
for friends and relations is on the cards and
will prove most enjoyable. Owning a house is
indicated for some. It appears to be rough ride for those appearing
for a competitive exam for higher studies.
Love Focus: Those in love are in for a satisfying time.

Love Focus: Lover may appear most unaccommodating and may not
even do your bidding, so find out why.

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: White

Those new to an exercise regime will be
able to gain immense benefits. Your
foresight on the financial front is likely
to increase your assets and wealth
manifold. An ongoing project may face
some hurdles. This is a favourable day for
SAGITTARIUS
doing something together with the
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
family. A long journey may prove most
tiring and boring. A lucrative property deal
may become hard to ignore, so go right ahead.

Those ailing for sometime will show
positive signs of recovery. Keeping a close
tab on expenditure will help you in
avoiding a cash crunch. Networking may
help some in getting approvals in record
time. Domestic front may experience
CAPRICORN
turbulence, as spouse or woman of the
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
house may not be in the best of moods.
Those using the road will need to be cautious.
Your disinterest for a task on the academic front will be quite evident.

Those feeling unwell of late may already be
on the path to total recovery. Monetary
situation may keep you in an upbeat
mood. Family will be supportive and do
much to keep you entertained. You can
plan an out-of-town trip to meet a
PISCES
relative or friend. You are likely to strike a
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
good bargain in buying a major item for the
house. An opportunity for gaining added
qualification may slip out of your fingers.

Love Focus: A romantic opportunity is likely to come your way in a
most unexpected manner!

Love Focus: This is the time to let your hair down and have a rocking
time with lover.

Health needs all your attention today.
Difficulties faced in raising a loan will be
overcome without much hassle. Your
efforts at work will be richly rewarded
by getting noticed by those who matter.
Homemakers are likely to go overboard
AQUARIUS
in getting something done at home and
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
overstep the budget. Some of you may have
to proceed for an official tour at a short notice.
You are likely to overcome the difficulties encountered in a
competitive situation on the academic front.

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Cream

Love Focus: It will be important to be sensitive to the feelings of the
one you love.

Ram’s tattoo love
k Thi Rani Ek Tha Raavan actor
Ram Yashvardhan is a tattoos
freak. The actor who is playing
the negative character as Rivaaj
in the Star Bharat show is a
fitness maniac and a tattoo lover
has 8 tattoos on his body. Ram
has a tattoo of lord Shiva on his
left arm and the words Invictus
which also means ‘undefeated’ in
Latin written on his right arm. The
actor has a deep connection with
tattoos. He got his first tattoo at
the age of 22 and the love for

Take adequate breaks between workouts,
so as not to overstrain. Monetary gains
are possible. Difficulties related to a
project may keep you involved, but you
will manage to find a way out. Family
will appear most responsive to your
TAURUS
needs. Plans for an overseas journey may
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
have to be shelved due to circumstances
beyond your control. Getting something done
to set your house in order is indicated. You will be able to foresee a
situation on the academic font without getting involved.

SUDOKU

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Love Focus: A thoughtful gift by lover is likely to make your day!

Love Focus: You succeed in striking friendship with the one you
secretly love.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Light Green

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Coffee

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

E

tattoos have never stopped. “Yes
I’m planning to have more
tattoos in future. I have currently
eight and I would love to round it
up to ten,” he said.

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
The cricket match in Lagaan (2001)
was shot in 48 degrees Celsius. In
such sweltering conditions, several
actors fainted on the set.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3117
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

PWEEE
GNAIR
I N ST E P
IOS B HK
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

I’ve got to ___ ___ . It’ll be my worst business mistake if I
don’t.
- Steve Martin (4,9)

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Pewee, grain, spinet, kibosh
ANSWER: I’ve got to keep breathing. It’ll be my worst business
mistake if I don’t. - Steve Martin

‘Non-film music popular
again due to remakes’

MOVIES ON TV

Samarth Goyal
hile many feel that
song remakes have
spelt doom for the
music industry, composersinger Ankit Tiwari does
not think the trend of
remakes in Bollywood is a
bad thing. Ankit, riding
high on the success of his
recently released
independent single, Tere
Do Naina, says overuse of
recreations in Bollywood
is one of the biggest
reasons for the growth of
non-film music in the
country.
“It is just a situation,
and a situation is neither
good nor bad. Rather, it
leads to opening of
avenues. Nowadays, every
big film’s first trailer has
one remake song in it.
There are so many
recreations being done in
Bollywood, that the
original music in films
took a backseat. That’s
why you see non-film
music pick up again,” he
says.
“I am not sure what the
conclusion of this trend
would be. But, for
musicians, it’s a great
thing. It’s through nonfilm music that musicians
are able to create their own
identity,” the 33-year-old
adds. However, Ankit, who

W

I am Legend
at 1431

Ankit Tiwari

PHOTO: FOTOCORP

composed the recreated
version of Koi Fariyaad for
Tum Bin 2 (2016), doesn’t
feel comfortable recreating
music himself.
“Teri Fariyaad was in
Tum Bin (2001) as well [as
Koi Fariyaad]. In Tum Bin
2 it was recreated because
the director wanted to
evoke that nostalgia. Even
in Dhoom [the franchise],
you hear the title track in
all three films. That makes
a lot of sense, as the
recreations carry the
nostalgia of the previous
films. But today, any
recreation is put in any
film. So original film music
is also important. What
will be left to recreated if
there is no original
music?” he says.
n

1017 Rampage
1210 Godzilla
1431 I am Legend
1609 2012
1848 War of
The Worlds
2100 Shoot’Em Up
2234 Underworld:
Blood Wars

ABCD 2 at 1500
1200 Kaashmora 2
1500 ABCD 2
1800 Vedalam
2000 Thadaka 2

EDITOR’S
PICK

Dragonball: Evolution
at 1537

Now You See Me at 1403

1106 Ice Age: Dawn of The
Dinosaurs
1255 Kingsman: The Golden
Circle
1537 Dragonball: Evolution
1722 Avatar
2050 X-Men: Days of Future
Past
2331 Bleeding Steel

0905 Deep Impact
1105 Road Trip
1225 Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles
1403 Now You See Me
1605 Flight
1814 The Patriot
2100 The Ring Two
2251 Police Story 3: Supercop

Dhadkan at 1344

Kedarnath at 2000

1110 Jumanji: Welcome To The
Jungle
1344 Dhadkan
1654 Sher Ka Shikaar
2000 Bruce Lee – The Fighter
2251 Anaconda

1044 Vivah
1410 Dangal
1733 Sardaar Gabbar Singh
2000 Kedarnath
2223 Bengal Tiger

samarth.goyal@htlive.com
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AROUND TOWN
FASHION EXPO OPENS
ashion and lifestyle
brand Fashionista
opened its expo in
Lucknow at Hotel Clarks
Awadh on Friday. The
three-day extravaganza
offers designer apparels,
bags, jewellery and other
house decorative items all
under a roof. Organised by
film actor Pawan Shankar,
this is their 18th expo in
Lucknow itself in which
award-winning sellers

F

03

MAKINGA STYLE STATEMENT

from across the country
are participating.

FOR BETTER DRIVING EXPERIENCE
Baby show during the Lucknow Designer Week 2019
esigners from various
parts of Uttar Pradesh
showcased their collection
during the Lucknow Designers
Week held at a city club
recently. Those who presented
their designs during the show
included Sher Khan, Amir,
Riya, Remsha Fatima and
Bhawna Gupta.
The collection that was
showcased during the show
included ethnic western,
summer wear and Arabian
theme garments. The designers
were from Kanpur, Lucknow,
Varanasi, Gorakhpur and New
Delhi. The special guests on the
occasion were Shikhar Dixit,
Anup Agarwal and Satish Jha.
The event was choreographed
by Amrit Sharma.
The participants on the
ramp, who showcased the
collection, included women,
kids and professional models.
Around 50 participants took
HTC
part during the event.

PIX: DHEERAJ DHAWAN/HT

Ishita

Aastha

Bhavna

Mrs UP Nelofer

D
koda Auto India launched its newly designed
sales, service and
spares facility in partnership with Kamal Kishore
Auto Corp. Pvt Ltd, opposite High Court, in Lucknow. Company’s director
sales, service and marketing Zac Hollis and principal
dealer Neeraj Rastogi
inaugurated the state-ofthe-art dealership facility.
They aims to further strengthen its position in Uttar

S

Pradesh and push forward
its campaign of establishing a strong foothold in
the northern markets. The
facility sprawls over an
area of 18,256 sq. ft. and
accommodates a six car
display, six mechanical
stations, and seven body
shop bays. The workspace
has a capacity to serve
approximately 3,000
vehicles per annum, with
more than 20 dedicated
after sales personnel.

MAKING THE DAY SPECIAL
nder the campaign,
#TheHeroesWeNeedT
oday, Platinum Guild
India Pvt. Ltd. has come up
with a choicest of platinum
jewellery piece to celebrate
the precious bond for the
Fathers Day. Buyers
choose from an array of
designs frommen’s
platinum collection from
Platinum jewellery for men
which includes bold,
understated, and classic
designs of platinum
bracelets and chains. The
stunning collection is
crafted keeping in mind the

U

Akriti, Ipshita, Harshita & Neelam

Dance performance

Rahul

Rashmi

modern man who embodies
progressive values. The
designs are inspired by
geometrical shapes and
patterns. From classic
chains to rings and
bracelets, each piece is
designed to the suit the
sensibilities of a discerning
man like your father.

Aditi

Richa

Zainab

Doubledoseofentertainment

Deepika

Sher Khan

Some of the winners during the event

SOLAR ECLIPSE
FRENZY FUELS
ASTRONOMICAL
TOURISM IN
CHILE

PHOTO: REUTERS

he total solar eclipse
expected in northern
Chile early next month is
already drawing flocks of
visitors eager to glimpse a
rare view of the phenomenon
through the region’s clear
skies.
In Coquimbo, a region
spanning the Pacific coast and
the Andes, tourism demand
has already eclipsed offerings
of some services, forcing
hotels there to put up signs
warning they have no rooms
left for the July 2 event.
Flights to Coquimbo
offered by Chile’s domestic
airline companies are being
snapped up, as a clock in the
coastal town of La Serena in
Coquimbo counts down to the
big day. “People have gone
mad. They want the day to
come as soon as possible,”
local resident Patricia said
about the frenzy.
Together with parts of
Argentina and New Zealand,
northern Chile is one of the
few places in the world that
will be directly facing the sun
when the moon passes in front
of the earth, blocking its light
completely and darkening
skies for several minutes.
Total solar eclipses occur at
any specific location on
average every 360 years,
according to the European
Southern Observatory,
Germany.
Chile prides itself on being
an astronomer’s paradise,
home to dozens of telescopes
and ambitious studies at its
observatories. The eclipse is
expected to draw some 400,000
visitors to Coquimbo,
according to the government.
“It’s a unique occasion,”
says, Chilean astronomer Ivo
Saviane. Chilean President
Sebastian Pinera is one of 150
VIPs with tickets to watch the
eclipse at La Silla.
REUTERS

T
Scenes from the nautanki ‘Abu Hasan’ held at Rai Umanath Bali Auditorium
comedy ‘Jaat Hi Pucho
Sadhu Ki’ was staged
during the six-day
Summer Theatre Fest being
organised by NSD Repertory
and Bhartendu Natya
Academy, in the city.
The play penned by Vijay
Tendulkar was directed by
Rajindar Nath. The drama
opened with the central
character named Mahipat, an
unemployed youth from
backward class. He wishesto
complete his masters degree
and finally clears the
examination but with third
division. But, as he was of
backward class he gets just no
calls for an interview. Actors
who performed were Shubham
Parik, Raju Rai, Ashutosh
Banerjee, Shruti Mishra
Meenu Devi and a few more.
Also, a nautanki, ‘Abu
Hasan’ was showcased in the
city at Rai Umanath Bali
Auditorium. The drama was
staged along with ‘Dohe,’
‘Chand’ and ‘Qawwali.’ The
story was written by Girish
Chandra and translated by
known theatre personality
Urmil K Thapaliyal. Directed
by Shailesh Srivastava the
drama was well appreciated by
the audience. The story
revolved around the male
protagonist Abu Hasan who
planned to revenge a religious
head who had duped his
mother once.

A

A scene from the play ‘Jaat Hi Pucho Sadhu Ki’ staged at Bhartendu Natya Academy

HT PHOTOS

Twitter user @Atheist_Krishna’s
meme (right) inspired other memes

World Cup: Fans open meme
umbrella as rain plays spoilsport
he ICC Cricket World Cup
2019 was the one thing
fans had been waiting for
this summer, but inclement
weather has played a major
spoilsport in the tournament.
With as many as four matches
(including Thursday’s India
vs New Zealand match) being
called off due to rain,
Twitterati aren’t too happy
with the International Cricket
Council (ICC) for planning the
quadrennial tournament at a
time when the United
Kingdom is seeing twice the
average rainfall than it
generally does in June. But
amid all the angsty tweets,
we’ve managed to strike
meme gold once again (at least
that wasn’t a washout!). Here
are some of the best from the
blessed the Internet.
HTC
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But trust the
actor to not
have known
about being
named the
internet’s
boyfriend
ctor Keanu Reeves just
learned that he has been
named as the internet’s
boyfriend. Speaking to
People on the red carpet of Toy
Story 4’s premiere, the actor
was asked about his thoughts
on the epithet, referencing
fans’ love for the star in the
wake of his recently released
John Wick: Chapter 3 —
Parabellum and his hilarious
cameo in the streaming romcom Always Be My Maybe
(where he plays a fictional
version of himself).
“I’ve been what?” he said
when asked how he felt about
the internet’s obsession with
him. “I didn’t know that...
That’s... uh... that’s wacky.
Well, the positivity’s great,”
says Reeves, adding about his
projects fans have latched onto,
“It’s really special how John

A
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INTERNET’SPUPPY
EYESFORKEANU
Wick was embraced, and
working on Always Be My
Maybe — great, you know. Ali
Wong and Randall Park are
just really wonderful artists
and people, and it was really
cool to get a chance to play with
them,” he said of his co-stars in
the film.
Reeves also spoke about Toy
Story 4, where he voices a
daredevil, motorcycle-obsessed
toy called Duke Caboom. While
Reeves said his on-screen, toy
character “looks absolutely not
like me,” he did say that some
of his physicality made it to the
avatar.
Reeves, who has had a big
b
fan following in Hollywood
d

since the 1990s, is enjoying a
resurgence in popularity,
largely online. His appearance
in a video game, his tendency
for introspection, buying his
own groceries and riding
motorcycles has made fans on
the internet fall in love with the
star. Last week, users had a
field day making funny
references associated with his
surname. This week, photos of
the actor with the opposite
gender went viral, after users
pointed out that Reeves kept
his hands away, and was a
perfect gentleman when
taking photos with women.

Keanu Reeves is noted
for random acts of
kindness, like giving up
his seat on the subway or
taking extra time to chat
with a fan who uses a
wheelchair
PHOTO: FREDERIC J. BROWN/AFP

Above: Keanu
Reeves recently
appeared in Ali
Wong’s Always Be
My Maybe; Reeves
in a still from
Cyberpunk 2077

In Toy Story 4, Reeves
voices a toy known as Duke
Caboom, a Canadian
stuntman who rides a
motorcycle

Cuba
Gooding Jr
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Bryan Singer to
pay $150,000 to
settle rape claim
-Men director Bryan
Singer’s attorney on
Wednesday informed that
the director will pay $150,000
(~ 1 crore approx) to resolve
allegations that he raped a 17year-old boy Cesar SanchezGuzman in 2003.
“Singer has denied even
knowing this individual, let
alone allegedly having
interacted with him more than
15 years ago,” Fox quoted
Singer’s attorney, Andrew
Brettler, as saying.
Sanchez-Guzman filed a
lawsuit against Singer in 2012
in which he alleged that the
filmmaker sexually assaulted
him during a yacht party in
Seattle. Allegedly, Singer took
the boy to a secluded area,
forced him to get sexually
intimate, and then raped him.
However, Singer’s attorney
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uba Gooding Jr. turned
himself in and was
arrested on Thursday
on charges that he groped a
woman in an encounter at a
New York City night spot
that appears to have been
caught on video.
The 51-year-old Oscarwinning star of Jerry
Maguire (1996) denies the
allegations and pleaded not
guilty to forcible touching
and sexual abuse charges at
a night court arraignment.
He was released on his
own recognisance after
about six hours in police
custody. Gooding did not
discuss his case as he left
court, instead offering well
wishes to David Ortiz, the
Boston Red Sox star
hospitalised after he was
shot Sunday in the
Dominican Republic.
“Get well, Big Papi,”
Gooding said while passing
a phalanx of cameras and
reporters in the courthouse
lobby. Before getting into a
car outside, he added, “It’s
been a long day.”
A 29-year-old woman told
police that Gooding placed
his hand on her breast and
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squeezed it without her
consent Sunday night at
Magic Hour Rooftop Bar &
Lounge. The woman said
she believed Gooding was
intoxicated.
Video obtained by TMZ
that the website says is
from inside the bar on the
night in question appears to
show Gooding putting his
hand on or near a woman’s
leg and breast as they sit on
a couch with another
woman between them.
Gooding is then seen
pulling the woman’s hand
to his lips, as if to kiss it,
and leaning toward her
before another man steps
up and talks with them. The

A CONVICTION
COULD PUT CUBA
GOODING JR.
BEHIND BARS FOR
UP TO A YEAR.
HE IS DUE BACK IN
COURT ON JUNE 26

video could be key evidence
for prosecutors, but
Gooding’s lawyer said the
footage showed “not the
slightest scintilla of
inappropriate conduct” and
will exonerate him.
“Mr. Gooding has not acted
inappropriately in any
shape or form,” lawyer
Mark Heller said.
“Nothing in the video
could even be considered
ambiguous, and I frankly
am shocked and horrified
that this case is being
prosecuted,” he added.
Gooding, in a dark blue
suit, smiled and waved as
he walked into a police
station Thursday afternoon
to meet with special victims
investigators. Inside, they
took his fingerprints and a
mug shot before leading
him out in handcuffs.
Later, Gooding sat on a
wooden bench in the front
row of an austere
courtroom, his hands cuffed
behind his back and his face
turned serious as he waited
for his case to be called. As a
detective uncuffed him, he
uncurled his hands and
shook them out.
AP
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inger-actor Selena
Gomez says
she has put a cap on
spending time on social
media as she believes that
the obsession with
applications has gone out
of control.
The 26-year-old said
that she used to regularly
engage with her fans on
Twitter and Instagram but
has pulled back because
she started to feel
“depressed”. “...I think it’s
just become really
unhealthy, I think,
personally, for young
people, including myself,
to spend all of their time
fixating on all these
comments and letting this
stuff in. It was affecting
me. It would make me
depressed. It would make
me feel not good about
myself and look at my body
differently and all kinds of
stuff,” Gomez said during
an appearance on Live!
With Kelly and Ryan.
There was a time when
Gomez used to be the most
followed person on
Instagram but she said
today she does not have
the app on her phone.
“I have it on someone
else’s phone. And when I
feel like I want to share
something with my fans or
just mess around with it, I
do it then,” she added.
Gomez’s comments
come almost a month after
she said social media has
been “terrible” for her
generation and it was
“impossible” at this point
to make it safe for users
while speaking at a press
conference at the 2019
Cannes Film Festival. PTI
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Cuba Gooding Jr. pleads not
guilty to groping woman at bar

SelenaGomezfeels
socialmediahas
becomeunhealthy

THE 26-YEAR-OLD SAID THAT SHE USED TO
REGULARLY ENGAGE WITH HER FANS ON
TWITTER AND INSTAGRAM BUT HAS PULLED
BACK BECAUSE SHE STARTED TO FEEL
‘DEPRESSED’

informed that the director has
denied the charges and agreed
to pay the amount for a
business reason related to
Sanchez-Guzman’s bankruptcy
case. Sanchez-Guzman filed for
bankruptcy in 2014. “The
decision to resolve the matter
with the bankruptcy trustee
was purely a business one as
litigation costs would well
exceed the amount requested
by the trustee to pay off the
creditors who were owed
money when the debtor filed
for bankruptcy,” he explained.
Singer was fired from the
Oscar-winning movie
Bohemian Rhapsody for
“unreliable behaviour” amid
the allegations. The director
was also later removed from
his film’s Bafta Awards
nomination due to the
allegations.
ANI

Cesar Sanchez-Guzman sued Bryan Singer in 2017, alleging sexual
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harassment, which Singer denied
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